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to ·the reader
Several of the articles in our present issue are devoted
to the stud11 of one of the evils which, for centuries, has
afflicted humanit11: colonialism and its variant i n this
centu1'1/, neocolonialism. Thus, undeT the general title
of "Lenin and the Colonial Peoples," which we print
in Notes tor History, we offeT an article by Ho Chi Minh
written on the occasion of the death of the builder
of the first Socialist State, followed b11 the participation
in the discussion of the national and colonial questions .
by Nguyen Ai Quoc, as he was known, at the Fifth WOTld
Congress of the Communist International.
In Starting P oints the Cuban journalist Gregorio Ortega
'returns to the incisive anal11sis of the colonial problem b11
tlle founders of Marxism and the result is an article that
brings new insights into focus for the emancipation

possibilitie.s of the peoples still subjected to foreign rule.
In Experiences and Facts, Gunnar PeTSson, the solidly
prettiaious Swedish intellectuat. analyzes the
coTCsponsibUity of social-democTacv in sustaining the

cc,lcmial-impe'rialist domination. His essay,
"Social-DemoCTaCtl and Imperialism,'' illustrates
unequivocalty the Quisling role played by the
Sociat-Democrats from the end of the Second World War
up to the 1)Tesent, in their relatwns with the peoples of

the Third World.
As leader of world imperialism, the United States has the
present function of chief policeman fOT the colonial
status quo. Thus, faced wit h the increasing consciousness
of the oppressed peoples, it has had to re11ort to refined
techniques of counterinsurgency . In '"USA: Policing
the Empire." which also ap·peaTs in Exper ien ces
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and Facts, the young Nortlt American journalist Michael
K lare i s again represented in our pages (see
TriconlinentaJ 18), informing us of the methods utiLized
by rhe governors in Washington in their effort to
preserve their zones of influence.
The section is completed with "Burundi and R wanda,:
The Same Imperialist Strategy" and " Brazil: Tlte Last
Days of a Dict.ator." The former is the title of an interesting
analysis of the political and social-eco11omic situatiOll of
these two small African nat !ons, written by Nadine
Nyangoma, young Belgian j ournalist and writer. The
second is by Lino L uben Perez, Prensu La tina
correspondent, and discusses the intermilitary struggles
ever t h e successor to da Costa e Silva.
l 'he Braz ilian theme conthmes in Books o f Tod;iy,
in "Marighella: Creativ e Life and Action ," with t he
prolog11e by Joaquim Cam ara Ferreira-new martyr of
the Latin-American struggles- to OSPAAAL's book on the
l eader of National Liberation Action.
I n Land of Ideas, a people who recently delivered the first
b lows against the neocolonial structure speak in the
voice of their highest leader. hi "Chile: The First Battle,"
President Salvador Allende expresses the i,-\gnijii:ance
of his victory and the measures to be adopted in order
to consolidate the v ictory of the Chilean masses.
"Cambodia and People's Struggle," whit:h we publish in
Man and His Word, is an intervi ew with Sarin Chhak,
Foreig11 Relations Minister of t he Royal G O'VernmeHL of
National Union of Cambodia. His words under li ne the firm
unity of the Khmer people wit h th e Laotian and
Vietnamese people in the common struggle to expe l the
N orth Americans and their stooges from the peninsula
of Indochina. The troops of Lon Nol, th e Minister po£nt.s
out, can "neither advance nor retreat." This, in the long
nm, is t he sihwtion of the imperialists in the region,
despite their enormous military power, us wt> have
already pointed out on the cover of this edition.
Tricontinental on the March presents an interview with
Huynh. Van Ba ("For a Peace With Liberty"); a letter
from the Japanese organization, R ed Army, and tne speech
made by the de legation of the Executi ve Secretariat of
OSPAAAL to the Ninth Session of the Council of AAPSO
held at the end of last 11ear in Libya. Fi nally, Carlos
Padilla, in charge of MPI international relations, talks
about nis country in "Puerto Rico: Crisi s a n d
Independence."
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Chile:
The First Battle
Salva dor Alle n d e
The electoral victory of People's Unity in Chile represents, for the first time. the ascent
to power of a Latin-Am.e rican people by way of the voting booth.
Never before in the r epublican history of the countries of Latin America has a true
representative of the dispossessed classes, elected by the force of votes, directed the
historic destiny of one of the nations that make up the geographic region In which the
neocolonialist policy of world Imperialism was born.

Since the beginning of the last century, the "divine" arrogance of the North American
iOVernors has been channeled according to the racist principle of "manifest destiny" and
the Interventionist pollcy of the Monroe Doctrine, to impose their neocolonial domination
on the relations of capitalist p r oduction In Latin America.
The displacement of free market capitalism by monopolistic capit.a llsm signified the
beginning of the "er a of exploitation" of the Latin-American economy by the Yankee
monopolie.s that brought with them the conversion of the Hispanic republics Into sour ces
of raw materials for the industry of the metropolis and into profitable markets for Wall
Street trade
The economic control by the United States plutocracy over the fundamental means of
production opened the doors to imperialist Ideological penetration into the political
acenano of lands located south of the Rio Grande, whicn have been "misgoverned" by their
native oligarchies, faithful servants of the dollar empire that scatters the crumbs of the
imperialist booty within the framework of the "inter-American system."
The triumph of the Cuban Revolution marked the beginning of the end of imperialist
hegemony on this continent of underdevelopment, convulsed by hunger, m isery and the
death of millions of blacks, Indians and mestizos.
The presidential election of the socialist senator Salvador Allende ls one of the historic
events that advances the process of the second and de.f initlve independence of the America
of Bolivar, Marti and Che.
The new Chilean president has had to confront the maneuvers of the ruling classes that
a re not resigned to let go of the reigns of power, and try to provoke economic chaos,
Incite the constitutional army to a military coup, and stir up reactionary terrorism against
the political personalities of People's Unity.
In a speech made on October 11 at the plenary session of the Central Commi,tee of the
Socialist Party, which Trlcontlnental publishes in its entir·e ty, the elected bead of Araucanian land points out the historic mission of the People's Unity government, which will
be to put into practice an economic policy to rescue the wealth of the country from foreign
exploitation and elim.inate the class inequality In Chile's social structure.
A few days before be was Installed in the Moneda Palace, the socialist leader. who had
the support of various progressive and left parties and movements in the electoral campaign
for first magistrate of the natloo, issued a call to the Chilean people to r emain alert and
vigilant in order to defend their politic.a l victory.
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DEAR SOCIALIST comrades of Chile
profound significance for me beand Sa ntiago,
cause the years that I have lived
Esteemed companion and friend, within this, the scdalist family,
Secretary-Gt.neral of the Socialist crowd together in my memory.
Party. Senator Aniceto Rcdriguez,
Founder of the Pa rty in Valparaiso
Comrade leaders of the Central and participating member of its first
Comm1ttec and of the regional com- central committees, within Party
mittees of the country.
1ife, in an expression of internal
Verv clrar and esteemed friends and democracy, I have held all positions
nati"onal leaders of the parties including - on two occasions and movements that comprise Peo- Secretary-General of our collectivity
ple's Unity,
and deputy, minister, senator and
Socialist members of Parliament today socialist President through
and people's members of Parliament. the will of the people.
sociali<'t governors and mayors,
My friend Senator Volodia TeitelMembers or P eople's Unity:
boim has done very well speaking in
It is a very moving and profound the name of the parties and the Peoevent for me to raise m y vcice in a ple's Uni~)' movement, and Aniceto
Party meetmg ending hours of work Rodriguez in r ecalling our fallen
and our ccllective preoccupation for comrades - I wish also this mcrning
the future of Chile and its working to r ecall the old-timers and render
masses.
homage to a worker who has been
For me - you must understand incorporated into the Party since
this well - it is a feeling of inti- its 'birth, leader of the bal<:ers, who
mate, profound and strong emotion has been ill for years but is here
to be here speaking to you as a today, to say that he and bis class
socialist, because I will never forget know that this is their victory.
I render homage to the workers
that what I am. have been and will
be I owe to the Party. to the people, in the person of Isidoro Godoy,
to the understanding of FRAP (Peo- leader of the bakers.
I wish to point out. and I know
ple's Action Front) yesterday, and
today to P eople's Unity - I tell you that in doing so I touch a sister of
comrades - talking to you has a ours very deeply, I wish to recall
one who was the best of the best,
the Secretary-General of the Party,
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the Senator who fell organizing the
Chilean peasants. I wish to render
homage to all those who have fallen,
in the ever-present name of our
comrade, Salomon Corbalan.
Comrades, we socialists come together after a victory which is ours
but not only ours. And the Party
must understand this very thoroughly and I must insist on it very
strongly.
The victory that has been won
is not the victory of a man; the
victory that has been won is not
the victory of the Socialist Party.
The victory won, the victory
achieved, is the victory of People's
Unity, it is Chile's victory.
The Party has a greater responsibility, and I know that it is going
to meet that responsibility because
after November 4 a member from
its ranks will be President. Moreover, each Party member, its old
members, its adults, its generous
and sacrificing women, its tough
youngsters of the Socialist Youth
Federation, must understand that
this is an extraordinary responsibility. That, as Aniceto Rodriguez
has said, it goes beyond the fron·
tiers of the nation. That there is
a responsibility in the common victory of the People's Unity. This responsibility must grow in each member of our collective.
We must be the most united, we
must be the most sacrificing, we
must be the example in the fulfillment of duties, we must show an
unshakable morality; in summary,
we must be socialists in the service
of the people and in the service of
the Chilean revolution.
Only thus, oruy mus can we answer the confidence given us by
other parties and movements that
are a part of the People's Unity.
They also had the right to have one
of their members carry the banner
of the people. They had the responsibility, sufficient breadth and

democratic practice to place this
banner, which is the hope of the
fatherland, in the hands of one of
your men. Because of this the socialists must understand the supreme responsibility implied in
having triumphed and in having
the fundamental base of this victory
in one of your men who has contributed to the formation of a
consciousness throughout Chile in
his 37 years of life within the Socialist Party.
Comrades, this being my thought
as I stand here before you, I wish
to single out some recent political
events. Before the Party now, and
tomori.;ow always before the people, I will tell you, m the form of
a fraternal and responsible dialogue,
all that is happening in this country and the projections our action
as governor can achieve in the
international field.
I wish to say that the meeting of
the 4th of September ended following exemplary and extraordinary
behavior by the people of Santiago
and the people of Chile - yes, because 200 000 or more people assembled the night of the 4th from
Arica to Maga1lanes, from the
mountains to the sea, and thousands
and thousands of men and women
qf the people also gaily celebrated
their victory, their own victory,
which is also our victory - and
we did so with a lofty feeling of
patriotism, and we did it with an
exemplary attitude, and we did it
without arrogance, we did it, more
than anything else, with responsibility.
And this is what will give the
people the strength to be able to
say as well that we had this attitude,
that we did not and will not cease
to have· it, because if the legal
channels seem fully opened, there
are still the obstinate who are try-
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ing to prevent our victory. But let
them be aware that this serenity is
not to disa1-m the people, that this
tra11qutllity is the tranquillity of
thuse who are strong, it is the firmnc~s or those who know how and
when they must. proceed.
With a people ltke the pecple of
Chile, it is very diificult, it is impossible that on the 4th of November the people should not enter the
.~overnor's house with me.
The steps we have taken publicly,
meaning, as comrade and friend
Aniceto Rodriguez said, that Peopie's Unity, with the people, has
conversed with the Christian Democrats in order to ct.:nvert into
Constitutional amendments, ideas
that were in our program. I say
that this dialogue took place with
the people's knowledge and that
no one m Chile can deny that our
acceptance of an attitude that we
consider to be just does net imply,
nor can it imply in any way, a
mod,f:cation in the content of the
program People's Umty puts forth
And it is honest and it is just
that the people understand that
within Christian Democracy itself
there were sectors that were in opposition.
Bul there was a m ajority that
understood that they also had a
responsibility to the people, not
only because of its majority composition as a social force among the
workers, but also because of the proposals form ulated in the iace or
Chile's conscience by their candidate
Senor Torn1c. And this afternoon
I expressed my recognition of the
attitude and the political hcnesty of
Radomiro Tomic and of the attitude
taken by the leader of Christian
Democracy, Senator Benjamin P1:ado.
B ut by the same token and reaffirming whal Aniceto Rodriguez
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has said . l respectfully r exclamalions from the people] quiet
comrades - and very clearly ask
the Chief of State not to rush
through Congress certain laws that
do not have a clear explanation,
j ust as he obtained President Alessandri's agreement. for example, to
postpone Lhe beginning of work on
Lo Prado tunnel, to resolve it finally under Frei's governorship.
From this tribune I ask him that
the project on national television
not be speeded up.
I ask President Frei not to insist
on the veto which implies not just
nonrcmoval of functionaries, whose
careers we are g oing to respect,
but a limitation on the possibility
of placing our own people in the
vital administrative and eccnomic
centers. It is not a question of a
struggle for bureaucratic po~ts but
that the levers of the economy must
be in the hands of those wno are
going to govern the country.
I respectfully but clearly request
President Frei not to accelerate the
creation of the Metropolitan Association because it is an investment
in a project that the People's Unity
government must determine.
I request of President Frei that
his Minister of Mines not speed up
an association of mixed capital between a socialist country and Chile.
This problem must be resolved by
the future government, by m y government, by the people's government.
The country - Aniceto Rodrig uez
noted it and also Volodia Teit elboim pointed it out in greater summary - has lived through a stage,
I should say, the last or next to
last death rattle of the u 1trareactionary right. The economic panic, the
economic chaos it has tried to unleash, the illicit and cunning commerce with foreign exchange and
money in order to prejudice the
escudo, the failure to buy raw ma-

terials, the unnecessary sale of cattle, the difficulties in spring planting, all this undersccred by one
unwonted fact of Chilean political
life: the direct attack on the commo.1 good endangering the life of
innocent people.
How many times have we said it,
how many times have we explained
to the people that we would never
resort to unnecessary violence nor
to personal terrorism, that this is
not a part of the tactics oi th~ people.
We have seen how bombs and
bombs and bombs have been placed
in the face of the inefficiency of
the investigatory services, and secondly m the face of an attitude on
the part of Judicial Power toward
those first arrested that I do not
wish to analyze in depth.
I do want to say to the people
that the investigatory agent who
pointed out the presence of the
Schillings and the Gonzalez who
were first arrested, affirmed - and
the pertinent authority knew of
it - that from the car in which he
was taken to be shown the locations where the bombs were going
to be planted, they had told him
that. from there they had fired on
the humble guardsman who was in
the service of the British Embassy.
I say to the people that we are
not going to permit and will not
tolerate d.-opping . exhaustive investigations which would punish the
law breakers. What would never
occur is that a man of the left would
attack a modest functionary. As
they know, we are aware of who
the culprits are and we want them
to understand that we know their
names, but that justice and the
government of Frei have the obligation of revealing them now and
not tomorrow.
Comrades, listen well to this: these
seditious attitudes are not improvised. There are foreign advic:ers

here, people with experience, mercenaries sent in to create this climate. That is where the responsibility is yours. F our hundred thousand and some votes we received
in Santiago. I always said this is
not just one more electoral battle.
If we received 400 000 and some
votes, tba t makes 800 000 eyes,
800 000 ears that must be alert to
tell the people of Chile and the
present government who they are
and where they come from.
Each one of you must meet this
duty, which is not one of informing
but rather is a patriotic duty to defend the country's welfare and to
prevel)t the attempt t•) wrest the
people's victory from them by cunning and cowardly means.
Comrades: a very small and impersonal chapter. I told vou ... bout
it at the big meeting iu the Alameda. The imolence of the reactionaries reached the point of saying
that a general or admiral in the
Chilean army or navy was worth
500 000 dollars. I told the people:
we have said and we reaffirm that
we have confidence in the word of
the ChHean soldier who treats our
armed forces as forces that are professional and independent but re3ponsible to the dictates of the law
and the Constitution.
I know that the dignity of a Chilean soldier bas no price in the
market of international crime. If
there are those who claim this they
will meet with the answer of the
people in uniform, the armed forces
of the country.
For this reason - and also because they are businessmen - they
said it is cheaper to eliminate Allende. Three hundred million pesos
will do it.
In Valparaiso there is a Mr. Montero that I am going to tell you
about, who belonged to one of the
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branches ·of the armed Corces and
who talked too much and said that
on the 17th they are going to assassinate me in Valparaiso. I am going
to Valparaiso on the 17th and Mr.
Montero and his accomplices are
not going to be able to accomplish
their mission.
But if something should happen
to me, let them understand that the
people of Chile know perfectly well
that I am only one of you, there is
no one who is irreplaceable. And
the highest homage that could be
given a fallen comrade would be
to continue fighting by every means
possible to win the revolution and
victory.
In addition to this aspect of internal policy, I have an obligation
to inform the people very briefly
on certain events of international
importance.
lt has been said that we would
invite such and such persons and
that we would not invite others. At
the moment and in a ccord with custom it is the Frei government that
handles official invitations. We
will handle ours through the Central Workers' Union, the Youth
Ccmmand of People's Unity and
the universities.
I also have the right to invite
certain personalities and I say that
we will invite whomever we C'Onsider it convenient to invite without submitting to any authority
other than our own the right to
invite whomever we please.
I have already pointed out that
your victory, the people's victory,
has brought forth an incalculable
degree of solidarity. Thousands and
thousands of cables have come from
all parts of the world, letters and
communications from all progressive, revolutionary and authentically democratic forces. I can tell you
that I have already been invited
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by the s9cialists of Sweden and of
Norway, for example, that 1 have
been invited by the Italian socialists, that I have been invited by
;:ieoples' movements in Latin America.
I want to single out as an example the letter received - and it is
a shame there isn 't lime for me to
read it - from the former President
of Mexico, whose name is engraved
in the consciousness of the men
of Latin Arnerka. I refer to the man
who national ized oil and began the
march toward agrarian reform for
the commoners, the general and
the man always present in the people's struggle, L azaro Cardenas.
Official information emanating
from the organizaticns responsible
permits me to tell you that from
July to September 5300 North American citizens have entered the country.

Welcome tourists, welCQrne jour-

nalists, intellectuals, artists, North
American citizens who are authentically North Americans, and are
therefore representatives of the
people who understand our right,
which is irrenounceable.
And unwelcome! Because among
these 5300 a not insignificant percentage of CIA agents must have
infiltrated. Let them understand
that we are vigilant and that if
Chile's frontiers are open in a fraternal fashi on to those clean and
responsible citizens of any country,
the Cist of Chile, of its people, of
People's Unity, will fall implacably
on those who try to alter our lives
by the criminal methods of international traffic.
Thirty Cuban gusanos have arrived. We know their names and
we're just about able to say that
we know where they are hiding.
F rom that point on, we advise the
investigation authority-. and I personally advised the director of mvestigations yesterday - that we

will take no individual action. Until November 3, this government is
responsible. Let it fulfill its duty.
But let it know that we are alert,
and those who have been traitors
to their country, their revolution
and their blood are not going to
come here to sow counterrevolution. If they were thrown out or
left their country, they will also
leave here punished.
I am hurt and concerned, because
I have respect for the dignity of
the position, that the President of
the Congress of Chile, Senator Tomas Pablo (exclamations from the
people] - silence, comrades - has
said that 40 or more Hungarians
have entered Chile, that they came
to train the guerrillas. I believe
Senator Tomas Pablo is a little behind the times.
What happened is that, for the
first time in 1969, the famous great
spectacular of Budapest ca~e the Hungarian state circus.
That is what Senator Tomas Pablo must be referring to.
As for the other Hunganans, it
is regreLtable that he told the country his information was authentic
because it had been g ;\'t'n to h ir.by a Minister of State.
Well, regrettably fo1· the President of the Congress of Chi.le, head
of one of the state powers, his statements have been demolished by the
Hungarian representative in Chile,
and also by a letter published in
all the daily newspapers by thr
Hungarian Charge d' Affaires in
Chile and even by the Chilean
Ministry of Foreign Affairs itself.
The Charge d' Affaires or the Hungarian Ambassador in Chile told
the President of the Chilean Senate
that actually guerrillas had entered
but that they are engaged in an
educational guerrilla activity, that
they are university professors, and
that they have been in Chile for

several years.
It is regrettable that the head of
a public office has to receive such
a hard lesson from a representative
of another country and from Chile's
own representative in Hungary. And
it is to be hoped that Mr. Tomas
Pablo will never again forget this
lesson.
A daily newspaper whose name
I will not mention and which you
know and know why I do net name
it, has launched a steady attack
against People's Unity in a ser ies
of editorials. But there is one editor:al in this paper which in my
judgment has an extraordinary intent and a deceitful point of view.
Not only does it touch on aspects
of national life but also projects its
sinister imagination onto the international scene. And it maintains
that Chile is going to be isolated,
that we will not be able to trade

with Latin-American countries, that
we are going to be outside the international organizations.
Very well. This is what that editorial said when the press stated
among other things that ·1 had conversed for long hours with Felipe
Herrera, president of the BID. And
if I conversed with him it is becaus.e I am interested in knowing
what credits Chile has or can obtain.
That I had conversed with the
ex-President of Colombia, Carlos
Lleras Restrepo, with whom we
analyzed the perspectives of the
Andes Pact.
These jotirnalists know that Pedro Zusjoric, under my direct
charge, had conversed with the
Argentine commercial representative to explain our problem concerning the desire to increase commercial interchange with Argentina, which I believe already comes
to $200 000 000 a year.
Very well, they knew all this.
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And nevertheless they write an editorial stating that our proposal is to
isolate Chile.
H ere before all the pecple gathered in the Caupolican Theater,
and to those who are lislening over
the whole network, l tell you: we
arc ~oing to have diplomatic and
commercial relations with all the
countries of the world, only by defending Chlle's interests and recognizing Uial commerce is bilateral
and that there are reciprocal interests in buying anJ selling.
We will not give up any market.
nor an y trade. Not in Europe, nor
the United States. But we have the
rig-ht to effectively seek out new
markets, and w e will do so without asking anyone's permission,
looking out for Chile's interests only.
And we are going to stay in the
OAS (Organization of American
States) in order to expound our
position within this somewhat unprest1gious organization. We will
go to the United Nations taking the
Jdeas, the proposals and the creative
sentiment of the people's government of Chile, and we will stimulate
Lhe LAFT A (Latin-American Free
Trade Association) because this
course is correct for the country,
and we will stimulate the Andes
Pact more and more in order to
have more trade with Ecuador, with
Peru, with Bolivia and with Colombia, and hopefully Venezuela
will join the Andes P act.
It is true that we wi'U have our
criteria there, in the sense that this
trade benef1 ts the people and not
the imperialist monopolies and national oligarchies.
And this is what we will do in
the international field. But briefly
- and I hope you hear me in silence because it is not a matter of
makmg an agitational speech - J

want to explain to the socialists and
to Chile in brief form (and I am
pleased that it is 2 pm, which
prcves to me thal the peoµle's
spiritual hunger is greater than
their material hunger), 1 am going
to explain some essential 1deas that
we are going to carry out which
must interest everyone here and all
those listening.
In the economic field , w e must
start the People's Unity program
going. We do not hide the m ::ignitude
of the task that we have proposed.
We will receive an econom) of the
sharpened contradictions of a regime which at the very least has
been incapable of resolving the people's essential problems.
The unemployment figures were
already very high before September 4 ana new problems oI unemployment have been added in the
last weeks. In adcli tion to the low
level of economic growth, the activ ities of important sectors have fallen still further. Infla lionary pressures have been accentuated, resulting in a 33 ~ increase in the cost
of living in the current year. The
fiscal situation has deteriorated.
Because I can point out that according to the technical office of the
United Nations, Chile is surpassed
only by South Viet Nam in lhe inflationary process. The people know
very well what is behind the maneuvers that have taken place in the
last Iew weeks. You know that the
big foreign monopolistic and nationa l interests have moved wllb ~
double finality to create a chaotic
economic situation and to search
for a way to ignore the people's
will. Or at the least to create conditions that interfere as much as
possible -;vith our action after the
4th of November.
The workers know or should know
very well lhat we have a job lo do
now in th e face of these unpatriotic

maneuvers. It is necessary to watch
and to denounce anyone who fails
to replace raw materials that have
been stored, or who takes out and
does not replace stocks of spare
parts, is careless in maintaining
machinery. It is necessary to watch
and to denounce any maneuver
directed against the criminal debilitation of the productive capacity.
I was in Concepcion. The comrades in the Bellavista cloth industry recited their tragedy to me and
I said publicly that if we could not
personally resolve it, because we
were not the government, we could
raise our voice and our effort to
solve this problem which had
dragged on for three month'> or
more. And when the Ready-To-Wear
Association came to talk to me, they
explained that no one had been
dismissed but that they lacked raw
materials from Bellavista. I knew
that the owner of this industry had
gone to Buenos Aires. It seems that
he received a message, returned, and
because of the intervention of our
people in the Ministry of Work, the
problem was solved and the aforementioned empresario, in a trembling hand, sig~d what he had not
wished to sign il'i three months. Not
by imposition but because it was
correct that he sign it. And so the
workers of Bellavista are working
again and those who are a part of
the Ready-To-Wear Association are
going to receive their raw materials.
Similarly I sent a letter to the
Chuquicamata workers. The petition
requests were not taken care of and
a strike was called I sent a communication to these workers to tell
them to realize that, respecting their
rights and without renouncing them,
this strike must be resolved quickly,
and let no worker think that we
won't explain to him the meaning
of the disproportionate rise that
brings as its consequence - as in

copper - a chain reaction not only
in the copper market enterprise, but
also in the inflationary national
llrocess.
When the moment for the readjustment of pay and salaries arrives,
comrades, I will speak to the people,
I will explain what scale we are
going to use, and I know perfectly
well that the people will support
it. In our judgment, the Chuquicamata strike must start on the path
to solution because we will not
wish to receive a more damaged
national economy, because the very
enterprise that knows we are going
to nationalize it will be able to behave generously at the last minute,
at our expense; and while respecting the rights of the Chuquicamata
workers, we are not going to create
a workers' aristocracy in any work
sector.
I am certain that the copper
workers will understand this language. And they will understand
that the government of the people
is their government, and so they
and the rest of the workers are not
going to allow themselves to be
pushed into strikes, and without
renouncing their rights nor the irrevocable right to strike, they will
find just and speedy solutions in
order to defend, now above all, the
national economy.
Therefore, I want the comrade.;
who are listening to me to understand that the present difficulties
cannot obscure our principal objectives. Our gigantic task is to master
the conditions which the present
system has been incapable of resolving.
Greater economic expansion and,
at the same time, control of inflationary pressures. Rapid increase
in productivity and at the same time
greater use of the work force.
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Greater speed in technological advancement and al the same time
less dependency on sources from
wh1rh the techniques come. Greater
dovetailing of the Chilean economy
with that of other Latin-American
countries. as I already said, and at
the same time full ability to differenllate our ob1ect1ves for internal
transformation. To that end we must
undertake from the first day of
gc\·ernment the basic changes outlined in the People's Unity program.
The character of these changes will
bc> reflected in two fundamental
a.;pects: in relationship of domination and control of the Chilean economv. Listen carefullv: the essential
point is the substitution of foreign
dcminalion and certain large monopol1st1c interests by social domination of an extent and type compatible with the continuation and development of private productive
activities.
The categorical reply to what I
am sugeesting is contained in the
program of the People's Unity in
the three areas that this program
covers The area of social ownerslup: 1ls conduct of the economy.
In this lhe>re is no revenge nor zeal
lo expropriate simply to expropriate. Listen carefully, neither revenge
nor zealcus expropriation for expropnat:on's sake, in which we appear
as pseudorevolutionaries. But by
the same token we say that expropriation is necessary in order to
develcp the Chilean economy, that
we are going to do it implacably.
without any type of bargaining.
In order to insure the operations
and strengthen the social area of
this economy, Chile's control of its
basic wealth is indispensable: its
copper, iron, steel. Public control
of all financial mechanisms such as
banks - l~t it be known - social
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ownerships of basic activities, strategic lo the process of development,
cap'.lble of generating a volume of
surpluses whose channeling cannot
be allowed to be su rrendered to monopoly capital. Example: the iron
and steel industry - that is to say.
steel and its dPrivalives.
In the area of mixed industry
there will have to be an integration
by means of activities in which
there is an interest in reconciling
- let them note this - the means
of assuring a social function, along
with the private enterprises. For
example, automobile assembly, certain lines of production of capital
goods: agricultural machinery, for
instance. Not only will state decisions contribute to the set up in
these areas but we will also accept
and seek the initiative of those private sectors that have a spirit of
nationalism and understand what
we wish lo do and the means by
which we are going to succeed.
The private sector: in this area
there are 30 000 or more small- and
medium-sized industries or enterprises and crafts that we are going
to aid.
Their persuectives are not those
of subsistenLe but rather operation
under better conditicns than now
exist, with more precise and stable
regulations within the framework
of a plan· of naticnal economic development which is not subject to
the whims of the big monopolies,
on whom they now depend for raw
material supplies, distribution of
their products, etc.
With easier credit terms, less
bureaucratic control and the important simplification of the system
imposed. What is important in defining the extension of each area is
a fundamental criteria: that the
basic decisions concerning the future of the national economy do not
depend on interests that are tied up

with foreign capital and certain

national monopolistic groups, but
rather on the legitimate interests of
Chile and her people. For this reason, we have said that the program
of People's Unity breaks Chile's
economic dependency, breaks Chile's
political dependency, and breaks
Chile's cultural dependency. We
want to be a free country economically and sovereign master of its
social and political destiny, comrades.
Consequently, all these measures
will be taken to reorient the productive force towar d the necessities
of the great masses of the population. The distribution Qf profits
will be different so that the extremes of wealth and poverty will be
erradicated. As I have told you, we
cannot tolerate the fact that, as far
as pensions are concerned, for example, 80% of the workers receive
247 escud0s a month while there are
rich men who receive 20 or 25 million pesos1 in monthly pensions.
This is going to be ended - definitively, comrades.
We must raise the levels of popular consumption, control squandering and waste in the form of
lavish consumer goods. The structure of the productive capacity will
have to be adjusted to this change
in distribution of revenues. The task
of reorientation is enormous in
taxes, in the traditional attitude of
enterprise. ln the new method that
has to be developed, in the reconversion of what now exists there is
a true challenge for the technicians
and the industrialists themselves.
Essential consumer products must
be guaranteed. Large segments of
the population · must be raised to
higher levels of consumption and
forms of human existence. We cannot tolerate the moral and physiological rnisery in which millions of
Chileans live. Our battle is against

hunger, against unemployment,
against the lack of housing and
education. And we are going to
conquer as we have conquered and
will conquer and overthrow exploitation and misery.
For the first time in history we
will be able to evaluate for purposes
of our own interests, the natural resources in ,.vhich we are extraordinarily rich. Our task is to be
capable of projecting ourselves onto
the world market as great and efficient producers of copper gcods
and not only as important exporters
of raw copper. The same is true of
our forest reserves and other activities.
ln sum, a reorientation that raises
us to the level of efficient producers
of popular consumer goods. To sustain this production with our own
capacity for making possible new
equipment and the necessary basic
investments. For specialization in
several central industrial lines on
a high technological level which will
allow us to enter the world market
without complexes.
This is our task in the economic
field for these first years. And as
t ime is short I want to reiterate and
:lffirm only that this is the initial
stage we must reach, after which
will indisputably come the six-year ·
plans that we· are going to fulfill
year after year and in which the
people will participate not only by
understanding but also by discussion.
And here too, socialist comrades,
women and men, I want you to
understand definitely that everything must be viewed with a new
mentality. Yesterday we were the
fighting opposition against the re1

One thousand pesos equals one escudo;
11.63 escudos equals Sl.00. CEd. note)
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national economy and destroy withgirnc and the system.
From Lhe 4lh on. we will be the out concern for the harm it does to
government and, comrades. then we Ch ile. goods that b elong to everyare going to have to measure not one, and endangering t h e lives of
only our responsibil ity but pour out innocent human beings.
How well the people have already
our creative capacity a::: WC!ll. And
while singing our revolut10nary learned what it means to talk of
hvmn which we !'-old so close to our democracy and not practice it! How
socialist hearts, I say to you: per- well the . people have already
haps we must sing these verses for learned the lesson that th ose who
the last time. D o not forget that talk about respecting all victories
there is a stanza which says: meet the victory of the people by
"against the present shame."' After trying to close the roads and even
November 4 we're not going to be reach the point of using foreign merable to say th:at, comrades [laughter cenaries to prevent our triumph!
But comrades, finally and now I
from the people]. I say that because
I am sw·e that we are capable of say to you socialists gathered in this
theater and to those who are listenfulfilling our goals.
And this is J:ie task, among others, ing to me throughout the country
of the Party: to be ever Yigilant. lh:1l, with the profound satisfaction
pushing, pushing. anri pushing or being a founding member of the
ahead,
comrades.
toward
the P arty and with the awareness that
ach ievement o( the true liberation I am also a founder of P eople's
Unily, I will come to the govern01 Chile and oC !ls heritage.
You already ha\"e a vision then, m ent knowing that t he people will
however small. of the a::pecls we always stimulate me to move forwish to confront. of the national and ward, that the people, with legitiinternational projections of the peo- mate right, will demand explanations if by chance J should hesitate.
ple's ~overnment.
Bul that the people must know,
I have alrf'ady said hf're. and it
must he emphasized, that tius is the and on this l stake m y word as a
first time in the history of the world social fighter, that never wi1 I they
that a people bas wen the govern- see me retreat, and I cannot retreat
ment bv electoral means m order to because you are the barricades that
talie power from the government say Chflc has the right to advance
and use lhe power lo make revolu- and advance until it is possible for
tionary changes which permit the the man and the woman of our
creation of a new society. a new nation to have a new life, to make
morality, a new life and a new con- a different kind of nation a p ossibilcept of man and of the human ity, with its own characteristics, so
couple.
that Chile is a family from Arica to
We are undertaking an extraor- Magallanes and from the mountains
dinary task and one made m ore dif- to the sea, because we are a people
ficult by the vacillations of the gov- united in the great national task of
ernment of Mr. Frei since the 4th of making possible the material and
September. with an insolent, pro- spll'itual progress of Chileans.
Comrades, we won yesterday, we
vocative. conspiratorial attitude or
the part of reactionary sectors ir will win today and we will win
Chile that have wished lo waste the.- tomorrow b ecause we remain united
and because, comrades. we are the
peopJe.
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Marx and Engels
and Colonialism
Gregorio Ortega
Gregorio Ortega, Cuban journalist well-known to our readers, continues In this
article the task he has set himself, to study the colonial problem in depth from
the point of view of the Marxist classics. In our number 17, we presented his
essay, "Lenin and the National Liberation Movement." His present work, which
covers the analysis and observations of Marx and Engels on the colonial problem
of their period, contains elements of great interest for those who are concerned
with one of the worst evils that afflicts our peoples.

Karl Marx tells us that, by breaking up the small rural
communities, British trade and industrial goods provoked the
only social revolution that Asia had ever seen. These communities,
based on the patriarchal union of agriculture and domestic
industry, had seen civH wars and successive foreign invasions
pass over their heads without altering their structures.
Manchester's textiles and the steamboat would break them up,
opening a terrible cycle that the people are closing today as
they bury colonialism and its consequences tender the mighty
blows of their national Liberation struggles and their striving
to leave behind economic backwardness.
As journalists, Marx and Engels, in their regular collaborations
for the New York Daily Tribune offer us a very lively picture
of the historic period in which colonialism galloped unchecked
toward the total division of the -tborld among the imperialist
powers. The unscrupulous voracity and the cru.el and wretched
policy of the conquerors, as well as the brutal stagnation in
which they buried their victims, gushed forth from the pen of
the two revolutionaries of the last century, teaching us to
go on beyond moral condemnation ctnd anecdote, to the study
of world reality in all its facets, as the only means of drawing
valid analyses and conclusions. The people's war that
Engels hoped for in China and India against Great Britain did
not come to pass; but to be aware of its possibility was in
itself an important factor in years in which nothing and nobody
were able to hold back the col.o nial fleets and armies.
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The question is, can mankind
fulfill its destiny w ithout a basic
revolution in the social state of Asia.
Marx 1 ·

THE PRODIGIOUS possibilities of a national people's war through the
use of irregular forces, as a system for routing the invading
colonial troops, was contemplated with sharp clarity by Friedrich
Engels in 1857.
Months before, with the brutal bombing of Canton, the English
had initiated the so-called second opium war against China. Alarming news for the English press began to reach Europe: mutinies
of coolies on ships, uprisings in Chinese colonies in Sarawak and
Singapore, surprise attacks and nocturnal slaughters. The traders
of civilization, as Engels would write, who had applauded the destruction of a defenseless city and the co1d assassination of Asian
populations, indignantly termed these the methods of cowards,
barbarities and atrocities; but what did these terms matter to the
Chinese, he would add, if they were the only methods that brought
them results, if they knew they could not resist the European
methods of destruction by means of ordinary war?
In a people's war, the means employed by the insurgent nation
can only be measured· by the grade of civilization it has succeeded
in achieving. And this was a people's war for the maintenance of
China's nationality. Engels pointed out: "What is an army to do
against a people resorting to such means of warfare? Where, how
far is it to penetrate into the enemy's country, how maintain
itself thera?" 2 And it was already announced that Canton would
be totally destroyed and all the possible coastal points oc<'upied,
but all the forces the British could bring together would be insufficient to conquer and hold the two southern provinces of Kwangtung and Kwangsi.
But the moment had not arrived when the Chinese people would
carry through that war. The form of resistance which made impossible the easy triumphal marches of the coloniali~ts would not
begin to develop until the 20th century, and it would have to be
on the ashes of the rotten Tsing dynasty. Nor a year later, in 1858,
did the long, sharp guerrilla war come to pass that Engels hoped
the rebellious sepoys would launch against the English troops in
India. A war that British officials themselves considered more
extenuating and deadly than that which was then going on in sieges
and battles. Neither Emperor Celeste from Peking nor the nobility
of northern India could lead these people's armed struggles.
Friedri<'h Engels preferably concerned himself with military
themes in the division of work shared with Karl Marx in the
editing of the chronicles intended for the North American newspaper New York Daily Tribune. These chronicles, which cover
the better part of events that occurred during the decade of the
1 N~w
~ Ibid.,
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fifties of the last century and include as well articles on the r apacious East India Company, the revolt of the Indian army and
English aggressions against China, not. only contain the freshness
of something written in the immecliacy of events, but also the
richness of the thoughtful :ind rigorous analysis absorbed in the
passage of time, the mastery of themes and the ceaseless search
for their precise meaning. In them there is the speed of dealing
immediately with news r eceived by sea the day before ("the mails
of the America which r eached us yesterday mor ning bring a
variety of documents concerning . . . ") or the parliamentary debate
still not ended but in which tendencies are already evident, because
they are working for a far-off newspaper on the other side of the
Atlantic, which if it publishes the account will do so two w eeks
later - even in some cases as an unsigned editorial with arbitrary
modifications which the management considers opportune in
order to adjust it to its opinions. Never mind, Mar x and Engels
will not fail to deepen each matter with which w orld events
force them to deal. It is in these articles for the New York Daily
Tribune and in the correspondence of the two great revolutionaries
that we can find their juiciest observations on the phenomenon
of contemporary rolonialism.
In the Communist Manifesto of 1848, as well ,ifs 20 years later
in his major w ork Capital, Karl Marx studied the role that colonialism playecl in the birth and expansion of the bourgeois means
of production. The period of· orig;nal accumulation is a violent
and insatiable whirlpool, the gold and silver of America penetrates
the final interstices of E uropean society, subverting class relations
and smashing feudal ownership of the land; entire peoples in the
colonies are buried in the mines; Africa is converted into a slave
cauldron, while European public opinion sheds every pretext of
vi.rtue and the nations hurl themselves r y nically into every infamy
that serves to accumulate capital. While they multiply from decade to decade the ships dedicated to slave trade, the traders of
Liverpool intone moving odes to slave trade. The famous companies, monopolistic commercial associations, and colonial exploitation - omniverous and rapacious monstrosity- are converted
into powerful controls of capital concentration. The booty of the
plunder, the massacres and the enslavement of entire nations flows
to Europe and becomes capital.
In the mitial period of manufacturing, commercial supremacy
ensured superiority i n the field of industry. The colonial system
acquires a decisive importance. There are maritime wars among
the western European powers, and Great Britain continues capturing colonies and markets. While he lping its industries with
protectionism, it imposes free enterprise on its consumers. Marx
points out: "Whenever we look closely into the nature of British
free trade, monopoly is pretty generally found to lie at the bottom
of its 'freedom.' " 3
~
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Later the wars against the French Revolution assured England
the monopoly over new industrial methods. When the wars and
the blockade of Europe by English ships ended in 1815, Great
Britain was in control of the real monopoly of world commerce in
the prin,cipal branches of i:-idustry. Moreover, the development of
machinery up to this time, which turns things upside down, and
industrial supremacy, bring with them commercial supremacy.
Force, the midwife of every old society that carries the new
within ils bowels, as Marx says, is also an economic power, and
by the use of state power, of the concentrated and organized force
of society, the process of transformation of the feudal production
regime into the capitalist regime is accelerated in great steps, and
the transitional stages are cut short. The "natural and eternal
la\\·s" of capitalism were born with the use oI forceps.
The true mission of the bourgeois society, that of creating the
world market and a p roduction based on it, seems to Marx to be
already finished in 1858 after the settlPment of California and
Aust ralia and the opening of Japan and China. Marx then communicates to Engels his fear: The difficult question for us is this:
1)n the contiuent the revolution is immin ent and will immediately
assume a socialist character. "Is it not bound to be crushed in
this little corner, considering that in a far greater territory the
movement of bourgeois society is still in the ascendant?"•
Decades later, under imperialism the peoples of the world would
have to confront a very different situation.
Cupnal com~s dripping jrom head
to foot , from ever y pore. with
blood and dire.
Marx~
Karl Marx points out that the profound hypocrisy and the very
barbarity of bourgeois civilization, seen in all its nakedness, is in
the colonies. In his articles for the New York Daily Tribun e, he
lost no opportunity to denounce the duplicity of the bourgeois
press which co\·ers up the colonial cruelties. Thus, commenting
on the incident of the ship Arrow, which the English took as a
pretext · to start the second opiwn wa r against China, he calls the
reader's attention to the attitude adopted by lhe governmental
newspaper of England and a segment of th e North American press
wh ich, without presenting a single concrete proof, accumulate
calumnious accusahons a~ ainst the Chinese rising out of alleged
violations of the agreements imposed on them by treaties, including offenses aga inst the British flag and treatment degrading
to foreigners. During the Indian rev9lt1 be observes how the English press, which so enjoys exaggerating the atrocities of the
indigenous population, now when it relates the cruelties of the
1 L Cll<!r
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English, presents them as acts of martial valor, recounting them
simply and briefly, without going into gruesome details. And
Marx does not fail to note the letter that Hammond, at the direction
of Lord Clarendon, writes to the Secretary of the Admiralty expressing the admiration of the government for the "moderation"
with which Admiral Seymour had acted during the fierce bombing, without advance warning, against Canton, "and the respect
which h e had shown for the lives and properties of the Chinese."
Objects of special and reiterated denunciation are the merciless
methods employed by the young European bourgeoisie in its avid
determination to conquer and plunder the world as shown provokingly in the bold prow of its fleet. Not only in Africa does
the slave hunt take place; the Dutch colonialists rob men from
the Celebes islands to obtain slaves to work in Java. The young
men captured with the complicity of native princes were hidden
in secret prisons in the city of Makassar, where in barred cells
and shackled in chains they awaited the propitious moment to be
shipped. In Capital, writing on original accumulation, the form
in which. the Dutch seized Malacca, Marx recalls: they bought off
the P ortuguese governor and when he opened the doors of the
city to them, they ran to his palace to assassinate him. Friedrich
Engels in his article on Algeria for the New American Cyclopaedia
describes how each Algerian city, large or small, had been conquered by the French, inch by inch, at the cost of innumerable
lives. H!? emphasizes how the Arab tribes and the Kabiles, who
value their independence and place hatred of foreign domination
above their very lives, had been smashed and destroyed by terrible invasions of colonial troops, during which their homes and
possessions had been burned and destroyed, their r r ops torn up
md survivors exterminated or subjected to every horror of depravation and brutality.
The rebellion of the sepoys was repressed with extreme cruelty
by the English. Marx takes from London newspapers the letters
in which ·outstanding officials and functionaries in India describe
the indiscriminate repression. And he seizes on all those phrases
that best reveal the true spirit of the colonial army: an officer
alluding to an execution of a large group of Indians on the gallows,
without any indication of due process or judgment, observes:
"Then our fun commenced." Another states: "The European
troops have become fiends when opposed to the natives." After
describing the plunder of Lajno in 1858, Engels writes: "The fact
is, there is no army in Europe or America with so much brutality
as the British. Plundering, violence, massacre - things that
everywhere else are strictly and completely banished - are a
time-honored privilege, a vested right to the British soldier." Marx
also recalls the, abominations committed, simply to pass the time,
by the English army during the first war against China: women
violated, children stabbed to death and whole villages burned.
Finally, on the first of December of 1865. following the repression
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by Britisr1 lrooµs of tl1c blacks that revolted in Jamaica, Eugels, in
a lette r to Marx, returns to lhe observation oI lhis condition lhat
chaructL r•zcs colonial armies: "The letters of English officers about
their heri:tL c:-..plrnts a,qainst unan11ed blacks ar e priceless. The
spint r,f the Brilish at my has at last emerged unblushingly. The
soldier,; <'njo~· it."
It was precisely the army, therefore, that Prime Minister Lord
Palmerc;t1m required to carry out the bombing of Canton and the
prnvucat10n of Pei-ho at the same time lhal Great Britain pretended to b'- a victim of the barbarous Chinese. An army that believed,
w1th the Daily Telegraph of London, that "the Chinese must noW-·
be taught to value the English who are their superiors and ought
to bt: their masters."
Anti the Dutch, French and English colonists were not alone.
Nu less cruel to the indigenous population were the Pilgrim
F:nbers. the Puritans of New England. those untouchable virtuous
om's who came on the i\layfluwcr in search of religious freedom
in Amc:rica ana arc tuns1dcred the fo unders of the United States.
As Marx points out u1 Capitctl, from 1703, by accord of the assembly, they authodzed a µnze Cor each Indian !:iCalp and for
each "Redskin" taken prisoner. Prizes t hat were increased over the
years, and ""'hich in 1744 were already as follows: for male scalps
from 12 years and up, 100 pounds (new currency); for earh mal e
prisoner, 105 pounds; for women and children , 55 pounds; for
scalps of women and children. 50 pounds!
Cruelty above all else had to be a basic element of domination
in a system such as that of the famous Dutch or English companies of the East Indies, organized by cultivating European despotism on the terrain. of Asian tiespotism. It wa~ the European
boui·geoisje placing at its disposal the traditional expedients of
Asian oppression. Karl Marx said it was also true of the English
companies that exploited India as Sir Stam.ford Raffles bad written
oI the Dutch company that de\•aslated the Indonesian islands. The
governor o[ Java during the five years that Great Britain wrested
it away from H olland (1811-16) related that the Dutch company,
motivated c xclusivelv by a lust for profit , hnd utilized the entire
cxistin~ machine of despotism to extract from the population the
last cent 111 ·contribuuun~ and obliged lhem Lo work until they
w ere completely cxhauskd. Sir Stam.ford Raffles resumed: "And
thus aggravated the e\'ils of a capricious and semibarbarous
14overnment, by working 11 with all the practised ingenuity of
politicians. and all the ml)nopoliz.in_g selfishness o( traders."
In an article published in August Hl5:3, Marx analyzed the way
in which the net pro11ts from India were distribu ted. Seventeen
percent went directly to Enl:(laml to su pport the administration of
the East Indies Company 1• 1 llw homeland (:3', ). and to pay the
annual interest Of tfl~ internal debt \A'ith the cDVidendS Of the
sluckho!Jers (14'; }. O f lh1.. remainder, two thirds were consumed
in mililary actwilics. The costs of England's wars in Asia fell on

the shoulders of lhe Indians. Only 2.757' of the total profits were
reinvested in public works. Taking as an example the years 185152, of the total profits of 19 800 000 pounds sterling, a mere 166 300
pounds were spent on roads, canals, bridges and other necessary
public works.
The profits came chiefly from levies on land, the tax on salt
and the opium monopoly. Land produced about three fifths, opium
a sixth and salt more than a ninth. The Company, with a view to
the collection of taxes, modified all the forms of land ownership
and did not fail to resort to torture in order to extract the taxes.
Torture extended to the fam ilies of the peasants. Marx cites cases
in which "The kittee was put on the breasts of the wives of peasants
who had not been able to pay 'their contributions due to poor
harvests."
The Indian Government, which held the monopoly on opium
production, imposed the cultivation of the poppy in Bengal, forcing
some peasants and seducing others by granting them credits. With
an army of official spies, they guarded the carting of the poppy
to specific pla<'es, its reduction and the preparation of opium according to the taste of its principal consumers, the Chinese. They
controlled its bailing in packets especially adapted to the conveniences of contraband, and finally, its transportation to Calcutta,
where government officials put it up to public auction so the
speculators could buy it. From them, it went to the smugglers
who introduced it into China. The case of opium that rost the
British Government some 250 rupees was auctioned in Calcutta at
a price that ranged from 1210 to 1600. And even after that the
British Government of India shared in the profits of the traders
and privateers that delivered opium to Chinese ports.
The contraband in opium for China rose sharply. If in 1820 it
was 5147 cases, it. reached 39 000 in 1837. In 1856 it was already
producing some $35 000 000. That same year the British Government in India received a profit of $25 000 000 from the monopoly
of opium.
The importation of opium exhausted the buying capacity of
Chinese society whose economic structure, based on the unity of
the small farm with domestic industry, excluded the possibility
of importing great amounts of foreign products. The British
traders who attributed these market limitations to artificial
obstacles were desperate and always disposed to support any
minister who promised, by aggressions, to force a commercial
treaty on the barbarians. Of course. as Marx showed, the wars
with China and the treaties that Great Britain imposed on her
after humiliating her could not increase her market purchasing
power; but on the other hand it gave John Bull the opportunity
to correct the debits in his balance of trade through the periodic
device of war contributions extracted on the pretext of piracy.
Karl Marx does not limit himself to offering this gloomy picture
of colonialism unbridled in its aggressiveness and <'ovetousness
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over a defenseless world, but also pokes into the bowels of lhe
East Indies Company to show what it really was. And so in bis
articles for the New York Daily Tri bune, the true power behind
the throne emerges and one sees how behind the Court of Directors
and the Council of Inspection there are the . 2000 individuals,
ancient ladies and sickly gentlemen who hold India stock, who
have no other interest in the immense Asian country than to
realize their dividends from Indian income. These 2000 persons
are the ones who elect the 24 directors from among the traders,
bankers and directors of the London company who struggle to
be chosen for the Court. Marx summarizes: "The Court of Directors
is nothing but a succursal to the English moneyocracy."
Who really rules the East Indies Company? One of the major
empires of all times is, in reality, governed by the bureaucracy,
by a corporation of old and ruined office holders who bury
everything in red tape and scarcely one of whom once upon a
time and quite by chance was in India. On the other hand, the
principal requirement of the members of the Court of Directors
was the distribution of all the civil and milit:;iry positions in India.
The positions vacant annually were divided eq ually among the
directors and each one disposed of those he had in any way that
suited him. The profits which each one produced rarely went
below H 000 pounds sterling a year.
From the pen of Marx and Engels emerges the true face of this
universe defined by an appalling mediocrity. A universe governed
by intriguing and petty politicians. served by diplomats and
militarists incapable of demonstrating any talent and by officials
of such low moral calibre that they not only pillaged every city
they conquered but also as in the case of Lajno. when they had
not yet conquered the Indian uprising and therefore the campaign
was not yet over, there were cases like that of the 150 offic'.!rs
who finished enriching themselves on the plunder and ordered
r etreat. An attitude, as Engels says. which in any army in the
world would be followed within 24 hours by military demotion
and the most severe punishment, but which in the B:-itish army
is considered perfectly appropriate for "an officer and gentleman"
who has just made his fortune.
The cheap prir.es of its
commodities are th<> Ii em: y artillery
with which it batters down all
Chinese wa1ls. with tdtich 1t
forces the barbarians' intense1u
obstir.ate hatred of forci9ners to
capitHlate.
Communist Manifesto
Marx and Engels could not stop here in their analysis. What
caused the most ancient and apparently solid empires of the world
t0 crumble in the face of the European bourgeoisie? It was
undoubtedly imperative to study the economic and social bases

of these empires and to determine the terrible effect that the
industrial articles brought by the English boats were beginning
to produce in them. The walls that were shaken by the guns of
the fleet were finally destroyed by the textiles of Manchester.
Marx frankly declares he does not share the opinion of those
who believe in the existence of a golden age in India. He goes
further, he denies the existence of a history of India since what
we call .its history is no more than the history of the successive
invaders that founded their empires on the passive base of this
immutable society that offered no resistance. A country in which
not only do Moslems fight Hindus but tribes fight tribes and castes
fight castes, a society held together by a type of equilibrium based
on general repulsion must become easy prize of the conquerors.
From ancient times, Marx affirms, two circumstances - on the
one band that public works, as in all countries that require an
artificial irrigation system for agriculture, were the basic task
of the central government, and on the other hand that the
population was concentrated in communities whh:h produced a
patriarchal unity between agriculture and crafts - created a very
specific social system, the so-called system of rural communities
(village system). Each one of these communities was an autonomous
organization with its own life based on the domestic industry,
in this particular combination of hand weaving and spinning and
hand labor, which permitted its self-sufficiency. These stereotyped
forms of social organization that had survived all previous invasions
and which without doubt could have survived the collector of
taxes and the British soldier, could not, on the other hand, resist
British textiles and steam.
The process of dissolution of the small rural Asian communities
because of the introduction of modern industry and commerce, as
Marx says, took place as the only social revolution that had ever
been known in Asia. And he added a paragraph that has to be
considered if one wishes to make a truly serious and scientific
analysis of the reality of the world that colonialism conquered:
Now, sickening as it must be to human feeling to witness those
myriads of industrious patriarchal and inoffensive social
organizations disorganized and dissolved into their units, thrown
into a sea of woes, and their individual members losing at the
same time their ancient form of civilization and their hereditary
means of subsistence, we must not forget that these idyllic
village communities, inoffensive though they may appear, had
always been the solid foundation of Oriental de.s potism, that
they restrained the human mind within the smallest possible
compass, making it the unresisting tool of superstitions,
enslaving it beneath traditional rules, depriving it of all grandeur
and historical energies. We must not forget the barbarian egotism
which, concentrating on some miserable patch of land, had
quietly witnessed the ruin of empires, the perpetration of
unspeakable cruelties, the massacre of the populations of large
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towns with no other consideration bestowed upon them than
on natural events, itself the helpless prey of any aJ;{gressor
who deigned to notice it at all. We must not forget that this
undignified, stagnant, and vegetative life, that this passive sort
of existenc-e evoked on the other part, in contradistinction, wild,
aimless, unbounded forces of destruction, and rendered murder
itself a religious rite in Hindustan. We must not forget that
these little communities were contaminated by distinctions of
caste and by slavery, that they subjugated man to external
circumstances instead of elevating man to be the sovereign of
circumstancc-s, that they transformed a self-developin_g social
state into never changing natural destiny, and thus brought
about a brutalizing worship of nature, exhibiting its degradation
in the fact that man, the sovereign ·of nature, fell down on his
knees in adoration of Hanuman. the monkey, and Sabbala,
the cow ...
Throughout the century, India had experwnr~d conquest, civil
war, years of hun~cr and epidemics; but its social conditions had
r emained intact. Now England was uniting the entire country,
200 000 000 indigenous people were subjugated by a native army
of 200 000 men commanded by English officers, held in subordination in turn by an English army of 40 000 men. The Indian princes
had been redu ced to the status of ridiculous marionettes who
received great pensions from the East Indies Company but whose
authority didn't go any further than the walls of their palaces
where, seated on their thrones in theatrical gold-€mbro1uereci
r obes, "this idiot r oyal race, left to itseli, procreated like rabbits."
But none of it was basic.
What was basic was that the sodal structure of India, based
for centuries on hand weaving and spinning, origin of an
uncountable army of weavers and spinners, was uprooted without
clemency by the cotton textiles that came from England. In 1824,
India imported a bare million yards of English muslim; in 1837 the
importation had already risen to 64 million yards. India lost its
old world without conquering another new world which, as Marx
says, ·'imparts a particular kind of melancholy to the presem
misery of the Hindu and separates the Hindustan ruled by the
British from all its ancient traditions and from the whole of its past
history." And he concludes: "There cannot, however, remain any
doubt but that the miserv infltcted bv the British on Hindustan
is of an essentially different and infulltel:v more intensive kind
than all Hindustan had to suffer before....
This tremendous revolut1on, capable of engenderin~ an
irreversible situation. provoked against the ancient empires by
the impositions of the European countries: manufactured ·~or ds
and modern commerce, was also observed by Marx and J .11-l :s
• :\cw York O:ilh· Tribune.•Jun• 25, lfl:'l:l
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in the enormous martyrized hide of China.
The ancient Middle Kingdom whose population constituted
almost a third part of the human race "vegetating in the teeth
of time" hermetically sealed off from the outside world and
deceiving itself with the illusions of its celestial perfection, hit
by a blow from the British cannons which not only destroyed its
superstitious faith in the eternity of the Manchu dynasty, but also
imposed on it the contraband of opium.
Contraband in the Indian drug left the empire without money
while bribery demoralized and C'Orrupted the entire system. "It
would seem [Marx would say] as though history had first to make
this whole people drunk before it could rouse them out of their
hereditary stupor."8 What a strange tragedy, he would add
later, that of a decaying empire moved by ethical motives in its
prohibition of the contraband of opium, and the civilized nations
that oppose it with the prinC'iple of greed.
Also in China the imported industrial materials dissolved the
traditional system of the small peasant economy. It meant the
plunder of millions of human beings and a mortal blow to the old
society. Marx reiterates: "Yet it is a gratifying fact that the
bales of calico of the English bourgeoisie have in eight years
brought the oldest and most imperturbable empire on earth to the
threshold of a social upheaval, one that will in any case hold most
significant consequences for civilization."0 In the Yangtze valley
the uprising of the Taiping peasants increased but the moment
of the Chinese Revolution had not yet arrived.
History did not occur as Marx conceived it in his article, "The
Future Results of the British Rule in India." The introrluction
of a railway system in India as in the other colonies, although they
had iron and coal, did not result in the development of a modern
industry. As he himself would observe a decade later in Capaal,
the machine industry, while it ruined manual industry, reduced
the colonies to simple production centers for raw materials. The
railroad would serve only to reduce the cost of cotton, wool, hemp,
jute and indigo for Great Britain. A new international division
of work would be born, imposed by capitalism; one part of the
planet would be converted into a preferential area for agricultural
production for the needs of the other part, organized as the area
of industrial production. The liquidation of indigenous industry,
this fact which Marx classified as revolutionary and which had
wiped out the autonomous character of the rural communities,
had turned them into plantations for the production of opium
and other vegetable products for exportation and into consumer
populations for English industrial goods.
The new elements that surged forth in this transformation which
had dragged the country through blood and mud, misery aad
s Ibid.• June 14.
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dl'6'·auau ri, could not ~Ji.' taken over by the Indian people until
Ll.t·y wen~ suffic1e11t1y strong to end for once and all the British
yuka. Friedncb Engels admirnl.i not only the valor of the Arab
tribes and Alger1an Kabiles, who valued independence and h eld
above their ·•E!ry lives a h::itrcd of forei~n domination, but also
the courage of the 1500 Tartar-Clunese soldiers who fought to
the ICil:il man in Chinkiang trying to close the passage of the English
fleet, which in 1842 went up the Yangtze to Nanking. And be
hupt:d ttat the Chinese and the Indians would unleash the people's
war agaJ.nst the English invaders.
But neJther Marx nor Engels would see fhe colonized peoples
rise up against their foreign dominators. Up until around 1882,
accordmg to a letter he sent to K-.rl Kautsky, Engels would think
thc.t the colonies with a populciti\ln of European origin, such as
Canada, the Cape and Austraha, would gain total independe nce;
on the other hand, India, Algeria and the Dutch, Portuguese and
Spanish poss.:!ssions which were merely subjugated and populated
b:, indigenous peoples, would have to remam prov1s10nally occupied
until the proletariat, triumphant in the metropolis, after having
made the seicialist revolution, would lead them to independence
as quickly as possible.
But Marx's observation w<1s very accuratt when he said of the
sepoys' insurrection that "it is a curious quid p1·0 quo to expect
a \.Urn m lnctia thak wo11ld acquire the characteristics of the
European revolution ,'~ as wete his conclusions on the Irish
q .iestion. The indepen dence of Ireland, he affirmed, was not only
the primary condition of the emancipation of the English
working class, but the sti·uggle in Ireland would also be a hundred
times easier because it was a national struggle, because the
economic aspect there was concentrated in the ownership of the
land and the landowners were not. as ir1 England, the dignataries
and traditional ieprese:'ltatives of the nation, but lhe oppressors
hated to death and because the people were more revolutionary
and mo1e fed up than in England.
Decades later these conditions - the nauonal liberation struggle
agamst imperialist oppression, the necessity for agrarian reform,
and as a consequenct. of both factors, the up::.urge of a powerful
revolutitmary movement among tne exasperated peoples of the
Orient - would make Vl.:idunir llicb Lenin understand that the
incorporation of hundred::; of millions of persons !rom the
oppressed nat10ns into the battle against imperialism would
guarantee the dcfin1tiv~ end ot th~ world strug!{le.
And then, when triumphant social revolution takes over the wodd
rrarket and Ule p1·odu1::t1ve forces developed under tl 1e bourgeois
r1:g1me &nu gatnt:1s th<.'m under the control of all th1: p~uuits the
most ao\'auced aI:d thost that are advancing, "tueu only will
human pn.g rt-,,,s 'eas~ Lu r<.;~Cm ble that h1derms pagan idol, who
\\ ''- d no. <.. ·1~- the .1c:lar but from the skulls or titt;; s1a1rr."
10
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eHper1encee
and ~acts

USA:
Policing the Empire
M ichael K lare
The "human computers" ol Pentagon militarism consider police forces to be the bastion
of imperialist counterinsurgency in the cities of the Third World. A functionary of the
Agency for International Development (AID> affirms that the police apparatus of the
n eocolonial regimes has become an instrument tor the repression of "communist sub·
version" on the urban scene.
The revolutionary war started in the bowels of underdeveloped urban areas by the
national liberation movements has shaken bourgeois law and order, which proposes to
p erpetuate the apocalyptic exploitation and oppression by Yankee imperialism.
The armed struggle against monopo!J.st interests and their defenders in each peripheral
satellite is the banner of combat for the urban gu errillas, who direct their tactical actions
toward destruction of the r epressive corps and the expropriation of goods belonging to
the ruling classes.
The urban guerrilla - Brazilian leader Carlos Marigbella noted - is an implacable
enemy of the government and systematically inflicts damage on the authorities and the
me n who dominate the country.
The destruction of the people's armed vanguard by killing off its leadership is the
principal objective of the uni.formed beasts, who receive arms and technical aid from the
North American specialists of the Office of Public Safety, an organization created by AID
to "act rapidly, vigorously, and effectively" in aiding the reactionary power in those
countries disturbed by the revolutionary uprising of those "below" who threaten the seats
o:t pdvilege ol those "above."
The repressive methods of the strong-arm police, together with espionage and accusation
by mercenaries, are used with equal fury and m:::dness in all the asphault centers of the
underdeveloped cities, bloodied by the club and the gun and asphixiated by tear gases.
In Brazil and Uruguay as in South Viet Nam, the reactionary violence of the bourgeois
world, which i$ reflected in police brutality and savagery, has not succeeded In drowning
In blood the revolutionary violence of the men who build a new life with the staccato
of machine guns.
In this article, the North American journalist Michael Klare unmasks imperialist penetration into p olice forces for the purpose of strengthening the bases of support for US
monopolistic pillage in neocolonia.I lands.
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now familiar panacea for
domestic ills, "law and order," has
long been used to describe American
objectives in the troubled areas of
Africa, Asia and Latin America.
Wtule the Federal GO\ ernmcnt did
not start aiding local US pohcc
agencies until 1968 (under the Omnibus Cnme Control and Safe
Streets Act) , we have been supplying the. police of selected underdeveloped nations with equipment,
arms and training since 1954. US
funds have been used to construct
the National Police Academy of
Brazil, to renovate and expand the
South Vietnamese prison system,
and to install a nauonal police communicanons network m Cnlornbi.i.
THE BY
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The Agency for Internat1cnal Development (AID) esbmates that over
one million foreign policemen have
reccn.-ed some Lt auling or supplies
through the US "Pu buc Safety"
program - a fi~ut·e which includes
100 000 Braztlu:m police and the entire 85 000-rnan National Police
force of South Viet Nam.
US fcrcti-!n aid programs in the
underdeveloped "Third World" call
for a modest acceleration of econom1c g1 owth. tc be achieved where\'er poss10le through the normal
profit-makm~ activities of US corporauons and lending institutions.
It 1s obvwus, however, that an atmosphere ..>f insecurity and rebclhous1 ess J >'.:: not pron de an a ttract1vp chm~
for im·estment. In the
rnpirlh· urban17lng nat•ons cf the
Thii d Worlrl. however, civil disor-

ders have become a common phen- insurgency forces that can be flown
omenon as landless peasants stream to the aid of friendlv regimes
to the cities in search of economic threatened by popular insurrection.
and cultural opportunities. Since The Military Assistance Program
most of foese countries cannot satis- has been used to upgrade the ,capafy the aspirations of these new city- bilities of indigenous forces to overdwellers under present economic come rural gue.r rilla forces. Finally,
and social systems, built-up tensions on the premise that the police conare increasingly giving way to at- stitute the "first line of defense
tacks on the status quo. During his against subversion." the Agency for
spring 1969 tour of Latin America, International Development has fun- ·
Nelson Rockefeller had an oppor- · neled American funds and supplies
tunity to witness some of these dis- into the hands of Third World police
orders in person; in his report to forces.
the President, the Governor comDuring hearings on the foreign
mented that,
ass'stance aoorooriations for 1965,
with urbanization in the Western AID Administrator David Bell deHemisphere have come crowded scribed the rationale behind TTS ooliving conditions and a loss of lice ass; stance programs as follows:
living space in physical and psyMaintenance of law and order
chological terms. [ ... ] These
including internal security is one
sprawling urban areas of the
of the fundamental responsibilihemisphere spawn restlessness
ties of government. [ .. . ]
and anger which are readily exSuccessful discharge of th1s reploited by the varying forces that
sponsibility is imper~tive if a nathrive on trouble. ·
tion is to establish and maintain
Rockefeller warned that while
the environment of stability and
Latin armies "have gradually imsecurity so essential to economic,
proved their capabilities for dealing
social, and poL.tical progress. [...]
with Castro-type agrarian guerrilPlainly, the United States has
las." it appeared that "radical revovery great interests in the crealutionary elements in the hetnistion and maintenance of an atphere [are] increasingly turning
mosphere of law and order under
toward urban terrorism in their
humane, civil concepts and conattempts to bring down the existing
trol. [ ... ] When there is a need,
order." This predictiOn has already
technical assistance to the police
been borne out in Brazil and Uruof developing nations to meet
guay, where urban guerrillas hav~
their responsibilities promotes
staged spectacular bank robberies
and protects these US interests.
and kidnappings.
The Public Safety program is not
Since the late 1950s, a paramount large in comparison to the military
concern of American policymakers aid program - but its supporters
has been the preservation of social can muster some impressive argustability in countries deemed favor- ments in its favor. It is argued, for
able to US trade and investment. instance, that the police - being
US military planning has been interspersed among the populashaped by the need to provide, on a
moment's notice. trained counter-
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are more effective th a11 the
military in controlling low-scale insurgency. According to Administrator Bell,
The police are a most sensitive
point of contact between government and people, close to the focal
points of unrest, and more acceptable than the army as keepers
of order over long periods of
time. The police are frequently
better trained and equipped than
the military to deal with minor
forms of violence, conspiracy and
subversion.
A conspicuous feature of this argument is the belief (based on painful
experience) that the military will
overreact to an insurgent threat and
thus alienate the civilian population.
Thus, in testimony before the S:mate
Subcommittee on Am_e rican Republics Affairs, Prof. David Burks of
Indiana University commented that:
. . . I think we have to face a
reality. The reality is that when
insurgents appear, the government will call upon .the army to
eliminate the insurgents. And, in
most cases that I have examined,
this was not too difficult to do.
But there comes a point - and
this came in Cuba in 1957 and
1958 when Castro was in the Sierra Maestra - there can come a
point when the army cannot han'1le this kind of situation simply
b1:cause the military establishment tends to use too much force,
tends to use the wrong techniques
and tends, therefore, to polarize
the population and gradually force
the majority of those who are
politically active to support the
revolutionary or insurgent force.
[ ... ] Whereas a civil police
force [ ...] is with the people all
the time carrying on the normal

functions of control of or apprehension of ordinary or common
criminals and can, therefore,
move very quickly whenever an
insurgent problem develops.
Supporters of the police assistance
program also point out that foreign
police forces are cheaper to maintain than military forces, since they
do not require expensive "hardware" like planes, tanks and artillery.
These arguments, advanced by
men like Col. Edward Lansdale of
the CIA, received their most favorable response from President John
F. Kennedy and his brother Robert,
then the Attorney General, in the
early 1960s. Presidential backing
was responsible for a substantial
expansion of the Public Safety program in 1962, and for the centralization of all US police assistance.
activities in AID's Office of Public
Safety (OPS). The State D epartment memorandum esb1blishing
OPS is noteworthy for its strong
language - the memo, issued in
November 1962, dechred that AID
... vests the Office of Public Safety with primary respon'>ibility
and authority for public safety
programs and gives that office a
series of powers and responsibilities which will enable it to act
rapidly, vigorously, and effectively [ . . .] powers greater than any
other technical office or division
of AID.
(These special powers will be discussed further below.) The two Kennedys also gave enthusiastic support
to the creation of an Inter-Am~ican
Police Academy in the Panama C~
nal Zone. (In order t<.> open the
Academy to police officers from
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other Cfluntries, it w as lat~r moved
to W'lshington. DC, and reorganized
as the International Police Academy.)
The Office of Public Safety is empowered to assist Third World police
organizations in three ways :
1) by sending "Public Safety Advisers" whc provide " in country"
training for rank-and-file policemen;
2) by providing training at the
Internat1onal Police Academy and
other t:S schools for senior police
ofiicers and technicians; and
3) by shipping weapons, ammunition, radios, patrol cars, jeeps,
chemical munitions. and related
equipment.
Using L atin America to measure
the sc:>pe of these activities, we find
that 90 Public Safety Advisers are
stationed in 15 countries, and that
scme 2000 Latin police officers have
received training at the International Police Academy. Total OPS
e>..-penditures in these 15 countries
reached an estimated S39 million by
July 1, 1970 (outlays in individual
countries ranged from the Sl-~2 million spent in Bolivia, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guyana, Honduras, Uruguay and Venezuela, to S3 to $4
million subsidies to Colombia. the
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Panama, and Peru). The leading beneficiary of the Public Safety program
in L atin America was Brazil, which
received S7.5 million in OPS funds
by the middle of 1970. The US police
assistance program in Brazil is described in AID's Program and Project Data Presentations lo Lh·e Congress for Fiscal Y car 1971 as follows: •
Through December 19G9, the Public Saiety project in Brazil has
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assisted in training locally over
100 000 federal and state police
personnel. Additionally, 523 persons received training in the US.
Major project accomplishments
include: construction, equipping
and development of curriculum,
staif and faculty for the National
Police Academy. National Telecommunicaticns Center and National Institutes of Criminalistics
and Identification. [ ... ] Also, the
project has supported a substantial increase in police telecommunications with the construction and installation of base and
mobile facilities and equipment
which provide for communication
from every state to Brasilia as
well as limited intra and interstate communications. Substantial increases in police mobility
have been achieved, primarily
through funding for Brazilian
manufactured vehicles.
In providing this kind of assistance. OPS notes that most countries possess a unified "civil security service" which, "in addition to
regular police include paramilitary
units within civil police organizations and paramilitary forces such
as gendarmeries, constabularies, and
civil guards which perform police
functions and have as their primary
mission maintaining internal security.'· The AID program is designed
to encompass all of these functions;
according to OPS,
Individual Public Safety p1·0grams, while varying from country to country, are focus ed in
general on developing withm the
civil security fcrces a bal:mce of
(1) a capability for regular police
operations, with (2) an investigative capability fer detecting and
identifying criminal and/or sub-

versive individuals and organizations and neutralizing their activities, and with (3) a capability
for controlling militant activities
ranging from demonstrations,
disorders, or riots through smallscale guerrilla operations.
As noted in the State Department
memo cited above, OPS possesses
unique powers not granted to other
AID bureaus. These p:>wers enable
OPS to "act rapidly, vigorously, and
effectively" in aiding Latin regimes
threatened by popular uprisings.
"In order to deal with the dynamics
of internal security situations," Mr.
Bell explained, "the public safety
pro~ram has developed and utilized
methods to deliver to threatened
countries, in a matter of days, urgently needed assista'1ce including
equipment. training, and technical
advice." When a crisis develops in
a Latin capital, OPS officials often
stay up "night after "light" in their
Washington. DC, office to insure
that needed supplies - including
radios and tear gas - reach the
beleaguered police of the friendly
regime.
Several instances of such rapid
action by OPS can be identilied.
In 1962, when the Government of
Venezuela (then headed by President R6mulo Betancourt) came
under heavy pressure from urban
guerrillas of the Armed Forces of
National Liberation (FALN) , President Kennedy launched a crash
program to improve police operations in Caracas. A Public Safety
Adviser named John Longan was
secretly flown into the Venezuelan
capital to head a team of police
instructors. Using techniques developed by Special Forces instructors, Longan and his assistants provided Venezuelan police with in-

tensive training in riot-cc-ntrol
operations. According to Peter T.
:::hew, a journalist sympathetic to
OPS, Longan's men "persuaded Venezuelan police to favor the oldfashioned shotgun and showed how
shotguns, firing buckshot and gas
grenades, could be effectively used
against terrorists." OPS advisers
were also brought into the Dominican Republic after the 1965 insurrection to give crash courc;es in
crowd-control techniques. In the
space of a few months. thousands
of Dominican police were schooled
in the handling of antiriot chemical
agents, large quantities of which
were presumably supplied by AID.
AID officials insist that Public
Safety assistance is "not given to
support dictatorships." But there
ar~ apparently exceotfons to this
rule: Administrator Bell told a Senate Committee in 1965 that "it is
obviously not our puroose or intent to assist a head of state who
is repressive. On the other hand,
we are working in a lot of countries
where the governments are controlled bv ueople who have shortcomings." Not wanting to embarrass
AID or any of the oeople we coupport who have "shortcomi"lgs," Bell
did not mention names; nevertheless, he did give these examples:
Assistance to one country was
completely stooped after a coup,
has been reinstituted only recently on a reduced scale while
there is an evaluation of the country's performance on meeting
public safety requirements to
create a reformed and civiliancontrolled police force.
In another country. despite the
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limitation.; of the pr-csent govr>rnml'nt. it is co'1sidcred desirable•
and nrooer to continue to assist
in thC' imnrovcment of the cffic:ir:>ncy •1f the cinlinn police force
lo counteract lhe small ammmt
of commun1st-lc<l terro .. 1sm and
to make sure the police ca'1 confront and stop any largPr effort.
if it should start ....
Without more informaticn. it is
ha:·d lo question Bell's criteria for
"n reformed and civilian-controllt>d
police : rce." or whctht>r "communist-led terrorism" cloes net in
fort connote an ant1,..overnmc•nt
movement en iovi 'h.( widcspn':Jd
pmmlar cunoort. It is cntlreh" possihlr th:i 1 Bell was rcfcrrin!! in his
stntl'm~1~t to Brazil a countrv
which. :l'> w 0 have seen. enjoys ;,
subst rnt;:i.J OPS contribution· despi· .. well-documented reports that
polilic:1l nris"lm ·s are reimlarlv
bC'ini? torture-I bv th" police In
iustiivin cc·nlinued OPS aid t0
such ·rewmes, Bell exphined th·1t
" ... thr> oolice arc a stro,qlv a11t communist force riqht new. For
lhnl reason il is a verv imonrtant
force lo U"." Obc;cssed bv \'1° cold
w'1r ideology shared bv all US police <1gcnc1es. it 1s no surorise that
thc~c men should consider a small
amount nf (allegedlv) commu11istlecl ter-orism to be sufficient reas\1n
to substrl i?.e the repressive apparatus
of 1 totalitarian r egime.
AID officials are fullv aware thnl
in mam· countnes rcccfri11g OPS
aid th~ oolicc are regarded with
suspicion an l resentme'1l bv the
n:itive p•1rulation bec:luc;c of a lracliti in o f brutality and oporPssion.
Since provocative police behavior
frpqu<:-ntly inspires antigovernment
11
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campaign!':. an important aspect of
th~ P11bl1c Safctv proeram are c>fforts to encourage "the devdoomcnt
of responsible and humane oolice
administr ation and iudicial orocl'.'dures." Stu<ients nt th~ various OPS
sch'"'ols are advised to "stav out or
politics" (i.e. to supoc:-rt wh:it"'ver
renime hat>nenc: to be in nnwcr).
and are trained in th" tec'111iques
of "nonlethal C'rO\vd control" (1 e.,
the massive use of riot gases). The
m:11n objective of this approach,
according to OPS Director Byron
Englf'. is h• prevent situations m
which "an oppresstvf" police force
drP:cs a deep \\'t•dge between the
people and their i:overnmenl." As
:1 successful aµpl ication of this
philosophy, OPS cites the cac;e of
the Dominican Rt'pubhc. where
- aftt?r intensive training in the
use or chemical agents - ''police
:lction a~amst the communists was
so cfiecti,·e that the insurgents did
not r\·en end up with the, body of
a dead comrade to drag through the
city in .false martyrdom."
" Public Safety" in Viet Nam

The Public Snfcty program in
SouU1 Viet Nam 1s the largest and
one ot the oldest es police assistance programs - halI of AID's
Public Safety Advisers and more
than hali of OPS's annual bud~et
arc committed to Viet Nam operallcns. The Viet Nam program began
111 1S55, when Michigan State University received a contract from the
International Cooperation Administration (AID's prC'clecessor agency)
to assemble a team of police t'xp~·rts
tn adYisc the ~overnment of Ngo
Dinh Diem. U1(1matelv :3:J advisers
served in the Police Division of the
now famous Michigan Stale Univcnity Group (MSUG): of th is
group. al least a f('\v are known to

have been CIA agents. The police
division supervised the reor ganization of Viet Nam's decrepit police
system, provided training in a variety of police skills, provided small
arms and ammunition, and helped
establish a m odern records system
for filing data on political suspects.
The MSUG effort was superseded
in 1959 by a Public Safety Division
(PSD) under direct US management. In keeping with P resident
Kennedy's call for increased counterinsurgency initiatives, the program was vastly expanded in 1962.
Beginning with a staff of six in
1959, the PSD mission in Viet Nam
increased to 47 in 1963 and to
204 by mid-1968. T otal support
of the PSD program had reached
$95 417 000 by the end of fiscal year
1968. and has continued at the rate
of about $20 million a year (some
of these funds are supplied by the
Department of Defense rather than
by AID) . Reflecting the growing
military orientation of the pacification program, on May 9, 1967, the
Public Safety Division was incorporated in its entirety into Civil
Operations and Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS), the
pacification directorate of MACV
(Military Assistance Command, Viet
Nam) .
From the very start of the Viet
Nam conflict, the National Police
(NP) of South Viet Nam has been
regarded by our government as a
paramilitary force with certain
responsibilities related to the overall
counterinsurgency effort. In the
Foreword to a manual on Th.e Police and Resources Coutroi fa Counterinsurgency (Saigon, 1964) , Chief
Frank E. Walton wrote that "the
methods included in this text are
emergency proce~ures not utilized

in a normal peace-time si tuation.
They are stringent, war-time measures designed to assist in defeating the enemy . . .. " In order to
upgrade Vietnamese police capabilities to carry out its wartime responsi.bilities, PSD supervised the
consl)lidation of all regional, provincial and specialized police aE!encies under the directorate of National Police in 1962; and subsequently prepared a "National Police
Plan" for Viet Nam in 1964. Under
the plan, the NP's personnel
strength grew from 19 000 men in
1963 to 52 000 by the end of 19'i5,
70 000 in 1967, and 85 000 by the
end of 1969. To keep pace with this
rapid growth, the plan provided
for a vast increase in US t'i!chnical
assistance, training, and commodity
supoor t. Public Safety Division aid
and management has become so extensive, inde€d, that the National
Police might more properly be consider ed a US mercenary force than
an indigenous institution.
The specific counterinsurgency
functions performed by the police
- resources control, identification,
sur veillance, and pacification - are
spelled out in an OPS brochure on
The Ricle of the PubHc Safety in
Support of tbe Nationa l Police of
Viet Nam (Washington, DC, 1969)
and in AID's Program and Project
Data Presentations to the Congress
for Fiscal Year 197L
Resources Control is defined by
Public Safety Adviser E. H. Adkins, J r., as "an effort to r egulate
the movement of setected resources,
both human and material, in order
to restrict the enemy's support or
deprive him of it altogether .... "
In order to prevent the flow of sup-
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piles and pt!uplt tu c.•1d 11 um v1Jlages
loyal to the Nauon~ Liberation
Front (NLF) 7700 members
t!lc
National Police (.Ut.entiy man ::.omt!
650 chccKpomts at ke) luc:ations on
roadways and w alcrways, nnd operate mobile checkp oints on remote
roads and trail!' By 1968, mere than
468 456 persons had been arrested
in this program, of whom ~8 0011
were reported as "VC ::.uspects.''
AID reported that ''Resources control effons m 1So9 resulted m nearly 100 OOJ arrests including rrwrL
than 10 OUO k no" n o:- suspected VC.
Confiscation:; ir- eluded ilO 000 um ts
of m ed1C1ne/drugs :.nd 6000 tons
of ccnlraband . ouctstulls."
The Nationa l Identity Rrgi::. 1ration Prog ram •., aesc:!"'1bi.?d Lv OP3
a.s '·an integral p11n 01 thl' populcltion and resources control program. •
Under a 1957 l.1w an enJed in l9Gi,
every V1etname:;e 13 year::. and
older is requir...:d tu register with
t he S1:.11gon go\'l'l"limt!nt and ca!TV
1dennfJ~at1on cards; anyone caubl;l
without the proper ID cards I!.
cons1dered a ''\IC su.:.pt.:ct" anc1 suhj ect tu immiso11rncnt or wo• .:.e. At
t he time
rt:g1stral!o11, a full :>ct
or i mgcrprints ~s obtnined fro.n
each apphcanl, and unonr.a tiou on
h is 'l)r hci· political beliefs is r0co1·ded. By lfl?l, 12 000 000 11ersons c;rc
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idenlllic&l11.m rcgt::>•ratiun }JrO •r...1m.
"0n ee comp.ctec
I .
I," .t-\
I'. l D
0
c:-~1110111s
" the iJcnmicauon s:r ... tcm will pro·
vide tor a naucnal 11.:pos.tor; o:
fmgerpri?1t::. und pi.t•t( gr at-1!1s and
b10grapl11cal data. It \\.·111 b • one uf
lhc most compktc u&uonr.l 1Jcnt1l1cation sysic~s .n the> \,.,1 lu .md 0111.:
Cf lilt" lnO::>l l1aul'\' lkl. I Cl .,
Sur, dlh.. ncc cf pl'l!. :is .ind org&.i.
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:;usp~cteu
of harounug
~nt1go\'crnmc•nt sentiments is the

izatluns

rcsr>ons:billty of the NP's Soecial
Police Br~nch lSP). The Special
Branch is nothing more or l~ss tna11
Vn:t Nam's secret police: Ot'Jgmally
the Indochmese branch of the
French Suretc, tt1e SP was known
dS the V1etnamese Bureau oi Invcstigativn during the Diem wgime.
Accorumg to the 1962 decree
estabhsmng the Natior.al Poike,
the SP was given the 1'Cs1Jons1b1lities
of: "Gathering information on pollt1cal acllYllle~,·· <snd "carrying out
under-cover oµer~uons throughout
the country, St:cHch1ng for, 1nvesuguung, kc1:p11.g tr.1ci, d, <ind prosccullng elc1w.mb eaguged m ;uovcrs1\e uCllVlti•.!S." 01JS docum~nts
stall' Lnat "SP .igent;; pem~tratc
~ubversivc organizauons" •md "use
mtclligeuce cullc~tion, pohllcnl data
[ auJ 1 do::.s1e1 ~ compiled from census data [ ... } to ;;i::parate the bad

fr11m the !:;OOd." AID has nothing lo say auout the criteria u:;ed
to separate the "bad guy:;" f1om the
"goca guys''; nn, vnc fam1linr with
the Viet riamesc ~ccr:~ k1wws. hon;t"VC:.r, that the SP's lilaJor respo:is1b1li ty is surveillance of noncom.num&t groups that could pose a
pull ll\.:al <'lrnllengc to Ll1t reg: me in
po.., <:r Thu D. ;_;...1rcth Perter, \\•:·Hing .r. The Nation. notes tl1at
tulll.!llli::, inlc:llcc.:tuah., Budclnist monks arnl m1yo11t? who has
t'>t!Cn involved 111 poht1cal, social
or n:l1..1cat1u:1a1 ad1v!ty, ore the
Objects of spt:ual su:;p1c1on. antl
dc.aillci du.,blt::"r::, arc co111p1lc<I for
t:.&ch iudl\•1Ju;1l fr\}10 r eu;,rts oi
pl.11nduu1cs1m: n dlld 1nfonncrs
wl.o 'nl;IUe:lt t.'\cty,,. uriLnt relit~ c.)ll:. or ;; 1C1Jl wdtJre g. tp.
Pc:rc.;l'Os wllo ad\ »C<.ite neg•Juations
with tlw NLF <:re routinely picked

{;U)'s

up by the Special Police and sentenced to stiff prison terms.
Pacification usually brings to
mind "good-will" projects like
school construction and free medical care; in Viet Nam, however,
the paramount task of the US pacification effort is the identification
and neutralization of the local NLF
'idministrative apparatus - in Pentagon nomenclature the "Viet Cong
Infrastructure" (VCI) . The counterinfrastructure campaign was initiated by the CIA in July 1968 as the
Phung Boan~ program - better
known in English as Operation
P hoenix. This program, incorporated into the Civil Operations and
Revolutionary Development Support effort, is described by American officials as "a systematic effort
at intelligence coordination and
exploitation." In the intelligence
phase, all allied intelligence services - including South Viet Nam's
Special Branch and America's CIA
and military intelligence organizations - are supposed to pool the
data they have collected (or forcibly
extracted) from informers and prisoners on the identity of NLF cadres. It is for this ultimate purpose
that most of the other police functions described above - interdiction, identification, registration and
surveillance - are carried on. In
the exploitation phase of Phoenix,
members of the paramilitary National Police Field Forces (NPFF),
sometimes assisted by the Army,
make secret, small-scale raids into
contested areas to seize or eliminate
persons who have been identified
by the intelligence services as "VCI
agents." In testimony before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the head of CORDS, ex-CIA
agent William E. Colby stated that

in 1969 a total of 19 534 supected VCI

agents had been "neutralized" of this number 6187 had been killed,
8515 arrested, and 4832 persuaded
to join the Saigon side. Colby insisted that Phoenix did not constitute an "assassination" or "counterterror" operation.
In order to sustain these activities,
the US provides the National Police
with a steady flow of funds, supplies, technical assistance, and other
resources. US counterpart funds
have been used to finance construction of the NP's High Command
School, interrogation facilities, firearms ranges, training schools, ammunition reloading plant, Marine
Police bases, and the Central Saigon Police Garage. Expansion of
South Viet Nam's 41 civilian prison
centers (to accommodate· more "suspected VC" c!iptured in the Phoenix operation), is being supervised
by OPS personnel. One begins to
appreciate the breadth of thiS' operation by reading AID's 1971 budget request - $13 million is being
sought to achieve the following
"Project Targets" in the next 18
months:
... provision of commodity and
advisery support for a police force
of 108 000 men by the end of
FY 1971 ; [ ... ] assisting the National Identity Registration Program (NIRP) to register more
than 12 000 000 persons 15 years of
age and over by the end of 1971;
continuing to provide basic and
specialized training for approximately 40 000 police annually;
providing technical assistance to
the police detention system including planning and supervision
for an additional 8000 inmates
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during 1970 :ind helpi~g to conspiracy and the development of
ach·eve a ma1or incr~ase in the <lisn1ptive situations, and to insure
number of police presently work- an environment of law and order
which supports the orderly social,
ing (6000) at the villnqC' level.
This presentation. it must be re- economic, and political development
membered, only represents pro- of emerging nations," one can easily
grams under AID authority; missing picture Ronald Reagan or Spiro
from this prospectus are NP activi- Agnew speaking in the same terms
ties financed bv lhe CIA and the of our own police apparatus. AID
Defense Department. Military As- spokesmen have Ltl fact made a desistance funds are used to finance termined effort to advise other govthe activities of the param1 litary ernment officials of the domestic
National Police Field Forces, which, application of techniques developed
by January 1969, constituted a by OPS for use abroad. In Septemsmall army cf 12 000 men organized ber 1967, Public Safety Director
into 75 companies (our expansion Byron Engle told the National
plans call for a total complement Advisery Commission on Civil Disof 22 500 men and 108 companies orders (Kerner Commission) that
by the end of this year). Because "In working with police in various
of the "m1htarv commonality" of countries [ ... ] we have acquired
their equipme~t. all commodities a great deal of experience in dealsupport lo the NPFF 1s provided by ing with violence ranging from
the Pentagcn. The extent of CIA demonstrations and riots to guercontnbutions to tht> National Police rilla warfare." Much of this expeis of course impossible to deter- rience, he asserted, "may be ht!lpful
mine: it is known, however, that the in the United States." Among the
CIA has been involved in moderni- specific recommendations made by
zing Viet Nam's secret police files Engle for the control of urban dissince 1955 One does not have to orders were: the massive use of
invoke tne sinister image of the chemical munitions, stringently enCIA however, to establish beyond forced curfews, arid the estahlisha doubt that the United States is ment of special tactical police units
inlimatelv mvolvec.l in c>verv bar- available on a 24-hour stand-by
barous act commitl<'d bv thL. South basis. Precisely the same recomVietnamese police on b;,}lalC of the mendations we're made to President
Johnson by former Pentagon aide
Saigon l!OVernment.
In studying the US PubJic Safety ~yrus Vance, and were later put
program abroad. 011e is sooner or into effect in Washington, DC, when
later struck bv th~ c:-.tent to which 'ioting broke oul following the
the gcals docl,.ml :-ind prac~1ces death oi Manin Luther King, Jr.
of this program have bePn adopted And when, in the wake o f this riotby the authorities hen" a.,; an answer ing, Congress passed the Omnibus
to o..ir own internal difi1rult1es. Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
Thus •.vhcn Admmistrator Bell tells a principal feature nf the Public
lli> th:it " public afotv force::. ha'\c.
Safety program - Federal .iss1sdone a:1d can 'o mu.ch to prevent tance to local police forces - became
an established mechanism for do·
mestic law enforcement.
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Brazil:
The Last Days of a
Dictator
Lino L uben Perez
Brazil, a country known among other things for its flora and fauna, has, to' its disgrace,
recently become outstanding for a particular species; the BraziHan gorilla. Thls specimen,
easily domesticated by Yankee interests, r epresents a higher stage of bestiality and travels
in the latert model car , is weighted down in gold braid, flies jets, and directs the application
of the electric rod or the nau de arara.
For several years, the gorillas have been in control of the destiny of Brazilians. Everything depends on their decisions: from the expectation of a trip by a Vice-President under
threat of attack by the Brazilian Air Force, to the existence of a parliament or the
continuation of a President. Among the gorillas there is no bloodshed. That is tor the
people, in savage repression or tortures which have become a Bra.z llian institution. The
solutions among gorillas are always harmonious, procrastinations because of shifts in
power, and the political possibilities of the civilians are dependent on leftovers from the
military.
A typical example of such a mechanism is clearly explained in this article by Lino Luben
Perez, Prensa Latina correspondent, who recalls the days of the transfer of power from
da Costa e Silva to Garrastazu Medici.

August 30, 1969, Mar- to Portela's home, wanting to talk
shal Arthur da Costa e Silva's health to him about the so-called constituwas failing: he could take only liq- tional reform, known to only a few
uids and his physical condition Brazilians. Madeiro was a member
was such that doctors feared for his of the Jurists' Commission.
Portela arrived with Colonel Colife. Prayers were even offered
to prevent the development of new vas and immediately gave Madeiro
complications. The Marshal had had the orders issued by the High Coma cerebral thrombosis the day be- mand of the Armed Forces: the
drawing up of a new Institutional
fore.
In the morning, the former Min- Act and a "proclamation" to the
ister of Justice in the former gov- country which would justify the
ernment of Marshal Humberro new decree, an original method of
Castelo Branco, Carlos Madeiro da government used by the military.
"When do you want it, sir?"
Silva, didn't feel like taking his
"As soon as possible. I want it
usual outing on the beach at Leblon.
Instead, he telephoned Laranjeiras in time for a meeting I have with
Palace, government headquarters, the three military ministers at 3 pm.
I'll send a car over to pick it up."
where the dictator lay dying.
"Very well, until later then."
His request to see the President
Institutional Act No. 12 was ready
was energetically refused by General Jaime Portela, secretary of the before 11 a m and the proclamation
National Security Council and chief was written shortly after, thanks
of the Presidential Military Guard; to the experience of the author in
''No, not now. Wait an hour"
.
However, Madeiro da Silva went

ON SUNDAY,
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these mattc1·s.
On the same day. the former minister was s1ram,ely c11.-s<mouthed
during lhc co1wersat.on he normally
held with jou: nalist Helio Gasperi,
a familv lrienu whc ,·is1ted him
Cre 1ucntly. Trymg to get Mldeiro
lo talk. Gasperi announced that lat~r
on in the afternoon he would be
attending a meeting of notaries.
takmg with him his big black briefcase The news was not a surprise
to Madeiro, whc even made fun of
the meeting. Later Madeira received
more inf wmation from ColCJnel Lair,
nnother colleague. Sometning unusu:il was goin~ on.
During the early morning hours,
the dec1s1cn taken in the conferences held among the top-ranking military officers began to filter down
to the three dillerent milit:rry mini:;tries. They were in.formed of the
dec1s1on taken the night before:
p Jwcr would be handed over to the
three ministers a t riumvirate
wculd be formed.
Thus, within da Costa e Sil\'a's
government itself, a strictly unorthoJox formula, rn terms of inst1tutionality, was bemg created com!lletely behind the President's back.
The chiefs of the four armies, the
n:n·al d1str1cts and the air zon~s
look their time in coming forward.
Other officers felt sllghted, along
with their inferiors in military rank.
The rank ancl tile scldicr knew nothing of what was going on. Nor did
the people.
A question was floating in the air
m p 1ramu1tarv circles: Will Vic::?Prcsidcnt Pl!c.lnJ AJeixo assume the
presidency as would be logical in
case da Costa c Silva d1cd or was
phvsically incap:ic1tated? Or will
th<' military om·e again violate the
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Constitution?
Colonel Massa h1ms~lf. a member
of the military cabmet. was determined lo prove ·'unity" within the
armed forcei; and apparently failed
lo consult his crystal ball since be
harl hopes that the so-called constituth:>nal succession would take place.
Colonel Massa, under the command of General Portela. received
instructions to locale Aleixo in Brasilia and take him to Rio de Janeiro,
where the three ministers (heads of
the three branches of the arm ed
forces) had to sec him urgently.
Some of Aleixo's fol lowers then
began to m<tke an unusual display
of their support.
Massa found the Vice-President
in rus apartment in Brasilia as he

was saying gcodbye to the former
l\linister of Labor, Colonel Jarbas
Passarinho, who had come to pay
a visiL Portela's agent would lu nch
later wilh Passarinho and remain
poker-faced when he learned that
Passarinho was giving special treatment to Aleixo, probably because
of the Vice-President's possible
forthccming promotion.
A semieuphoric climate surrounded the d eputies and friends of
Aleixo. and even some m inisters of
the Supreme Federal Court, because
no one thought of any course of
action other than a legal con stitutional
presldential succession.
Aleixo's telephones rang constan Uy.
At first. the Vice-President refused lo go to the meeting, probably
because he knew no good would
come of it. He had alreadv had his
bitter ex-penences. "Very -well," be
said.
Traveling with the Vice-President
in the same airplane were the ministers Tarso Dulras, Passarinho and
Carlos Dimas, all called by General
Portel? to cnme '" Rin. During the

entire day special airplanes o~ the
Brazilian Air Force (F AB) picked
up ministers in different cities for
the same purpose.
That first day of September could
well have been called the "day of
the telephone." Never was Graham
Bell's invention used more. The ironclad press censorship resisted the
onslaughts of the international news
agencies, the foreign correspondents,
reporters from radio, TV, newspapers and magazines, all wanting to
know if da Costa e Silva had died
or if he was being held prisoner by
a group of colonels.
Meanwhile, Aleixo knew perfectly
well that he would not be Brazil's
29th president (since the empire of
Pedro II, 1840-89).
General Portela received the first
"confidential medical bulletin" on
the state of the dictator from Doctors Abrao Akerman, Paulo Niemeyer, Mario Pindo de Miranda and
Helcio Simoes Gomes. The doctors
stated that the President had "suffered a circulatory crisis with neurological complications which require absolute rest."
The President was in a state of
prostration. Only his doctors and
nurses could enter his room.
It was Portela who informed da
Costa e Silva of the decision to replace him that had been taken by
the High Command of the Armed
Forces, composed of the military
ministers, the chief of staff of the
armed forces and the chiefs of staff
of the other three military branches.
There is still speculation today as to
what the semiparalyzed Marshal
would hiwe said if he had been able
to speak.
The Military High Command. was
put in a position above the National
Security Council, presided over by
da Costa e Silva and composed of

the Vice-President, the ministers
of state, including the extraordinary
ministers, the chiefs of the civil and
mili:tary cabinets, the chief of the
National Information Service (Brazil's CIA) , the general chief of staff
of the armed forces and the chiefs of
the Army, Navy and Air Force.
Who Wiii Succeed the Presid ent?

In the Army Ministry, headed by
General Aurelio Lira Tavares, were
Admiral Augusto Haneman Rademaker, the Navy Minister; Marshal
Marcio de Souza Melo, Air Force
Minister; the chiefs of staff of the
three armies and other important
officials of lower rank.
A formal question interrupted the
conclave: who should first read
the documents and take the seat of
honor? According to Institutional
Act No. 1, the Army should take
first place, the Navy second and the
Air Force third and last place. H owever, Lira Tavares proposed that
Admiral Rademaker chair the meeting because of his military seniority.
And so it was. But who was to head
the triumvirate?
At this stage of the discussion,
the Institutional Acts came to the
forefront. These Acts are signed by
the chiefs of the three armies and
therefore the military became maximum leaders in the midst of a sui
generis institutional situation which
was· not foreseen by the Constitution.
In the first days of September,
Pedro Aleixo was received by the
chiefs of the three armies in
the cabinet of Admiral Rademaker.
There he was informed of what he
already suspected: "The health of
the President is critical. You are an
energetic man who could r eopen
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C ngrc.,s .:md
Constllttl1un . but r· •11d t1'ln f 1r
this d11 nnt ex1:-t. \\ c must .. fc u"-d
national sccuril\'.
y u wpre
agains• Jm~1tution=il A1.:1 No. 5 .. ''
Fur a momtnt Ah•1xo·.- thou.~hts
went back to Di::c rnner 13. l!lli8.
when da Costn e Sil\ a inf rmerl
l11m or the occ1s11111 tak 11 >V the
Nationnl SPc1111ty C uncil i ' p·1!;S
a clccrc~' cloi;111!! clow11 Can ''C's an l
a~sumrng 1 111 g(\Ycrmne1't
ower:s
He also rem mbcrccl iro\\ lit a~kPri
cb Co~ta c Sth-:1 not to U1ke tl1e

step, lo E:s•abl!<:h a s•ate o. :.1e~e if
he w11nteci to. but to ilh•·a,·s rc•p ct
Lhf" Cons·1tut1on
Ale1·,1 al"n 1 ho11gh1 of hnw d
rosta c Sil\·a hctd mocked lum wl "11
th1' Prer.td nt to} I Ii m t m hi,.,
word<; had bc!'n wpc d and 1 i;n fd
back!<'.' ril l !h1' military men P'"C'i:cnr.

who ha l I tened impa ..s \
Aleixo's herl'tiral c;\a' m 1

,. t
And

now th~ thrt>e mmi~1<'
m1ndmrr !um 1hnl :it me nmc
he had told the Pre~idt'!'1 that he
wanted tn rc<:i1.m.
Howe,·c1-, Aleixo re'tPniteci his
loyalty to da Costa 1 S!lv 1, I hanked
the Ge!1eral for h s eulo~l"'S anrl
a$ked for an airplane h> !'"turn to
Brasilia. "The airplane 1:; at ,.,,l r
d.sposal,'' said 1\Tnrcio de Sou71
~Ic> lo.
The Y ice-Pres1dcnt \\·as takt>n to
his <laugh tcr s hr mC' in C11pac1ban;1
in nn official Nan· car. accnmoanil•d
hr a Captah Fr1gnte. Alc1xo told
th,.. officer he wouldn't be Lmg. that
he was only wa1trng fc:· n messal!e
from the 1\linistrv of A\•1011on to
go back to Brasilia.
His daughter was surpri!'"'r' when
sht learned that he was not gomrr
to leave the same dnv. A littln later,
a telephone call from General Ar1

n Id J "e C 1 dcrari, ch1,.,f f •he
ab111ct of I hmster L1r;i Tavares,
mf rmc I h m ti at f1 1 tmfo1 esecn
rc=isons hL· ·oulri l 1t c!eoart as
pfonned.
A•lUtiil'r tdqih<>nt:' c'.tll from C:ildt•rar1 c1me a k·n~ ll'm wh re h~
war tcd to tr. \'Pl to nnd J1110 med
him that Lira 1'~v !'I'S wns con\:l'rnPd abou t t11.~ Vicr•-.?!.'C'<:iclent's
0

'<;3[

1', .

Th · Vtl'P P :id• nt • <'ccptcd the
In irs' 1 cl a1 ti._• \\ oul.:J take
n comm JT•'il 11rplmlC' • rl t.
the
rro1ht:i-y
tl 'l t 1 in •\
inrl1-

\ ld11 ..,
J s·

n1crro at111g thr
1 s \11hn hrid \·1s1lf'd

!rm.
In th

~Ti:i Hry C'f the i\1mv, ir:
u1ck mel!Ltn , the Co.111c1l of M1111:1erc; was rnlormr:ti of tilt? deci!:1on
! 1k£'n hy ll1P n11l1tary. The Council
,. as ;i lso inform1•d t hnt Adrmrai
Rnd maker ;o:ou' ! pr<'c:i i OVC'l the
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trmmv1rate
ln Lnranjeir:;s Palac<• techn1c1ans
trom tlw National Agcncv !nslall~cl
the apparatus needr>d to transnut a
mc~~age on radio and T\·, as n ·kcd
[or hy Genern I Pnrt<.'la.
They were gnmg t rPad the inflammatory In~titu onnl Act Nn. 12.
Alberto Cun 1ead out lhr> text. the
same soeaker wh11 h:ld read out
Institut1nnal Act No. 5. Censcrship
was liHed m ho11or of the occasion.
Over the r ad10 da Costa c Silva
J1"tene<l lo lhe brnac.h:1•:H with :m
impassive face After the reading.
h" closed his eves.
Cris!s and Kldnapplrg

On Thursday, September 4, in the
afterno;1n. the · ·iumvin1tt'! receh•ed
news from the newspaprr 0 Globo
which perplexc~ 1h,..m: minu'Ps before, US Ambnssador Charles Burke
Eibrn·k ha<l been kidnapped.
lmmPd1atelv the country's rcpres-

sive forces, the US Embassy, the
State Department mobilized themselves in search of a clue that would
lead them to the diplomat or to his
kidnappers. Usually the army chiefs
control the big "maneuvers." The
same method was used now and
even extended to include the air
chiefs.
The demands of the kidnappers
- the publication of a communique
over radio and television and in the
newspapers and the freeing of 15
revolutionaries
in
return
for
E lb.rick's life - irritated the military even more, some of whom, the
most reactionary, refused to make
the exchange and even said that
if the American diplomat were
killed they would kill the 15 prisoners. Somebody even said "a culpa
e toda dele" ("its all his fauJt" ) for
not having been armed.
On September 6, an announcer
with a nervous and staccato voice
read the revolutionaries' document.
Censorship was temporarily suspended and the regime was given a
period of 48 hours to make its decision. The document explained the
reasons for the kidnapping, demanded the freeing of the 15 revolutionaries and terminated: " Now it's
an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth."
Thus, the first demand of the National Liberation Action (ALN) and
the October 8 Revolutionary Movement (MR-8) was fulfilled. The second demand would also be met to
the very letter. Foreign Relations
Minister Magalhaes Pin to himself
announced over radio and TV on the
fifth that the regime would cede.
Nevertheless, the repressive forces
took full advantage of the fact that
they had the political prisoners in
their possession. There were blows,
abuses, threats of death. The prison-

ers were taken to the airport of
Galeao in Rio, under heavy custody,
escorted by war tanks.
The 15 prisoners denounced to the
world the tortures, the abuses and
humiliations that they suffered in
jail and in the military prisons of
the r eg.i me.
Meanwhile in Brasilia, after his
haphazard journey, the Vice-President did not dare to open his
mouth. Recently he had announced
his interest in creating a political
party, not of course to oppose the
regime but to combat subversion.
But in Laranj eiras Palace there
was unusual movement. There were
few people: General Portela, Colonel
Lair and other officers. Colonel Milton Vale of th e S ecuritv Service
gave machine g uns to all his subordinates and to the sentries who
were secretly placed in the gardens of Guinle Park. The chief of
the Military Guard received' specific
orders from the head of the Military Cabinet: open fire against any
strange thing.
To top it all, it was the eve of
September 7 and at midnight Independence Week would begin, which
" the people and the dictatorship
celebrate in different ways," as was
said in the manifesto written by the
kidnappers of the US Ambassador.
At that hour, the officer-students
of the Chiefs of Staff School of the
Army requested the presence of
their chief, General Paula Couto, to
inform them of the crisis that was
developing. The top brass of the
school arrived heavily armed because they thought that an insurrection was taking place. But no, they
only wanted to know what was happening and, if possible, to give their
support, although this was not hec-

ess:1rv.
On.the 10th. for the first time, the
President was v1s1tf;'d bv the tnum\'irale Rademnkt.:r him.self said: ··r
can tell you. l\lr. President, 1hnt the
ship 1s saili11g well." Lira Tavares
and Marc10 de Souza said similar
things. The \'is1t did not last for
more than lcn minutes and photographers were waitin~ outside lo
take pictures of the ''is.itcrs.
The medical bulletin of the day
said that da Costa e Silva ··spent a
peaceful week-end" m spite or the
fact that he was still semipa;alytic
and unable to speak as a result of
rus thrombosis of August 29. I n Laranjeiras Palace different sectors of
military opinion began to stir, but
the triumvirate made known implicitly that it was sta1ling for time.
With the first week of September
gone. the tension<; of the government
crisis were still latent, and the
h ealth oi the cJ.octatcir precarious.
Doctor Franc;o1s J'Hermittc was
brought over Crom France to a ttend
lo the patient. He arrived on the
afternoon of Saturday the 13th and
stayed in the Copacabana Palace.
There he met, some say it was by
chance. with General Sizeno Sarmento. Chief of the First Armv.
L'Hermitte consulted with lhe medical team that was attending the
Marshal on Sunday nncl o n th~ rnml'
day U1ey issued a bulletin saying
that there were "some signs of 1mpro,·ement:· although the President's right side remained paralyzed and he w:is still unable to
speak. On the 15th the French
specialist left the country.
The Press in Those Days

Only the JOUrnalists acrrediled in
Laranjciras had access lo lhe infor-

mation given bv lhe Press Secre·
tariat. through the Security Service
of course, which was the agency.
entrusted with issuing "official bulletins."
News was sometimes distributed
to journalists who had full confidence of the Gover.lDlent and to
those closest to the presidential
press corps, who also picked up
what they could overhear in the
corridors and halls. Two of them
were Alberto Homs1 oi 0 Globo, the
·'Dean" of the press corps in the Palace, and Carlos Chagas, who published some stories in 0 Estado de
Sao Paulo and Corr eio do Povo.
In spite of the confidence in which
Homsi and Chagas were held and
their "taking turns" between the
two, the Security Service ordered
an investigation of the journalistic
credentials of the reporters because,
it was explained, of "national security." It was in the crystal corridors
of the Palace where the "purge"
teak place, waged by the only two
political parties in the country, the
officialist National Renewal Alliance
(ARENA) and the Brazilian Democratic Movement (MBD), created by
the regime itself as an opposition
party. As a result. a commission
from the Department of Justice
v1s1led the Palace lo see about the
so-called cons ti tulional reform. The
return to poht1cs or "democracy"
was going full speed ahead.
But one of the "concerns" of the
commission was the high l ax it had
lo pay, while other officials paid
less. This news received no authorization fer publication. The same
thing happened with the news about
da Costa E' Silva's health.
Once Again the Problem
of Succession

On a certain day in 1966, in the

airport of Guararapes, in Recife,
the capital of the State of Pernambuco, the President's airplane was
almost set afire by the explosion of
a bomb placed in the airport. An
admiral and a press adviser were
killed and others were wounded.
Da Costa e Silva was unharmed.
Shortly before December 13, 1968,
in the airport of Santcs Dumont in
Rio de Janeiro, another airplane
bearing da Costa e Silva descended
suddenly because of a mechanical
failure, according to official reports.
The pilots quickly jumped out and
so did da Costa e Silva, despite the
bravery attributed to him at that
time.
Such incidents soon led to a kind
of "semina.r on procedures to be
taken should da Costa e Silva disappear." The episode serves to prove
the existence, well before the government crisis, of the struggle for
power and the need to search for a
man who wouldn't be as negatively
viewed as Fran~ois Duvalier or Alfredo Stroessner, prehistoric dictators of Haiti and Paraguay respectively, but who would be able to lead
a dictator ial representative democracy, the political formula of the US
Government for its valuable South
American satellite.
It is dtfficult to say who, among
the military, sided with whom in the
problem of solving the crisis. Some
agreed, others changed their minds,
switched positions and tactics, but
with no less interest in "climbing"
the power ladder. Each one harbored
infinite ambitions and multiple and
well-defined objectives for getting
rid of da Costa e Silva in the name
of the "Constitution."
The Groups Identify Themselves

Among the more or less defined
groups in the midst of the goings

and comings, and the business of
searching for a common denominator, the most important was the
"Castelistas," followers of the extinct Marshal Humberto Castelo
Branco, principal actor of the military coup that ousted the government of Joao Goulart on March 31,
1964. In this group were the brothers
and generals Orlando and E rnesto
Geisel, the first, Army Minister;
and the second, president of the
hybrid enterprise Petrobras.
The influence of the Army, first
weapon of the country, which has
167 000 of the app!oximately 195 000
men 'in the armed forces, began to
play a prime role in relation to the
Navy and the Air Force, although
finally a rather just distribution of
posts and functions put an apparent
end to the crisis which threatened
to break the situation of "peace on
earth and glory in heaven."
Tile "Alfonsistas" are partisans of
Division General Alfonso Albuquerque Lima, former Minister of interior Development in the cabinet of
the sick 66-year-old Marshal and the
only three-star candidate without a
troop command. Actually he holds
a bureaucratic job in the Army. He
is attributed with having some influence, especially among the young
officers, who by extension had the
support of several impcrtant generals, admirals and brigadiers. His
political beliefs have been classified
as a type of reformism and nationalism in the economic field, but
nothing else. From the beginning,
he was in favor of the "temporary
mandate" and attempted to put
someone in charge of the presidency
until 1971, date on which da Costa
e Silva would have given way to a
succ~ssor by the decision of the

mJJ:>nt of !llS oc~rs. Fmall v he
had 110 othel choacc or hope· th•m
to let ume go by and t1 y his luck
oni;e agam on August 22, 197-!, when
the prcscr1t cnicl ut St(lLC. G~ncra!
Emilie Garrastazu "!".ledici. ends his
pres1dca1tial term. Ouly tl1en will
Albuqut-rque Lima return; 1w.turaily, thanks to the military.
The long list uC candi11ates al!>o
mcluded G~ne::ral Antonio Carlos
Muucy, cnwl ot general staff of the
Army. ll!s political beliefs aft indetmed, but he was n parusan ol
the cummon lormula togethc1· with
the Armv Mm1ster Lira Tavare.:;,
whose catHlid<scy lest •1 hope that
never had. Abo on the h:.t was
General S1zeno Sarmento, chief of
the Fhsl Army, who was a m~mber
of the "cabind 01 Albuquerque
Lima" as Army Mm1sler, together
v1th BrigaJ1er Fana Lima, "appomtcd Vice-Prcside.:it," but who
was rcplac ·d because of his sudden
death by Adrrura1 Melo Bacisra.
The pompous cabinet was composed equally 01 r£:1e\•u.nt 11nurc:s m
the narrow and isolated c1rc1e of
military and c1 •than ~overrw.s. Ca!"los Lacerda wa~ the Plannmg Minister; Doctor I..~ras, Ult: I\.luuster of
Justice; G<.'11t;.ral R idl'igo Octavio
Jordiio Ramos Transport Mrnisler;
Doctor Lir" Ta :1 <?s, Treasury l\Ii~1islt!r; Colonel Bo<.1ventura Cd\'ak~m 
ti, Muuste!· of Interior Development;
and thc1 ~ \'>as even ct P1 ~c::; · Secn::~ 
tary who would replace the JOtt1 nal1:.t Carlos Chagas.
And as the h•!tght of ex:.i~perauou.
ll also ti~tcti people such as the
IJresent 1ransp:.H L l\!tniSLl'r, J\1dr.l:
A11drca.:La and Colonel Jn1 ua~ Gon~aJ\·cs Passanuhu, • former Lab;.>r
Mm.st..!t and present Eclur:&t1un Minister. Audreazza was rcpemedly ac-

cusi::d of aomuustrat1vc: con upti n
and Gon~alves continued the antt!abor µolicy of freezing salaries,
dfrecteri at diminaung even th~
lr<.td1l10nal d<'mands of the workers,
ww ..;c traac u. ions are now mi!itarilv 111t~rvened.
- The die was cast and the "secret
µact" was made. The pr mdpal ministries were dislri butecl among the:
Army, the Na\'Y and the Ait 'Force,
in keepwg w1lh the old adage "I'll
se1atch your Lack and you sc:atch
nlllJC."

On ScptemLer 29, the high command met again to decide on the last
detalls of Lht! succession mechnlism
=ind co 111stall the ne\\ President,
Ganastt1zi1 Medici, chief of th<!
powc rful Third Army with headquarterc; m Porto Alegre, capital of
the State of Rio Grande do Sul;
m1 1 ary altachc in Washington in
1967 and chtl f of the National Information s~rvice under da Costa
e Silva at the end of tht: same year.
No one could be better qualified for
the office.
But there was another thorny
problem to solve: Braz11 was the
first country in the WZlrld which had
five pres1d~nts all at once; the triumvirate, da Costa e Silva, who was
slill in office, and ·l\Ialilo." The
still-alive da Co;t·a e Sih-a coul l
<iirt>ady be cl ts• egarded; tht:rc was

even talk of offcri11g h 11 t monthlv
pension even though 111s gov"rnment
mandate ended on March l:J. 1971.
Tiie crisis among tile fvur-star
gene1 .ils on<.:.? a~oin showed the
$lunbcm traditton •.I politic ans oi
Brazil that tllt.!Y were only p~wns at
the :;.J~ ol the kmg and 1u ' ·1. This
\Va<: :-1u1mttf:"d in Porto Al 'gre by
S.:11ator Dallll'I Krici er, f·..,rmer
president ... r AREl\A \\llJ, a<=k'?d by
a journalist about the ''presidential
succession." s1 mp.,. a.1swered: "It's

the military whg will decide."
A new medical bulletin announced on September 27 that "The
President of the Republic showed
signs of improvement this week."
Nevertheless. perhaps because of
their skill in repression, or because
they lacked the ability of political
maneuvering, the regime continued
to "purge" government ofticials,
deputies, senators, journausts and
even priests. In this sense, new
cas~oes, the suspens.on cf political
rights for ten years, and r emovals
from elective posts were announced
on September 30.
Meanwhile, Yolanda Barbosa da
Costa e Silva, accused of engaging
in jewel contraband, held on as the
"First Lady of the Republic," and
without altering her ambitions, went
to the triumvirate on at least two
occasions to intercede in behalf of
her semi paralyzed husband. The
First Lady was not satisfied with
a salary of three million new cruceiros per month as president of the
Brazilian Aid League.
In the middle of October, Garrastazu Medici visited da Costa e Silva,
who was by now aware of his demotion. Their conversation touched
upon everything, from justifications
of the present situation to memories of the 1964 m1Lltary coup, when
Garrasta.zu Medici, the11 head of the
Agulhas Negras Military Academy,
put himself under the crders of
General da Costa e Silva. Now, "Milito" and da Costa e Silva were
rem iniscing <!bout the "anti-Jango
movement" (Joao Goulart).
That same day in the e vening,
the new P resident em ployed the
demagugy character,st1c of his milit ary predecessor~ and spoke to the
nation through the Nal1c-.1al Agency.
the radio and TV. media which were
under such cen5:orship that the

people had no alternative but to
listen.
Nevertheless, the high command
of the armed forces still bad one
little detail to take care of: the
juridic legalizat.on of their app-.:>intm en t. For this, they would have to
reopen the Federal Congress, which
had been closed by da Costa e Silva
on Decemb ~r 13, 1968.
And they did so. On almost the
same day and mo!'lth it had been
closed on the pretext that it had
refused to authorize a military court
to judge the opposition deputy Marcie Moreira Alves, the High Command of the Armed Forces gathered
together the little that was left of
Congr ess so that it could approve
the appointment of Gar :-astazu Medici, w ho took ofE.ce on October 31.
In practice, there was nothing
lacking to put into motion the technocratic-military machine. On September 18, the repressive National
s~curity Law was already reformed
on the basis of the recent Institutional Act No. 14, which legalized
the death sentence with the aim of
appiying it to Brazilian revolutionaries.
Between 1964 and 1969 alone, approximately 200 deputies were re~
m oved from cffice and the major.ty
of legislative assemblies in states
and cities were closed down. Institu lional Act No. 7 annulled the electionc; of 196:), although a new decree
to give the two only legal political
parties a representative chai-acter
allowed for the extension of the
pzr iod for the inscription of the parties and the date of their conventions.
A Constitution drawn up by
Aleixo also appeared and became
the Magna Ch&rta of the r epression.

•

Torture then became a weapon of
the Government.
Another blocdy event kept the
military regtme from publicizing
"the Lquidation of the revolutionary
movement." With the government
crisis apparently under cont ·o1, on
November 4 Lhe revolutionary leader Carlos Marighel la was shot
down and killed in Sao Paulo in an
ambush set for him by the police
agent Ser_gio Paranhos Fleury.
One hundred and thirteen days
after da Costa e Silva had h;s cerebral thrombosis, the inevitable happened: the President died on December 17 at 3:40 p.m. local time,
according to the certificate issued
by Doctor Helcio Simoes Gomes, the
Mushal's private physician.
Only perso"ls in the regime began
to ;:iarade before the coffin, exposed
in the Laranjeiras Palace with military honors. The body was taken to
the Sao Joao Batista Cemetery,
in the midst of a display of troops
that rendered him homage. Air
Force planes flew over the funeral
cortege, which was estimated at
3000 persons. Brazil has more than
90 million inhabit.ants. H e was
bu1·ied in the same isolation in which
he had lhed, without the popular
support he never had but always
desired.
Months later, the Brazilian priest
Franc1:;co Lage Pessoa, exiled in
Mexico for several years, stated
in declarations to the newspaper
"Bxcelsior that both Castelo Branco
and da Costa e Silva had been
assassmatea.
"The airplane accident which cost
Castdo Bianco his life was not
really an accident. The cerebral
thromboses attacks that da Co,;la e
Silva hact and which were officially

the cause of his death, were only
a disguise for the assa'"s-nation,"
affirmed the priest.
The penetrating Look of the priest
was barely attenuated by the sun
g_asses that he was weanng. His
expression was unWnching when he
was asked who was responsible cor
the assassination.
"lt's an orgarnzalton based on the
thr~c armed forces, whose members
are united in secret. This group is
the heart cf Brazil's military caste.
Th is secret organization has been
in power since 1964."
Garrastazu Medici is a puppet of
the secret military organization, one
of the many that Brazil has had
since 1964. Da Costa e Silva's death
took place myc;teriously: his family
could not see him. They were forbidden to leave their homes and to
make statements to the press.
Later Pessoa told of the tortures
he had borne:
I didn't suffer as much as the
political prisoners now, bl:!cause
the torture methods have been
perfected and the dictatorship's
brutality is more evident now.
You don't have any idea of the
magnitude of the frustration of
the Catholic priests, not only m
Brazil but in all Lalin America.
This movement 1s larger and more
profound than
is generally
thought.
Brazil will be the funeral of
capitalism. . . . The world needs
many Viet Nams . . . Imagme
Brazil being invaded by the US
Marines ....
Such a large country would be
the- tomb of any invaders, if we
consider the experience of the Indochinese peninsula, where the
Vietname<Ee have politically and
militarily defeated the United
States.

Burundi and Rwan·da:
The Same Imperialist
Strategy
Nadi n e N yangorna
Lost on the map of Africa, Burundi and Rwanda are classic examples of the underdeveloped
world. Both nations together total scarcely 5 700 000 inhabitants and OCfUPY an area of
54 172 km2. To their little-known geography is, of course, added their little-known history:
in the Western wor ld very few can add anythlng to their state of economic appendage to
Belgium.
The people who live in this part ol the world nevertheless have a history worth knowing and, given their location bordering countries as highly coveted by the imperialists as
the Congo and Tanganyika, they are called upon to play an important r ole in the future
of the African continent.·
The purpose of t he present article by Nadine Nyangoma is to present for other peoples
of the world an understanding of the political reality of these two small nations.
A young writer and journalist born in Belgi um. Nadine Nyangoma is the widow of
Gervais Nyangoma, progressive politician of Burundi, who was executed in his country
on October 28, 1965 (when he was 28 years old) on the occasion of the bloody coup that
br ought the militarists to power.
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and Rwanda, situated at
the halfway road between the Cape
and Cairo, form two of Lhe smallest
territories of Atrica. Together, however, they have 7 000 000 mhabitants.
Both are populated by the same
people who speak the same language and have the same culture.
Up until about 1956, the history of
these two countries was relatively
similar: Rwanda like Burundi had
a feudal class composed of Tutsis,
and a peasant class, more or less
serfs, compos~d essenllal~y of Hutus.
(We have already explained before
the ethnic origins of these two classes and how feudal relations between them were P.stablisoed. 1 )
The separate exislent:e cf the two
kingdoms of Bu rundi and Rwanda
is e.xp1icab1e solely by the fact Lhat
two dillerent dynasties organized
their own separate pow::?r. Tue two
similar feudal entities thus created
were to be confirmed and even
.strengthened later by Lhe German
and the Belgian lru'iteeships which
utilized them for their " indi rect adm1rustration" and actually extended
them to the isolated regions where
they wculd not have been able to
implant themselves.
Buru ndi and Rwanda have con-

BURUNDI
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tinuerl to be essentially agncultural.
There has been almost no industrialization. Belgian capnallsm took
advantage of their high population
density to draw from them the work
force tor its Congolese colcny. Burundi served as a commercial center ,
sometimes as a strategic coordination point durmg the period of Congolese independence.: In fact, it was
from there that the troops left to
support Mobutu in his maneuvers
agamst Lumumba, and it is from
there that the "terrible'' Katanganese were dispatched lo Yemen.
The actual difference between
Burundi and Rwanda dates from
recent. times and is above all the
result of foreign intervention. Both
Burundi and Rwanda are agricultural territories wi U1 a dispersed
population. In Rwanda there arc no
real cities m the true sense of the
wcrd. The most that exists is an old
residential center converted in to a
capital, clnd some cent~rs of trade
and exchange. In Burundi, the situation is very similar, except that the
country bas a small port city on
Lake Tanganyika.
The rapid demographic g rowth
1
2

See P artlsn ns, number 31, July-September 1966.
J . P . Lash. Dag Hammarskjold. Eln
Leben fii r de n F ried e, 1962, pp. 7-12.

represents a burden for the countryside that will not be compensated
either by the exodus to the city
nor the temporary or definite exodus
to the Congo or Uganda. This burden
on the countryside and the development of communications and other
concurrent factors have given the
Hutu peasant a particular dynamism. Of special importance among
these factors is the formation, in the
countryside itself, of a rural Hutu
petite bourgeoisie. This rural petite
bourgeoisie, represented by the
small merchant and to a certain
extent by ~he adviser, constitutes
the fragile tie l;>etween the economy
of subsistence and the economy of
the market. The Hutu r ural petit
bourgeois sees his social aspirations
and the development of his skills
blocked by the feudal Tutsis, who
segregate him socially and racially.
There also exists a poor paasantry
subjected to these feudal lords,
which naturally hopes to eliminate
them. The rural petite bourgeoisie
will therefore become the spokesman for the peasants' antifeudal
aspirations, serving as the vanguard
of the antifeudal revolution. Around
1955, the tension between the Hutu
p~santry and the Tutsi feudalists
increased in Burundi as well as in
Rwanda, where it was to culminate
in the antifeudal revolution of 1959.

the ethnic existence of the oppressed class, through the instigation
of the Christian syndicates. It will be
much more reformist and will be
revolutionary only when the revolution will already have begun; it
is moreover an opportunistic party.
Nevertheless in 1959, the difference
between the two parties is minimal,
each one has very moderate goals.
Iii any case, because of the confusion
there might have been concerning
the political doctrine of both, befote
their official founding, the manifesto
of the Bahutus of March 24, 1957,
clearly marks the limits that this
antifeudal revolution was going to
have and up to what point it would
be beneficial, especi.ally for the rural
Hutu petite bourgeoisie.
In particular, the manifesto proclaimed "the end of corve.::,'' "the
legal acknowledgment of individual
property in the western sense of
the word,'' "the promotion of the
Bahutus to public offices (chiefs,
subchiefs, judges),'' as well as th~ir
eligibility for these functions. 6 It
also proclaimed the right of the
Hutus to receive the same education
as the Tuts..s.
On the other hand, it begged the
acl.rllinistration to resolve the problem and to do so with justice.
What did this Hutu petite bourgeoisie really want? It contented
itself in practice w,.th transforming
• The Antlfeudal
the Hutu peasantry subjected to
R evoluti on In Rwa nda
feudalism into small peasant owneIS,
giving them the ownership of the
The political doctrine of those who land which they occupied due to·
opposed feudalism was confused their feudaliz~d position or redisenough as far as the new regime tributing some feudal lands that the
that took power. This doctrine will
be r epresented by two parties: ' Association for the Social Promotion of
APROSOMA3 and PARMEHUTU.•
the Mass.
The former will emphasize all the • P;uty of the Bahuius Emancipauon
economic problems and appea.rs to
Mo".:inent.
have been the first to have commit- & Rwanda Polltlque, CRISP. pp. 25-56.
ted itself to the revolution. The second will support it principally on
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b~en ruoted in bo.h Rwanda and
Burundi. It has ulilized Lhe cultural
backgrouncl c.1 the c-.:>unlry to .mposc
ils re1igion, up to the p)mt of making il into the national reli&1on.
thanks lo its alliance wnh feudalism
The church, along with its army
of missionaries. instaUed an t•nlire
network of missions in the rounlryside. IL encountered a monotheistic
rclig1on: Imamitc, with an oral tradition from Genesis. This religion
easily lent itselr to an assimilation
with Christianity, and the church
took advantage or t his to interpret
the term "imam" to mean Ch.-1slian
gods, thereby permitting ilscl[ to
reclef111e 1l. Ln Lh._. other hand, the
European church rapidly reahzecJ
the great popularity of a negro
ckric. cf a church of local color,
;ind Hs usdulncss in ca'!e a change•
of heart sho.uld lead to lhe expulsion or some nationalily.
The church had always been the
perfect ally or feudalism: lhe h igh
p 1est!:! were Tulsis; the European
robb~ry.
clergy openly -glorified the superioThe Federation of
ritv of the feudal class and the
Christian Trade Unions ( CSC)
Tu.tsi race. The day when Hutu peasWe easiJy see lo what extent such ant disc?ntent thrcat2ned lo comrewrms leave all the proritable pad pro'11ise the futurP of the rh.irch to
01 the market eccnomy advantathe extent that its destiny was
g ...ously in lhe hands of private j0i ned to that of the feudalists, the
entl!rp11ses witl1out ever opposing Cht 1slian trade union hoped to hide
the structure of mt~rnal1onru capi- its for.ner CJmpromises with feutalism. The most cnl ghtened rep- dalism. What the Chri lian trade
r.:?sen.alt\'..;S or Wester.1 cap1ta11sm union wa~ tr) 1ng lo save was 11ol
and in parllcular the CSC wiil fe udalism but wbal used t: the
consequt!ntiy not fJ1 I to be awate capitalist regime.
Up until then capitalism comidoL all the advantag..? available to il
in such a situation. 'lh1s trade umon cred feudalism its best instrumv1n o.
vas ideally situated sc. as not to dom •nation. The Chnst1an tr.idt
overesl1ma te lue l'C'\'t l u tio .ary char- union, therefore, had to force itsel1
acll.:r cf the movement that '"'oulcl to convinc1. 1 he cap1 tallsts not to USP
culminate in 1959, and above all to the fcudalisls any more, but to look
prcve.1t it from going too far. In for som:! ut her social section m·
fact, since t he epoch of the German. which to rely. The limited prote:.L
trusteeship lhe Catholic church has ii the rural petite bourgeoisie, whicl·
icvf'r evideucPrl any anticap1talism
111ade the Cltnsunn trarle umon

peasa.1ts had already begun to occupy. Moreover, it freed the peasantry from the inJust1ces, crueltizs and
arbitrary actions oI the feudal landlord hv111g in the countryside. In
other wo1ds, the rural Hutu petite
bourgeoisie made ior lbe peasantry
atl Lall! reforms that 1l could make
wJth1n the economy c.I suosislencc,
but w1U1oul givmg tt1e peasantry the
r ignt lo break out ol this iruernal
cu·ck of the economy of subsistence.
Thus tnc sm<.tlJ excess product
lhat the peasantry wili try to exch.i.ige will oblige him, Just as
b<!1u1c, lo dep~nd l·n a whole circuit
of 11uc1 medianes who 111 most cases
art! 110rn1n~ more than specuiators.
Al the most what will be done w,ll
b<! LO de\·elop "cooperal1ves'' wu1ch
already ex1sted under trusteeship
and w111ch arc nothrng Ilk~ soci...111st
covperauves s111cc they do nouung
but smJoth ov(•r certain superficia l
and all too ev1<.lcnt injustic<!s, subst1tut1ng tor them a better organized

understand quickly that what this
petite bourgeoisie really wanted
was, in its turn, to be tbe instrument
of Western domination, its local
bureaucracy. The fact that many
members of the people's parties
were Christian trade unionists facilitated this understanding on the
part of the trade union. L iving in
symbiosis with them made it easy,
through aid of every kind, to place
in power its most trusted members
such as Kayibanda, present President of the Republic of Rwanda and
leader of P ARMEHUTU.
Nevertheless, since not all the
Belgians in Rwanda were prepared
to make a radical change so rapidly,
the Christian trade union spent the
whole time goin~ and coming between the Belgiat. capitalists and the
Hutu petite bourgeoisie, dedicating
all its efforts to convincing the former that they had to hasten to tear
down alliances so that the Hutu
leaders were not left behind by the
people's forces, and begging the
latter to comerve their forces as
best they could now that victory
was about to arrive. With these multiple maneuvers of conciliation, the
Christian syndicate is, among the
people's forces, the r epresentative of
capital that seeks to limit the losses
these people's forces could cause
capitalism.
As always has been the case for
all movements of the Rerum Novarum, the Christian trade union
entered into action at the same time
that the most oppressed social class
was preparing to radically alter
society. The Christian trade union
wins over the movement, pretends
to adopt its demands in order to
deform the·m more successfully or
remove their r evolutionary content.
We saw a similar maneuver in the
Congo wnen the Christian trade
union was the first to openly pro:
claim independence,6 permitting it:.

.;elf to give this word the meaning
that would be most reassuring to
capitalism. Thus, instead of clashing head on with the people's forces
and affirming its position, the Christian trade union, like a clever opportunist, joins these forces in order
to brake the movement from within
its own ranks. And what makes it
all the easier is that it is operating
at a moment when the not.on oi
revolution has in the people's minds
a vague and confused significance,
uniquely negative in that it means
only "a great ch'ange" without re,
vealing anything about the nature
of this change.
The revoiutionary aspect that the
Christian trade union adopts permits
it to live witn the authentic revolutionary forces in formation, to sabo-·
tage this formation, and especially
the directors of these forces that
give evidence of an ability to become
revolutionary leaders, and consequ(?ntly harmful to capitalism. They
are aLso able to denounce them to
the capitalists, thus accelerating
their "liquidation." In this way,
within the bosom of the Hutu movement, the Christian trade union
prevented the work of all those who
tried to show that in maintaining
feudalism, capitalism was doing
nothing more than exercising a form
of control over the masses and that,
consequently, the true enemy is this
capifalism. The advantage of this
strategy for capitalism is that the
Hutu movement in Rwanda attacked only feudalism, the agent of
capitalism, and not capitalism it~elf.
For capitalism to escape unhurt
from the revolution it, therefore,
need only change its tactic-;, abandon
its former agent, feudalism, and
11

Other parties had already proclaimed it
from undergroun<i.
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regions of Rwanda, ce.Ltam Hutu
peasants threw som e foudaLsts off
their lands, burnea their houses and
resolutely fought agamst the trusteeship authorities' efforts to reinstall them; but the authorities did
not insist and preferred lo abandon
the rural nobihty rather than worsen the situation.
In order to prevent Lhe social
tension from taking a revolutionary
tum, the administration had tried
to convince the mwami (king) to
pacify the Hutu peasants with some
s uperficial reform, trying, by means
of these minor concessions, to save
the basic con lent or lhe feudal structure. The trusteeship authority succeeded in imposing certain reforms
between 195~ and l!J5Y. .out as rndependence neared, the most reactionary feudal elements regrouped
around the mwami organized an extreme rightist party, the UNAR, in
August 1959, and tried to annul the
concessions made to the Hutus. This
new boldness on the part of UNAR
appears to begi n with a stimulus
provided by a potential rival of Belgium which the UNAR will always
be content to describe evasively as
the United Nations.
I n reply to the first peasant rebellions, the UNAR sent punitive expeditions throug hout the country
assassinating eve11 Hutu leaders who
had maintained a fundamentally r e·
formist and moderate attitude up
until that time. The UNAR, in its
blind feudal reaction, overestimated
lhe revolutionary natu1·e ot these
Hutu leaders who, instead of taking
the leadership of the m Jvemen t and
giving it a m ore organized and revolutionary character, were content
to multiply the calls directed to the
administration r equesting its interThe Events ot 1959
' vention against the UN AR.
After having tnea in v::im lu conAround November 1959, in valious

accept the new candidate: the rural
Hutu petite bourgeoisie. It appears
that the Belgian capitalists acted
m this fashion, with genUlnc efforts,
so that this feudalism r epresented
by UNAR- began to be infiltrated
by a capitalism that competed w1lh
it. Only a truly revolutionary party
wilh theoret1c1ans of international
political culture could have foreseen
the conservative role Lhat. this rural
peute bourge01s1e was going to play,
and carried the battle forward, in
the entire territory under trusteeship, so that the political leadership
of the revolution would b elong to
the masses and n ot to this petite
bourgeoisie.
Another element acted in favor
of this petit.e bourgeotsJe: the
limited ethnic-social feeling of the
PARMEHUTU, which the Christian
trade union tried to redirect as much
as possible toward an ~thnic sentiment and even a pure and simple
racism. While APROSOMA had
placed the emphasis particularly on
the e..:onomic fac tor, PARMEHUTU
limited itself to defending the cause
of the Hutus, an ethnic group and
at the same time the oppressed class.
This ethnic-social restriction permits
the view that problems are reso\ved
the moment the society is in the
hands of the Hulus, thus easily
masking the social differences that
can be created between the Hutu
petite bourgeoisie, as it converts itself into capital15m's bureaucracy,
and the p easant Hut u who will then
be exploited by this petite bourgeo1s1e.
The antifeudal revolution thus
will allow the rural petite bourgeoisie to cross the line between the
people's forces and capital.
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Rwandan National Union.

vmce the feudalists to mOderate
their actions at least in appearance,
having been violently attacked by
the UNAR, and fearing the encroachment of the people's forces,
the administration decided to
"dump" the feudalists and quickly
place in power the most moderate
elements of the Hutu parties in order "to limit the damage." The typical representative of these moderate
elements is surely G. Kayibanda,
who becaus·e of the events of
November 1959, had placed himself
under the protection of Belgian
troops. which certainly did not
transform him into any great guer-

~orking with great speed, the
administration insured the essential:
before independence, it installed a
provisional government which cooperated with it and continued representing it in fact after independence. On the other hand, sin~e the
most advanced elements of the
movement had proclaimed the liquidation of feudalism "throughout the
entire territory of Rwanda-Burundi," and in Burundi the tension between the peasants and the feudalists had reached such an explosive
point that the peasant rebellions had
succeeded in taking the North of
Burundi, the administration decided
t9 divide the territory into two in~ependent countries: the Republic
.of Rwanda, governed by the rural
Hutu petite bourgeoisie which had
become the local administration for
Belgian capitalism; and the King·
dom of Burundi, maintaining the
feudal apparatus intact. Both territories achieved independence in
~uly of 1962.
Present -Day Rwanda

Rwanda, situated exactly in the
middle of Africa, bas no access to
the sea and is choked off, surrounded as it is by various countries

which are for the most part basuons
of US imperialism; such as Burundi
and the Congo. Within the narrow
limits of its national territocy, it has
no way of escaping any kind of imperialist pressure. It thus depends
totally on foreign capitalism and
its wishes.
From the international point of
view, it is always aligned with openly r eactionary positions, thUs seeming to be less progressive than its
feudal neighbor, which has been
allowed (with the permission of the
United States) to vote in favor of
the admission of China to the United
Nations.
From the internal point of view,
Rwanda is m ore advanced than Burundi, which still has not had its
antifeudal revolution, but on the
contrary, has converted the youngest
members of the Tutsi nobility into
a milrtary oligarchy, sometimes disguised behind a civil facade by the
participation of a few functionaries
or ministers.
The Que9tlon of the inyenzi8

The moderate and tearful attitude
of the rural }lutu petite bourgeoisie
,i n powe.r in Rwanda is also explicable by the terror that Rwanda feels
when faced with the idea of returning to feudalism. This terr or is
exacerbated because the regime in
power has been obliged to reincorporate numerous intermediary
groups belonging to feudal troops
that joined the antifeudal cause at
the final hour, and because the regime has in the countryside Tutsi
peasant elements that the former
regime had favored and was utilizing to control the poor peasants
who are more or less serfs. Their
late conversion made the new rea Cockroach: niclmam.e given the Rwandan
c'lunterrevolutionaries.

gime suspect the peasantry, viewing
them as clandestine members of the
UNAR, and many of tht-m indeed
were. The feudal return appeared
even mere real in Lhe eyes of the
peasants because the UNAR leaders
united outside the country and organized the Tutsi r efugees with an
eye to an armed return to the country and the reinslallation of a feudal
apparatus either under a monarchy
or a republic. Among these leaders
were the feudaUsts well known
among the Rwanda peasantry for
their cruelty and active participation in the massacres of Hutus in
November 1959. For this reason the
UNAR inspired only fear and hatred
among the peasants. It actually
achieved nothing beyond a negative
and paraJyzmg effect, 5ince a systematic propaganda organized by
the missions, the Christians trade
unions and the moderate Hutus tried
to make au those who offered any
criticfr.ms of the regime - including
the Hutus who blamed the regime
for its lack of firmness in relation
to foreign capital and it s lack of
solidarity with the Hutu peasants
of Burundi - aopear as collaborators of the feudiilists.
'.I'he peasants' hatred for the
UNAR is evidenced in the violent
form in which the Hutu peasants
reacted to the frontier incursions
of the U NAR in 1964. When the
Unarists arr ived - and given lhe
lack of sufficient government forces, whose reinforcements arrived
after the action - the peasants defended themselves. After the feudalist retreat, the peasants, irritated by the attack and the losses they
had just suffered, went into the
nearby hills to look for everyone
they suspected of collaboration with
the UNAR and killed them.
This summary justice inevitably
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provoked abuses and useless cruelties, but it illustrates, on the one
hand, the extreme mobilization of
the peasantry and, on the other
band, the total absence of a revolutionary party capable of organizing
the mobilization and replacing its
anarchistic character.
As far as the true significance of
these incursions is concerned, we
are too accustomed to Mobutu's literature to believe in the explanations of the UNAR which try to
pass off these feudal razzias1' as
guerrilla warfare and these internal
complications as popular support.
The action of the UNAR can better be recorded within the framework of international capitalism
and its internaJ contradictions. In
effect, the intensive work that the
CIA bas carried out within the
UNAR over the past several years.
and possibly since its foundation ,
makes us believe that it serves as
a means of pressure on the part
of US imperialism against B elgian
neocolonialism, which still has
strong roots in Rwanda, where we
find affiliates of the Societe Generale, for example. Th is is not the
case in Burundi, where the Belgian
companies belong rather to financial groups such as Empain and
Lambert, the latter :Known for its
ability to live on good terms with
rhe US financial world.
P r esen t-Day Burundi

In the colonial epoch, Burundi,
along with the Congo and Rwanda,
was the extension of Belgian national capitalism which installed its
own Belgian bureaucracy there. In
Burundi and Rwanda, the Belgian
administration used the rutsi feudalists, in a Belgi.an technique, as
o UNAR, up until the present. has undertaken lo carry out assassinations, burnings
and robberies by night, immediately
seizing the spoils.

the repressive apparatus to contain
the masses. This scarcely advanced
form of capitalism unfolds toward
a stage of greater concentration
which is international capitalism,
whose most aggressive representative is the United States, here
allied with certain Belgian fmancial groups which have been incorporated into it. We saw that
when the old f eudalist society was
already in agony and the people's
consciousness was increasing, capitalism was obliged, in order to
maintain itself, to remodel its tactics of repression.
The antifeudal victory in Rwanda
awakened the Bm:undi peasantry,
which impatiently awaited the liquidation of its own feudalists and,
unhappily, saw how its first efforts
were neatly paralyzed by the trusteeship administration which divid-ed the territory into two countries.
Burundi differs from Rwanda in
that it has a small port city: Bujumbura. One part of the rural
exodus of course went to Bujumbura rather than to the Congo, but
this usually achieved nothing more
than a growth of the ranks of the
"lumpen-proletariat." Bujumbura is
above all a commercial center. Its
industries are for the most part artisan. Moreover there is no true proletariat. There is an embryonic
working class which is for the most
part dispersed among different activities and which we can divide
generally into two categories: on
the one hand a working anstocracy
of Tutsi origin, with some qualifications and a relative stability,
joined in a trade union: the Federation of Workers of Burundi, or
FTB, led by feudal Tutsis,10 and
for this reason complete followers
of feudalism and, today, of its militarist arm.
The second category of workers
is composed of an unstable, semi-

proletariat work force of rural origin, in search of part-time work in
the city which leaves its family
behind to do the agricultural work
ln the countryside. This work force
seldom joins a trade union and when
it does so it is the Christian trade
union, as a reaction against the
feudalist and frequently racist attitude of the FTB. This causes it to
join a trade union as a peasant and
not as a member of the proletariat.
After the military coup of October
1965, the Christian trade unionists
(Hutus) wer e jailed and some executed. Only the sell-out FTB of the
UPRONA...1 party and the state was
left and later became the UTB
(Union of Workers of Burundi) , the
only trade union of the only party.
If it is true that this semiproletariat did not cause a development
of consciousness in the city, on the
other hand, it introduced a factor
of dynamism and politicalization in
the countryside, a very positive
thing in the case of a people's guerrilla war. While in Rwanda the factor of politicalization was essentially
the rural Hutu petite bourgeoisie,
here we also see an embryonic
social sector strongly integrated
with the peasantry and with an
objective anticapitalist potential
that the rural Hutu petite bourgeoisie lacks.
Today in Burundi, capitalism
uses a bureaucratic social sector
being developed within the feudal
class, and the UPRONA, the JR1 Z
and the UNEBA13, are its expression. This social sector, technically
more qualified than its feudal predecessors and moreover frustrated
President A. Ntamagara.
Unity for Natl onal Progress.
u Rwagasore Youth.
11 National Union ol Burundi Students, in
fact in the hands of Tutsi students.
lO
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by not being able to use its qualifications due to the presence of Belgian technicians, is a useful instrument fo.:- international capitalism lo change from the old Belgian
neocolonialism, its former ally
whom il has now lefl behind.
Unable lo ccntam by itself all
the hungry peoples of the world,
the United Slates integrated Europe
into its worldwide strategy m order to decentralize lhe work. Seen
in this perspective, the Belgians,
always d:?eply involved in Central
Africa. performed a work of applied gendarmerie.
At the moment when capitalism
saw itseli menaced by a constantly
more aware peasantry and one preparing to rebel, the CIA, in October 1965, entered mto action, with
its technical asc;istance on the side
of Belgian capitalism; of the old
feudalism and the bureaucratic
m1l1tansm that developed from it,
and unleashed agamst the pwple's
forces an action of preventive repress10n supposedly to protect the
endangered monarchy. lulling hundreds of Hutu leaders and thousands
oi peasants rebelling against the
pro\·ocati,·e attitude of the feudal ists and rnilltarists.
With the peasantry smashed. international capitalism sets in motion
the process of revamping tts repressive apparatus, mil1tarizmg feuda1_1sm 1n two stages: first deposmg
the king to enthrone b·s son in order
to finally mstall m power the military apparatus that had orgamzed
the massacre Thus it succeeded in
forming a military r epublic directed by the most reac ionarv 1eudai
elements.
~
The fact that a few corrupt or
krrorized Hutus are -iamt:d m•nistl'rs in ordc1 to deceive the pcasan tr_y docs }t in any wa) change
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this fundamental fact. It was equally
careful to rem-0v:i! Colonel Verwayen
from the leadership of the army
for having been a bit too much in
view during the rep:cssion of October 1965, and thus give Burundi a
more national aspect.
This repressive apparatus, imperialism's preferred form of oper ation, has all the advantage of
making the presence of r:rnita l:sm
at once invisible and omnipresen~.
oC making it more deeply ~ooted in
the country and at the same time
allowmg certain charlatans in power
to compensate for their reactionary
activities with a democratic jargon
full of flowery statements and dramatic scenes worthy of the theater.
There is no doubt that neither
Burundi nor Rwanda are on stage
today. as is the Congo or any other
Af;ican country where capitalist
competition sometimes allows some
mformation to filte1· through. On
the contrary, here the blackout is
complete.
It is evident that world capitalism cannot tolerate any country
making a revolution that can serve
as a focal point for neighboring
countries or encourage the fight
against imperialism. This s'ngle fact
is enough to justify preventive repression on capitalism's part.
Moreover, Burundi bas the sad
pn,·1lege of bemg able to act as a
strategic central coordination point
for blotting out any attempt at libcrat.on in Africa. The improvemen l of the base and airport of
Bujumbura will transform it into
tomorrow's fortified strategic point,
from which it will be possible to
make rapid antigucrrilla interventions. The first foreigners implicated in this strategy are clearly the
Congolese people. Whatever liberation attempt they make is directly
menaced by the existence of a repressive base outside their boun·

daries. With this perspective, intP.r- organizing an opposition abroad and
national capitalism demands that to draw back all the Hutu intelits security in Burundi be total. For lectuals that finish their studies
this reason the country is regularly outside the country, they have given
subjected to a total political clean- a false tmpression of calm, allowing
these inteHectuals to occupy certain
out.
For greater efficiency, Burundi, posts where, on the other hand,
the Congo and Rwanda signed a they can do nothing. The Hutus,
. military pact in 1966 for mutual pacified by this apparent four-year
aid in the repression of any "rebel- calm, have returned to the counlion" and for exchange of "rebels." try. At the end of mid-September
Since the fascist military coup of 1969, a wave of arrests strikes them,
1966, Burundi has lived under a ter- irrespective of the position they
roristic and arbitrary regime even occupy.
Min.1sters and functionaries suffer
more cruel than the feudal regime
that preceded it. To prevent pop- the unfortunate luck of the iniquiular discontent from finding de- tous Burundi prisons. The arrests
veloped spokesmen, the regime are clearly made clandestinely, as
takes care to punish severely any they were in 1965, and preferably
contact with the masses.
at night. Everyone who denounces
The Hutus (90% of the popula- an arrest he has witnessed is given
tion) live persecuted by a Tutsi the same treatment.
military caste. No Hutu with the
The international importance Qf
slightest development, even post- the operation is vouched for by the
primary, who lives in Bujumbura, intervention of Congolese parawhere it is possible for him to actroopers to maintain order. These
quire some knowledge of politics, are designed to guarantee the
has the right to leave the city with- protection of the military personalout authorization. If he is seen in ities of the regime. One can thus
the rural area, he is automatically measure the etfectiveness of the
denounced, sent to the police and friendship between Mobutu and
interrogated about his political ac- Micombero, the seriousness of the
tivity. It is very possible that be will military pact which merits only a
not be released. Any Tutsi active few lines in the press.
in the Rwagasi:>re Youth - fascist
The position in this affair of the
youth in the service of the regime President of Rwanda, Kayibanda,
as a parallel police - has the right is very delicate. In fact it is worthto arrest anyone he pleases. These while noting that Rwanda made an
agents of the regime enter private antifeudal revolution against the
houses and listen to conversations Tutsi oligarchy and it is consewithout the people having the right quently delicate, if not politically
to throw them out. In public places dangerous, for her to openly play
they act in the same way in order a policy of collaboration wiih
to overhear conversations.
Burundi. Rwanda cannot run the
Since 1965, arbitrary detentions risk of sending a Hutu. army to
have not stopped sowing terror in Burundi, which might be taken as
the countryside and have filled a bad move and reach the point
of creating a mutiny. And since
the provincial prisons.
On the other hand, a subtle Rwanda does many favors for
policy is applied toward the Hutu
elite. In fact, to prevent them from
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Belgium, not much i~ demanded of
her . Even discontent at the diplomatic level is tolerated. Nevertheless
this does not mean that the Hu tus
persecu led in Burnndi will find
securi ty if they nee lo Rwan<la.
Lel us not Ior~et that one condition
of the military pact is concerned
with the return of rebels, and thal
this can be dcnc with much more
discretion.

abuve all of au advantageous perioa
for capitalism to consolidate its
positions 1n detr1men t to the people.
Rwanda's precarious economic si tua·
lion indicates the no-exit passageway in which the regime that has
not attacked the capitalist economic
system winds up.
In order to attack correctly and
consistently the international capitahsm -to which they have been
submitted,
Burundi-Rwanda must
Beryllium
overcome the narrow limits of their
Officially Burundi represents national territory. A revol u lionary
nothing m the economic fie ld and movement that wishes to be efis not a strategic point. Coffee is fective must, as a m inim um , unite
its basic export product. Neverthe- the population oI Burundi and
less Buru ndi, and in part Rwanda, Rwanda, although tltis seems to us
participate in 6/(, of the world to be insufficient. In fact, Burundi,
pr oduction or beryllium. On the the Congo and Rwanda constitute
other hand, discrete prospecting one sole economic and political
will have noted the discovery of zone for certain large capitalist
zcnes rich in beryllium and easily dynasties.
Burundi and Rw anda serve as
mined, thus placing Burundi am ong
the most important producers 01 the strategic base for the West a nd
the world.
their political life 1s therefore intiBeryllium is a mineral of many mately tied to that or the Congo.
uses, and therefore will never lose The bloody r ep ression of October
its importance. It is particularly 19();) and that wn1ch is about to tak e
significant that it is included among place today dem onstr ate that imthe important elements of the perialism will not allow these counUruted States' strategic reserves.
tries any popular progress. The orThis assures Burundi a very gan1za uon of a military agreement
tragic poht1cal future.
· for repressive reason:; proves that
no people's power will achieve peace
Conclusion:
while any form of imperialism exists
Revolutionary Perspectives
in the Congo. And the revolutionary
The s1 tuat1on of Bw·uud1 and forces will qwckly understand the
Rwanda shows how a revolution need for paralyzing the imper ialist
cannot be v1ctonous if Il docs not forces in Burundi and Rw anda.
liquidate all the social sectors lhal
Faced with the coordination of
are objectively the allies of in tt::r- imperialist forces, the revolution ary
nat10nal capitalism, whatever their forces will necessarily be forced
grade of concentrat10n may be. Lo respond with the coordination
While just one of these sectors ot theirs in this zone of Cent ral
exists, lhe permanent risk will Africa so coveted by imperialism.
continue of opposition !.o the first
Burundi and Rwanda, undoubtedpopular ~ains, of the aggravation ly more than any other African
of economic unaerde\·elopment an<! country, will owe their salvation
to lhe spirit of continentalizat1on of
the revolution.
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Social-Democracy
and Imperialism
Gunnar Persson
In 1917. in his "Thesis of April." Lenin proposed the adopti on of the name Communist
Party for the Bolsheviks of the Russian Social-Democratic Party. The reasons for his
decidon have remain ed from that date lo the present. Narrow nationalism, compromises
with the bourgeoisie, terror in lhe face o! the real seizure o! power by the proletariat
have made European social-democracy a loyal instrument of its national bourgeoisies and
of North American imperialism.
The faint-hearted practices o! socialism that the social-democrats have carried out in
their respective countries have served. ultimately, to bolster the bourgeoisie itself, to
sustain Yankee imperialism inter nationally. and postpone forever the r eal liberation of
the Third World by alienating the proletariat from its true destiny.
Swedish author Gunnar P ersson. detailed analyst of these questions, discusses this
devious road for us in a careful essay written exclusively !or our publication.

THE PERIOD after 1945 is not actually the decisive one with respect to
relations between social-democracy
and counterrevolution, but the process best characterized by revisionism and reformism in the workers'
movement reaches its logical culmination after 1945.
The acceptance of imperialism
(colonialism) comes about gradually but always as a r eflection of
the well-known adaptation to "real-

ities." This adaptation to existing
power relations in capitalist societies - whose reformist potential
could be used more and more by
social-democracy - was manifested
for the first time in a reformist
national policy. The relationship
between lJational reformism - practically counterrevolutionary in some
cases - and the attacks against an
anti-imperialist and anticolonialist
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p(llH'v appear constantly. In th~
Gc1 ma!l Soc1ai-Demucrahc Party
( GSDP), which before the First
\Vlrld War was outstanding in its
thE>crci.ica! and orgar.izat ional aspects, this relationship is personified
in Gust<lv Nosske. who at the beginning of the century fulfilled an im!'l'JLtant iunction by contnbutmg to
wcak.:ning the lradiUonal anlicolonialist policy o( the GSDP: When,
on August 1, 1914, the parliamentarian group of the GSDP voted
for the war ccncess1ons, German
social-democracy took part m an
imperialist war. The truce wa:- the
next step in the process o{ integration oi the GSDP. When the First
World War ended in 1918. Gustav
Nosske d'"'··l:,r ~cl 11.imself i!1 favor of
a German empire and maybe even
for its expansion. Social -democracy
could latu agree with the other
part1e,-; en he quesuon of the German empire continuing to be
German under the command of NF.
011 the national level it was chiefly
Nosske in the social-democratic
gon:rnment who. wllh the aid of
leactionarv officials C'f the free
corp:>, smashed the November revolution in Germany with a conscious
white terror.i
The steo to class CQllaboration
with the counterrevolution is not
a big cne. and the degeneration of
the GSDP was the degeneration
of the Second International.
But for a party like the Swedish.
which was not mixed up in the First
World War, the deiirutive moment
came very soon although circumstances allowed a oeriod of several
years. Confronted ~vtth the Finnish
civil war at the end of 1918, the
Swedish working class spontaneouslv took the side of the reds. while
IOr all practical purposes the majority of the social-democratic ministers in the coalition government
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supported the w11nes. t:nk Palmstierna. Minister of the Navy, member cf the Social-Democratic Party
and later Minister o{ Foreign Relations in . what was properly the
first social-democratic governmen t.
wrote m his diary a t the time Lhe
government faced the demands of
the whites:
The Commission held a new prolonged session. Nothing can be
sent from the crcwn's resources.
For us it is 1mposs1ble lo take part
because the development of the
situation has followed clear lines
of class struggle. With the executive committee of the party, the
workers and the small farmers on
one side and, on the other, the
forces cf order - which in spite
of (Verylhin~ count on our sympathy - Jed by the Swedish ruling class. [ ... ]Herman Lindqvist,
who presided O\'er the session, got
as red as a rooster when l presented a proposal of aid in arms
lo the whites: "How can you think
of klllmg Finnish w orkers?" he
exclaimed. Br [Hjalmar Brantmg, author's note], for his pai t,
emphatically maintains lhat if he
has to decide between the workers' movement and democracy he
must choose lhe latter. He clearly
proclaims this to the executive
committee of his party. Branting
wants to send arms. He maintains
that "the red wave w ill splash on
us and, if possible; it must be
headed ofi in Finland.'" [My
emphasis.]
The pressure of the Swedish working class reduced the government's
possibilities for maneuvering. The
aid they gave to the whites was
given without the knowledge of
public opinion. Among other things,
the fact that arms were transported
to the whites with the escort of the
Swedish Na,·y.
The behavior of social-democracy
bd.Jre and after the First World

War. which was repeated in th~ false
"nonintervention policy" that led
to the downfall of the Spanish Republic, demonstrates that, in the
presence of a r evolutionary situat ion, social-democracy opts for the
bourgeois approach and the counterrevolution. This is perhaps the most
important historic experience for an
understanding of social-democracy's
actions in the period of Nor th American imperialism after 1945.
Soclal-Democracy at
the End of the Se~ond World War

The social-democratiC parties
came out of the Second World War
with differ ent experiences. The
GSDP had been destroyed by the
regime that it itself had contributed
to raising to power.$ Some, like the
Norwegian DNA, had been exiled ;
others, like the Swedish SPA and
the British Labour Party, had participated in coalition governments.
The Danish party had continued
its parliamentary life under Nazi
sovereignty and the French SFIO
party had dissolved from within. A
French delegate declared in May
1946, at the Congress of the scdaldemocratic parties in Clacton, England:
At the time of the armistice,
French socialism collapsed. Thoe
majority voted for Petain6 and
left Parliament and Comrades in
isolation. At our first postwar
congress, 82 deputies were excluded, which included men with long
socialist ·recor~s, whose only
crime consisted in voting for Petain. We are very short of men
today but we think this purge
was necessary, though many were
our personal friends.
The major portion of the socialdemocratic parties had one thing in
common: they were incapable of
understanding theoretically the significance of the situgtion into which
they bad fallen after the Second
World War, as a massive North

American offensive in economic,
ideological and political sectcrs.
The situation presented to the
parties of Western Europe was, in
many aspects, analogous:
a) In the majority of countries,
the communists had, on occasion,
advanced theil' position's at the
expense of social-democracy; this
happened in F rance, Belgium and
Norway. The prestige of the Soviet Union was greater than evez:
due to its importance in the antifascist struggle, which also contributed to giving a major importance to the national communist
parties.
b) After years of great sacrifices
- the cric;is of the thirties and
the world war - the hopes of the
working class were great. The
struggle against Nazism had signified the radicalization of the
working class.
c) Immediately after the war, the
majority of the countries encountered enormous economic diffi:
culties, especially with respect to
the balance of payments, placing
clear limits on the traditional reformist policy of social-democracy
which demanded, for its success,
favorable opportunities or at least
an absence of serious economic
interference.
Conventional
social-democratic
policy toward the communists was
to fight them. After the war, socialdemocracy did not have the force
to do so on the continent and even
less, logically, in the regions that
had been liberated from Nazi occupation by the Red Army. In Belgium, Finland and France, the
social-democrats had to resign themselves to ruling with the communists; in Italy they proclaimed
a front of action with the Communist Party of Italy; in Norway,
serious discussions took place con-
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cernmg collaboration between the
Norwegian Communisl Party and
the Norwegian Sodal-Democratic
Party ; and in Eistern Europe, close
collaboration between the sccialdemocratic and the cummuni"t parties was begun. leading to the incorporation of the social-democrats
into the commumst parties.
In a completely different manner
from the social-democrats, many of
whose parties had comprJm1sed
themselves seriously before and
after the war, tne communists appeared as the bear ers o1 the new
social order which was going to
replace the capitalist 'system, wnich
in such ~ short time had caused
two world wars. SoCJal-democracy
faced an increasingly radical opinion
with certain rhetorical statements,
but at the same time the soc1aldemocrats feared that the cammumsts would be successful, now
that the latter were threatening to
break with theu· support of the
former in the working class. The
discussions that took place in the
first soc1al-democratic conferences
reflect this fear. When, in the Congress of Antwerp al the end of 1947,
Lelio Basso expressed the point of
v1e\\. of the Italian Socialist Party
by saying that the natural allies of
the social-democrats arc the communists, he met with violent resistance and ind ignation from the
social-democrats of the extreme left
such as Labour's Harold Laski. It
was not unhl 1947 - when the communists had to leave the gcvernmenl in France and Italy because of
pressure from the United States that social-democracy understood
that it had an ally in the trade unfon
movement and the North American
state against a common enemy.
During a visit lo Washington, the
French socialist lead~r Leon Blum
rleclared: "Numerous Ncnh Amer-
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ican diplomats with whom I talked
are certain that socialism can become the major bulwark against
communism 1n Europe.''
German social-democracy put its
hands lo the work with great determ111at1on but w1th-vut obtaining immediately the respect it sou~ht from
the occupying power: "From the
spring of 1:346 social-democracy was,
for the western occupy111g powers
and for the leaders of the n ew parties, something like an anticommunist infantry in the political
struggle. which fought Joyallv and
valiantly but achieved no political
recognition for itself."~
Social-democracy's need for an
alliance aglinst the communists wac;
naturally stronger on the European
continent with strong communist
parties and weak soc1al-dcm~cratic
parlies, and 1t increased when the
cl')mmunists left the government.
While they remained in power. they
could be considered hostages for
peace in work, but outside the government they cculd use all their
political J!O?ve.rage.
Nevertheless it was the very
dilemma of reformism that caused
social-democracy m Western Europe
to fall definitively into the hands
of the United Slates. Strikes caused
by promises that were no l k~pt, the
postwar economic chaos, d1ificulties
in payments. etc., were not conditions suitable for a reformist policy.
In this situat1cn the United St.ues
was the guarantor of reformism
with its war Joans, Marshall Plan
and everything that the North American offensive consol idaled in all
fields. 'Ihe motive shared bv all the
soc1al-democratic parties of ·western
Europe with the excepticn of the
Italian was expressed by Labour in
a meomorandum to th~ conference
that crganized the parties u 'lder the
l\1arshall Plan in 1948: "Europe cannot restore her war-damaged economic system by democratic means

without further substantial aid from
America."11
The North American Offensive
and Social- Democracy

The economic system that the
United States intended to restore
was not just any economic system
but an international capitalist system.
The speech made by Marshall on
June 5, 1947, laying out the general
lines for a great economic aid program, was formulated in general
terms and a neutral form, but per
force, the most notable politicians
must have understood how previous
North American loans had been
utilized to favor specifically North
American interests. One need not
be endo~ed with special analytic
talent smce pure common sense
established the parallel between the
Truman Doctrine, proclaimed a few
months earlier, and Marshall's
speech.
Some
social-democrats
naturally voiced these unorthodox
thoughts. G.D.H. Cole, the British
historian, comments on previous
dollar leans to England as follows:
But bow high the prke was most
people are only now beginning to
understand [this was published
in April 1947]. The very existence
of the loan has enabled the Americans to impose on us obligations
which we should otherwise have
been forced to reject, because
they would have been altogether
beyond our immediate power ....
Rej ection of the loan, had it been
possible, would have forced us at
once to restrict our military and
imperial commitments and to
come to terms with the Soviet
Union.to
And the unstable voice of British
L abour's left New Statesman points
out in an article shortly before
General Marshall made bis famous
speech - which nevertheless deceived the publication - the follow-

ing:
Mr. Marshall therefore intends to
continue and extend the Truman
counteroffensive against ccmmunism. There are already reports
that the State Department considers - in the interest of "stable
conditions" in Indonesia 11 - that
Holland (not Indonesia) might
be a suitable recipient for a dollar
loan; the needs of Britain, France
and Italy for financial assist3.nce
from abroad are being actively
canvassed in Washington; and
everything pcints to the assumption by Mr. Marshall of command
in an American campaign to build
up on the widest possible basis,
a bloc of states half vassals, half
allies pledged to resist communism and to support the American conception of Big Business
democracy. t2
Formally, the Marshall Plan was
also directed to the Soviet Union
but the integration of Europe based
on classic liberalism dictated by the
Marshall Plan was naturally unacceptable to a socialist country. In
reality, the antisocialist finality of
the Marshall Plan was well understood at the time. Harry Truman,
President of the United States,
writes in his memoirs apropos of the
presentation of the Marshall Plan:
"Marshall and I were in perfect
agreement. It was my feeling that,
beyond economic considerations, the
idea of cooperation would stimulate
new hope and confidence amcng
the nations of Europe and thus provide a realistic argument against
communist's counsel of despair." 13
But those who flaunted power ~
the United States expressed themselves more openly all the time.
When the Marshall Plan was concretized into the European Recovery
Program (ERP), it became a part
of the cc.Id war coalition. t 1
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At:cordin~ to the whit!' book of
strcngthemng of German capital
the United States Secretarv of Stale.
and its politics as well.
the ERP must resoh·e the· t•conom1c
The Scandinavian gm·ernments
chaos hy: ''The increa ::> of p~1pula said lhcy wouJd accept only the
llon and the lecrcase of resourc •s economi c pa-;t oi the l\la1 shall Plan.
available and above a ll tlu.• current But it is not p-.:>s;;ible to separate
disloration of economic Jifc cauc;cd the cco:1om1c consequences of the
by o rgan;zed political unrest, par- plan from the political cnes. The
ticularh- bv militant communis t mi- plan implied not only a freezrn~ of
norities.." (My emphasis.)
economic-pQlitical alternatives with
Thus was si:ecified the exterior which social-democracy was experiand interior enemy of the United menting in its pr.>grams (this freezStates. of social-democracy, of ing c::>incided with the bourgeois
peace, of work and o[ capital.
attacks on the radicalism of pcstThe Marshall Plan was enthusias- war social-democracy) but also a
tically welcomed by the govern- detailed adjustment of certain ecoments of Western Europe. the ma- nomic activities, especially with rejority of which in that period were spect to trade. In the organization
social-democratic or were supported created to admi"lister Marshall Aid
bv soc1al-demccra tic elemcn ls. The: - Organ1zat1·::>n for European Ecofact that the ERP would consolidate nomic Cooperation (OEEC) - disthe economic system wluch, accord- cussions were introduced at the end
ing lo ns program, was its enemy of 19-18, on US initiative, lhal were
appears to have less importance transformed into a commercial war
than the work of some years of against the Soviet Union, Eastern
reform within the framewcrk of the Europe and China. The deliberations
capitalist system. Moreover, North were immediately transferred to a
American aid permitted the soc1al- more limited group, the CG-COCOM.
democrats of England. France and which made up hsts of products and
Holland to follow an imperialist articles that the ccuntr 1es of Westpolicy and tc give the Nurth Amer- ern Ew·ope were not permitted to
ican economy the necessary stim- export to the socialist states. 1"
ulus. Consequently, it cannot be said Dag Hammarskjold participated fo r
that the social-d emocratic political Sweden in the decisive negotialeaders had been tricked into accept- t1ons.1; Parallel to the econcmicing the Marc;hall Plan. This also mil1tarv coalition and the 1solat10n
of the· Soviet Union. the United
holds for the GSDP:
T he Party did not even make a Stales State Department, the Amercritical evaluation of the Marshall ican Federallon of Labor (AFL)
Plan. although it was ever more tned to create pornts cf support
evident that the power cf the w1 thin the European workers· moveNorth American occupation "was ment. especially in countries with a
base:l in the old forces" and the strong communist movement. When
key responsibility for economic the right wrng of the Italian Socialdecisions was in the ha nds of the ist Party left the Party in protest
representatives of von Schuma- against the action frcnt it had
cher, of the heretical Restkapita- formed with the Italian Communist
lismus [residual cap1tahsrl' J and Party, it founded a r eformist and
that North American aid would anticommunist party. The AFL proconsequently result
in
the vided the eccnom1c guarantee.•
In the split of the G eneral Federauon .,1 W"rkers (CGT) of Frnnc
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in 1947, Jay Lovestone of the AFL
and David Dubinsky ·of the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union played important roles. Later
it wc uld be seen how both served
as links between the CIA and the
trade union movement of the United
States. 111 Thomas W. Braden, who
had forme:I part of the leadership
of the CIA, says, according to The
New York Times:
When Jay Lovestone and Irving
Brown had no more money, Mr.
Braden says, they came to the
CIA with analogous projects they
had in perspective for Italy and
other Western European countries. The first subsidies were
paid at the end of the forties by
the information agencies, says Mr.
Braden, and he personally made
some of these payments when he
joined the CIA in 1950."''
Braden also revealed that certain
French and Italian social-democratic
trade unions received fr.:im the CIA
approximately S2 000 000 a year. The
interests cf the State Department·
coincided with those of the anticommunist trade union leaders in
the United States. As in many other
cases involving this type oi investment in the European workers'
movement, investments were repeated in the years of the fifties with
one of the Finnish trade union movements. For the divisionist groups
cf social-democracy, North American support was a condition for their
anticommunist struggle.
As a result of the North American
efforts to win over the European
workers' movement, the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU) was created in
1949. There again, Jay Lovestone
and Irving Brown played a central
role, persuading the European socialdemocratk trade unions to abandon
the World Fede ration of Trade
Unions. The FFI (ICFTU) devoted
itself chiefly to anticommuni'>t prop-

aganda and the education of member s of procapitalist trade unions.
After it was learned, in 1967, that
the FFI received CIA support, it was
no longer useful in achieving its
original objectives, and consequently the AFL-CIO abandoned this organization/' whose economic situation is now difficult.
Thus, as the Marshall Plan cannot be considered separately from
the Truman Doctrine, the formation
of the Atlantic Pact in 1949 was the
logical evolution of the Marshall
Plan. The social-democratic political
leaders became members ot NATO
without evidencing the slightest disgust, and played an important role
in the formation of this organization.
Amcng the principals were Ernest
Bevin and Henri Spaak, British and
Belgian Foreign Relations m inisters.""
Bevin's role was judged by his copartner Den is Healey, as follows :
It was Ernest Bevin who, with
foresight and patience started the
closer collaboration of the European coun tries. He laid the basis
for this collabcration through the
Treaty of Dunkirk and Brussels
Pact. It was he who, in 1948, took
steps t owards merging Western
European union into the larger
Atlantic community.=3
Nevertheless, NATO adherence
did not occur totally without resistance on the part of the broader
segments of party membership.
The form in which Norway first
decided to join is instructive not
only because of the authoritarian
manner in which the party leadership acted, but also for the form in
which anticommunist propaganda
was used to achieve this objective.
The decision was taken in the ordinary assembly of the party in 1949,
but the majority of the delegates
present were unaware that this
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;.u 1ir was going t 1 be discussed g raphy and idiom were accepted
rn1ce 1t chd not cn•n appear on the without reservations.
order of lhe dav circulated accordIt is true that, by attempting to
ing Lo thl' statutes The c·)1 1ess had
exploit Gret>k difficulties to the
been preceded b~· cc rta i a ne!jot iaadrnntagc of its policy in the Balkans. lhl:' Com111fnrm is lar~elv
t 1ons among the Scandmavhn l!Ov( rnmerils to discuss a defensive
responsible for lh<' present stale
N"ordic a llwnce, nc~o tiations which
of affairs in Greece [sections of
f:iiled thanks to lhe resistance with
the resolution of the Bcarn con'Vhich the Norwegian Foreign Minference of May H-lh. 1950].
ister opposed them. The party
The anxiety created by Cominleadership put into play all its presform pollcies consttlutes the
tige lo determine the adherence of
greatest single danger lo world
Norwav to a Western militarv ail1peace. The sccurilv of the nonancc>. · c\·en usmt- blackma.11 to
commun1st world is also P.nclanachieve its ends. For example, to
~ered b~· the ex1'itencc cl fifth
justify the joming, 1t spread false
columns which arc entirc>lv subrumors concerning an alleged Rusjugalccl to the Cominform [secsian attack on the north of No.,.wav
tions of the resolution "Sochlism
an l Peace" of the Copenhagen
Said ccngress is abo characteristic
in other v.·avs of the manner m
conference of June 1-3. 1950].
which t\\'O different themes were
The Kremlin ~eeks lo expand this
mixed. Out"ide the Atlantic Pact,
empire until il covers the whole
they discussed the struggle against
surface of the world. [ ...] At the
communists within the national
present moment the danger C'f a
framework, and this on the eve of
new world stems almost entirely
parliamentary e lections.· 1
from the policy o[ the Soviet
Supp-.J1l for Marshall aid. the
Union. [ ... ] Stalinist agentc; are
OEEC. the economic struggle against
trying to wreck the workers' stanthe socialist states and unallv NATO
dard of living all over the world
ahvays came accompanied ·by purfor the chosen weapcns of comges in lhe mcmbct· parties of
munist expansion are fear, hunCCMISCO- · that hadn't learned to
ger, and despair. [ . .. ] Marshall
recite !rem memory the a"lllcomaid and the Pomt !<~our Program
munist lesson. First it was the turn
are practical soc1altsm on an 111of the parties of Eastern Europe
ternauonal scale (sections of Morgan Pl11ll1p.:;' speech on ..Soc1alism
and then came lhe Italian party
~111 I Peace· at tht Copenhagen
for its collabo1at1on with th• llalian
Communist Partv ·· Within thr
conlcn.nce. Phillips was president
socia 1-democra tic · parti~s there O\.·of COMlSCO and Secretary of
curred a precess of rightist madness.
Labour].
Compared, however, with the d1:;Cc.operation in all economic questions with the US 1s a condition
cussion of the Second Intcrnaticnal
during the period between the twP
today for achievmg better hvmg
war5, those of CCi\lTSCO were on a
standards. Politically, we must
notoriously low level. The onlv
also work w1th the US in order to
thing that can be said is that the~·
build an international society.
[ ... ] The socialists must oppose
sen-ed as a barometer tc mcasnre
the intens:tv of the antlommuoist
the idea of a neutral Europe. Incru .;nL!1•. '!~:-·!1 A·~1crican htsto 'iudeed, this means the first step
in surrendering to totalitarianism .
[ .. ] 1 he communist peace prop-
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aganda is an eifort to weaken
the democracies [from the speech
by Finn Moe, DNA, at the Denmark conference].
In this spirit COMISCO and
tbe International formed from
COMISCO in 1951 continued during
all the years cf the fifties and up
to the beginning of the sixties. The
SI abstained with special care from
every revolutionary and anti-imperialist struggle - except in its government position when socialdemocracy played the role of
oppressor.
Social- Democracy
and Counterrevolution

In almost all the international
conflicts that have shaken the capitalist world since the war, socialdemocracy has always adopted tne
line of the counterrevolutionary
bourgeoisie. To give scme examples, it is worth citing the case of
Labour and the Greek civil war,
Labour and Rhodesia, Labour and
the liberation movement of Malaya,
the Partij van of Arbeid in Indonesia, the SFIO and Viet Nam and
finally the attitude of the Belgian
social-democrats toward the Congo.
British Labour governed during
the Second World War along with
the Conservatives and it was Churchill, the Prime Minister, who gave
character to its policy. The coalition
helped create confidence in the
bourgeois state and in the functioning of the imperialist economy.
Above all it contributed to clarifying to what point the limits of
a reformist policy extended in a
capitalist society. Ralph Miliband
writes in his study on Labour:
Most of the major figures of the
postwar Labour Government
(Aneurin Bevan was the only
important exception) held high
office in the Churchill coalition.
For five years they were deeply
immersed in the business of gov-

ernment, and they acquir ed in
those years an even mere "responsible" view of affairs than
they had in opr;csition. And they
also forged in those years close .
and personal links with Conservative colleagues, with high civil
servants and high-ranking officers, collaboration with whom
was also much more conducive to
cauticn than to radicalism.,;
The efforts of Labour were concentrated on modernizing the capitalist economy which in many aspects was practically in ruins, in
making it more competent. Harold
Wilson, Minister of Trade in that
period, in April 1949 outlines the
problems in Parliament, addressing
himself to a Conservative deputy
in the following terms:
Private enterprise has produced
on a vastly greater scale under
this socialist government than it
ever did when we had a Tory
government. Of course the production and export achievement
of 1948 and 19i9 are tribute to
private enterprise ....
Sir William Darling: It is the
view of the Rt. Hon. gentleman
that the more socialism there is
in this country, the more successful private enterprise will be?
Wilson: On the limited experience
of the last few years that is certainly so.~ 8
With respect to Labour's foreign
policy in the government which
succeded the coalition in 1945, it can
be said that it responded to the confidence that the upper classes placed
in it. Ernest Bevin continued Churchill's cold war and identified hims~lf to such an extent with England's traditional foreign policy
that Anthony Eden, ex-Minister of
F oreign Relations (and later Prime
Minister during the attack on Suez
in 1956) wrote in his memoirs:
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Though my handling of some
events would have been different
from his [that .s to say. Bevm]
I was in agreement with the aims
of his foreign pclicy and with
most of \\hat h~ <lid. and we met
quite irequently. He would invite me· to his rcom m the House
of Commons whe.·e we discussed
events informally.
Bevin was not an exceptional
case and he had lhe total confidence oi thP government::• Eden's
observations are not very original,
au the irutlated critics shar..:d them.
From withm the ranks of Labour
the complacency with the imperial
policy of the conservalJves was
criticized. Aller listing the errors
of the government, Rtta Hmden
comments:
Worse than all this, in the opinion of their friends [that is to
say, the government] is perhaps
not having broken clearly with
the past. Nothing could be more
dismaying
than
the budget
speech of the Colonial Secretary
of several weeks ago. In effect,
George Hall has as much as eulogized his predecesso. and m formed the Chamber wluch of
the plans on which he had
wcrked were prepared by the
previous government. 1"
The continuity of the imperialist
and ccunterrevolutionary policy of
Great Britam 1s not surprismg if
one considers that thF conditions of
foreign policy were the same in
Englanq as in the rest of Europe.
under a Cc"lsen·ati\•e relime and
under another social-d..:mocracy that is to say a public 1.murgeois
power and a capitahst economy in
its imperialist pha~e. Neither the
stale nor impcnahsm is shnttereo
by rhetoric and social-democratic
reformism. independently of the
"humanism" and "international sol-
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idarity" which form a part of them.
Greece:
The Unfinished Revolution

When Greece was occupied by
Nnzi Germany durin~ the Second
World V.'ar. the ELAS was created.
a resistance movement rooted in the
masses which was the fighting arm
of the EAM. The Nazi occupation.
among other thing•;, was supported
by the mi Li tary and police forces
that had been created under the
military dictatorship that preceded
it.
The dictator J ohn Metaxas, whom
King Gecrgc II -placed m power,
died before the German invasion,
but lhe monarchial administration
collaborated with the Germans.
Consequently, the resistance struggle, more than a struggle against
the Germans, became a struggle
against the ruling class in Greece.
Al the beginning ELAS obtained
the support of the Allies, which
ended in 1943 when they began to
support a dissident group without
any mill tary importance.
Churchill's policy was to insure
western influence in Greece, blocking by every measure the Greek
left ccncentrated in EAM and
which, moreow:r. had an effective
military orgamzation. 1 His longrange strategy was to support the
old ruling class and reinstall the
monarchy which the people repudiated in general. This policy was
made known when the English began to discharge and jail republican
officers of the: exiled Greek army
that had fought in the Middle East
on the Allied side. After ending the
German occupation in 1944, the Eng1ish coalition gcvernment sent a
military forct• tu reinforce lhe demands oC the rulinq class At the
same time lite ELAS forces were
being disarmed. the security forces
that Metaxas had created, and
which served as a fifth column

during the German occupation, continued functioning by the express
order of the English. 32 The English
promised to reorganize the police
and remove the collabcrationists,
but the only ones dismic:sed were
the EAM partisans.:13 The EAM demand that all collaborators be punished was not satisfied. On the
contrary, the hunting party against
the leftists was intensified. While
leftists were jailed in concentration camps or fled to the mountains,
Bevin continued working with the
policy that Churchill had mapped
.out for Greece. The governments
named by the English fell one after
t)l.e other; all of ~em had in common being pro-British and anticommunist. Against the will of all
the organized groups - apart from
the reactionary monarChists - elections were held in the spring of
1946 following Bevin's express
·urging. Since there were no guarantees that the elections would be
carried out in a correct form, they
were boycotted by all the parties
except those of the right. White
terror harvested its victims: from ·
the end of 1944, when the struggle
between the right and the left intensified, to the elections of March
1946, 85 000 persons were arrested.
Aided by election frauds, the monar.chists and the right naturally
won the electicns and felt strong
enough to take the ultimate step
in Greek reconstruction: reinstate
the monarchy. The counterrevolutionary situation that the Labour
government contributed to accentuating placed Great Britain in
such severe economic difficulties
that she could not face them. Before the growing popular uprising
~gainst the Greek sovereigns and
their English allies, the Attlee government called on the Truman Administration to complete the "a~d" ·
to Greece. This is the reason for
the so-called Truman Doctrine, ac-

cording. to which the Uruted States
assumes the role of world policeman - that is, the right to intervene in the internal affairs of other
states to protect them against "subjection by armed minorities of foreign pressure"; in other words:
what for Truman and North American imperialism is a r evolutionary
situation.
Thus the mot;vatiGn for the policy of United States intervention
following the Second WGrld War
(that is, the Truman Doctrine) was
nothing more than the rationalization for a policy that began under a conservative-social-democratic
coalition, that continued under a
social-democratic government and
which developed to its logical conclusions - that is, the smashing of
the Greek left by a North American
government. The circle had been
closed.
The.Labour Government In Malaya

The smashing of the Greek revolution was not an isolated event.
Scarcely had they turned over
the principal responsibility for the
Greek counterrevolution to the
United States, thai:i the Labour
government intensified the struggle against the patriots in Malaya.
The causes were, in many aspects,
identical to those in the history.
of the Greek civil war.
During the Second World War,
the English could not hold Malay;i.,
which was occupied by Japanese
troops. Under the direction of the
Communist Party of Malaya (CPM)
a resistance movement was organized, the Malayan People's AntiJapanese Army (MPAJA), which
at the end of the war had gained
much strength. In virtue of its prestige and its military strength, the
MPAJA could take control of cities
and towns . when the Jal?~nese c~-
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p1tulated in ..\u~ust of l9-l5. For
reasons we cannot gu into here, the
Commmust Party of Malaya did not
take advantage or the opportune occasion to proclaim the independence
of Malaya. Wlule the party waited,
the English began to disembark
troops to try to lake power again.
The relationship of forces changed
and a i:.reat part of the MPAJA
was cfr=armecl. At the same time,
the English tried to ally themselves
with the traditicnal rulers.
The left had lo withdraw in all
fields. Jn HJ.18 the CPM decided to
begin anew the armed struggle for
Malaya's independence. The liberation fronl that was created, Malayan People's Anti- British Army
(MPABAP' received its cadres from
the difunct MPAJ A and had broad
popular support in a number of organizations. During the last two
years of t he Labour government.
1950-52, the war against the Malayan
patnots was a ueld of experimentation for the imperialist specialization, counterins urgency war - that
is, the struggle against the Uberation movements. The principal tactic of the English was to isolate
the guerrilla from the population
by the forced transfer of people. A
fourth or a fiflh of the Chinese
population, approximately 2 000 000
pecple, was moved. In the North
American version of this strategy,
as demonstrated in Viet Nam, the
locations to which the population
is moved are called strategic villages. The English euphemism was
new y illages.
.Although the English strategy
weakened the guerrilla, the Labour
government did not succeed in ending the war, nor leaving the responsibility for its [inal solution to the
Unned States. The war was inherited by the Ccnservative government that succeeded the Laboui·

government. But no one succeeded
in smashing lhe ttuerriDas.
Labouri sm : A T est

New methods ior Lmpenahst con1.l'ol' · were introduced in the British empire with the formal independence thal India and Pakistan
obtained in 1948. At the same time
changes tn position were taking
place in these coum.nes in favor of
North American imperialism which
had the strength thal English capitalism lacked. But the pril1cipal
"decolcnization" took place with the
Conservative governments that followed during the fifties up tc 1964,
when the new Labour government
directed by Haro!d Wilson entered.
In many aspects there were parallels between the critical situation in
which this government found itseU
and what the first postwar Labour
government tried to resolve. The
solutions were mainly the same:
economic aid from ihe United States
which. however, did not have the
same reformist air that it had bet ween HH5 and 1950. Now it had
to be combined with a reactionary policy of stabilization that affected the English wor king class.
The effects of the policy that was
initiated during lhe first Labour
government have been highly successful: despite a strcng opposition
frorn the leH sector of the party,
the government supports the North
American war against Viet Nam and
at the same time seeks to s~tisfy the
military demands of the English
capitalist class. i\lter a trip to the
• United States at the end of 1965,
Harold Wilson declared before Parliament that lhere existed
... complete agreement in Washin~ton with the British Government's decision lo continue to
maintain a worldwide defense
role, particularly to fulfill those
commitments which, for reasons
of history, geography, Common-

evident neocolonialist characteristics: the French tried to give an
appearance of legitimacy, allying
themselves with the Saigon bourgeoisie (the design is recognizable
in North American strategy). The
result was a division between North
and South. In the spring of 1946,
however, an agreement was reached
according to which the Fr'ench must
recognize in principle the independence of Viet Nam, while the reunification of Viet Nam was deferred.
But the arrangement and the negotiations that followed in June of
1916 were sabotaged by colonial interests and by the social-demccratic
Minister of Foreign Relations. The
French proclaimed a Republic with
headquarters in Saigon. For greater
security they them ~ elves named the
President. Despite the fact that Ho
Chi Minh was prepared to make
other tactical withdrawals, the
French sharpened the contlict. Leon
Blum, in his capacity as socialdemocratic Prime Minister, named
General Leclerc as commander-inchief in Indochina. Then began the
struggle that the Vietnam ~se are
carrying on for their liberty.
As with so many oth:r socialFrance In Viet Nam and Algerla38
democratic governments, the French
The resistance movement against Government lacked the necessary
the Japanese occupation of Indo- strength to maintain, militarily, its
china, under the direction of the pos~ tion in the imperialist struggle.
Communist Party, proclaimed the In the face of the victories of the
Republic of Viet Nam on Septem- Vietn:imese patriots, the resistance
ber 2, 1945, in a situation in which in France against the war increased
the former French administration to such an extent that a segment
was completely on the side lines. of the most refined bourgeoisie also
The French coalition government, asked whether there wasn't another
with the French Communist Party solution to preserve France's inand the SFIO among others, dis- fluence. But social-democracy acembarked French troops in South cepted a solution based on negoViet Nam a few days after the tiations only when the circumstanfounding of the Republic. The spark ces forced it to do so.
for the efforts to reconquer IndoBut of c::>urse it was not a socialchina, far from being the French democratic government that had to
bourgeoisie, was the scdal-dem- negotiate but rather a bourgeois
ocratic Minister of Foreign Relations Marius Moutet. The m odel had

wealth association and the like,
we and virtually we alone are
best fitted to undertake. 30
The illegal Unilateral Declaration
of Independence by Rhodesia on
November 11, 1965, once more placed
Labour still further along the road
of reactionary policy. Harold Wilson, who had not vacillated in increasin~ military pressure against
the nationalists in Yemen and Aden,
declared that it was inadmissible
to use violeQce against the white
minority of Rhodesia. After a year
of rhetorical ·manipulations, Wilson
negotiated with Ian Smith, Prime
Minister of Rhodesia. Wilson's offer
does not envision a black majority
in the 20th century. The proposition
is a withdrawal of the previous
Conservative government's Constitution, which projected majority
rule at the end of the seventies.
Ian Smith is prepared to accept the
t.o tal sellout of the rights of the
Africans, but is stopped by the resistance of the most obstinate racists
in Rhodesia. The next step will be
sanctions against Rhodesia which,
beforehand, must be considered ineffective.31
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was
more r~p:-esentallve 01 modern capitalt:.m d.l ·I tlie nece~stty f 1 neocolon!allst "Olutio: s. Nevertheless,
s:icH lem cr:.icy s< on had the opp01 unay to show how little il had
learne,I nnd understood about the
nature of the colonia! revolution.
Dur.ns the Algerian sLruggle for
libe• at1on, the p·1rty tried to give
tn c 1inm ession th al it was fighting
0n t\\ •- fronts: on the one hand
aoainst the French exlremi!>tS in
Ale; na and on the other hand
a a n:a the FL N But Manuel Brid1er ·vrites: "In practice. naturally.
Iightn ~ on two fronts meant allout war a~amst the FLN and de
tacto collab·vration \\"ith the European ultras " '
Tise policy was the same ao; during
the \ iet Nam \\ ar: refusal to negotiate until the resistance struggle reached such su·ength thar the
social-democrats could no lcnger
control the snuat1on. It was a section oi" the J:t' re.1ch bourgeoisie
which, under the leadeiship ot General de Gaulle. bega!l n..?goLiathms
with the FLN and effected the
t.ans.ormat!on of the French empire !rom cokniahsm to neocolonial·
!'It

L'>m

Socl el-Democ racy
and Neocolo nial ism

The arm~ cuumerrevolution is
the ultimate defe 1s1ve I m t "( imperialism. The b0ul"geoisic and so• 1a1 ucmocrac) u~e au.:I ha\'e used
much mor~ subtle methods · for
achieving. cousclid·tting or mainta1nm5 the hegernony of imperialism. Tnes: mcthojs arc prt senliy
defined as bc111g · eot.:oloniulist
and include 1•\ c ·TLiung: d µ.umatic
blackm111. ·11d l 1 underJe\'~lopeJ
cou~,1 cs, , ...1lnury aid, 1 1c 1l 1gical
p nl''
l·cncm1c
.r•.:t.on«,

1
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thr<.?a t ~ of v1olence, etc.
The mechanbms of ncocolonial
con~1"0l, which give evidence of
b.!lllg based on 'iolence itself as an
extreme solution, have two advantugLs [r Jrn the puinl of view cf lhe
r1.1l111g class:
a) They reduce the costs of mainLam1ng the > 1tr Jl of the t.:mpire
without lhm 1111shing th::? profits
of the Wcst1~rn capitalists.
b) The conlnl of the cmpite is
less evident 111.l for lh•s n·ason
c:scape:; the cr1t!c1sm to which
colonialism \\as subjectrd by th""
lib~rals and soc aJ -democrats.
All the Wcsterrt governments
thttl have had t) ac<'epl decolonizal1on smce the war h~ve concentrated on tind1n politi!'tan3 "conscious
of then- 1es1 ) 1s1bi11ty" in the Third
\\ urld - tlnt 1s to c:ay those who
cm sen·e tu s11µport neocolonial1sm. In gener<il such sectors are
created in the impenal1st process
but it there is no !latural road to
power. the socia.-Licmocratic, liberal or ~onservatlve go v ~r m •nts of
the West have not her:.itated t o
crcalt' this roatl by milit.Jry ml.!ans
1f necf:ssary.
Tnis pol:cy is based on the aggressw:::i against a socialist evolution of econJmtc and political causes which concretely affects imp~nalism through a reduction in
the area of capllal1sm s act1c.ns.
At times. social-demucrncy bas
Slt)Wll 'ha• l ha~ a broader }'ractical and polll.cal 1ani;e. when lrau lion :u cduntalism fa1Js and it is
con c c.>us of this. The ma~az ne of
the Belgian socia1-democratic party,
Sucialismt'. wn1e;;: •·One cannot
<!void the 11npres.;am th:.il Bt.>lgian
eJ1omal c1rdc:. are I he pr1i;o11e1;; of
outrnnde:ci ideas wh1c11. far from
safc~uarding f11t111c Belgian interests m the Co11g1 threatc. lO h ,.:
t<.?n their loss ""
The neocol·,na list intent Cc::tL'lot
be 11111 e clearly e:-..-prcssed: 1t is a

question of c-atis[ying certain necessities in order to safeguard the principal influence. Social-democracy
and the French Colonial Minister
Marius Moutet describe the problem in the following way: "Either
we satisfy the legitimate aspirations
of these pe:>ple or we shall see them
move away from us. " -u
To lose influence is considered a
threat and a defeat and the creation
of such a situation must be p revented. The argument along these lines
appears when French social-democracy debates the Algerian question in the 1956 congress: The Minister of Work, Albert Gazier, speaks
of the implications the Algerian
struggle for liberation has for
French policy in Tunisia and Mor occo: " What would be the good
of all the efforts made by C'lo\ric;tian
Pineau and S'.w ary to establish enduring cooperation with Tunisia
and Mc·rocco if in the end, these
countries were to be submerged by
a wave which breaks over Algeria
but subsequently reaches the neighboring countries."~ 2
Christi.an Pineau himself, before
the 1955 elections that gave socialdemocracy including Pineau government positions, resulting in the
imperialist attack on the United
Arab Republic in 1956, writes: "If
the present policy is cont;nued for
another year, if a new reactionary
majority is pro::iuced by the coming
elections, within six years we will
have lost the French union." 43
These declarations demonstrate
the end of a process of integration
in which social-democracy has given birth to all the complexities
that the possible remains of a nonbourgeo1s and compromised social
ideology can cause. Social-democracy guarantees that; it defends
the interests of the bourgeoisie the most current euphemism for
bureaucracy is the economic life better than the bourgeoisie itself.

And it is not without reason because in the bourgeois sector lhe
ideological delay of liberalism can
undoubtedly block the pos"ibilities
of state monopoly capitalism.
Rhetoric a nd Polltlcs

The relationship oi social-democracy to the colonial revolution and
the most symbolic decolonization
follows the model that the bureaucracy has laid out in the developed
capitalist states. This is also true
with relation to the problems of
underdevelopment. In its practical
policy the social-democratic governments have introduced aid program<: into un derdevelnp~d countries whose formation subscribes to
the anticommunism that characterizes Truman's Point F our Program. 44
Economic and anticommun'st considerations coincide in an important
motive for aidin!! the underdeveloped countries. The Nnrwegian social-democrat Finn Moe has described the problem in a form that
emphasizes how well social-democracy has adopted the position of
capitalism.
. .. I believe that aid for the
economic development of underdeveloped countries is desirable
for purely economic reasons, the
idea is the following: where w.ill·
European production find its markets in the long run? What are
the profound reasons for the economic difficulties of all of Western Europe? Have we not lost
our markets as well as our suppliers, especially where raw materials are concerned? We have
lost Eastern Europe, we have lost
China, we have lost many markets and suppliers in Asia. I do not
see much possibility for an extension of the North American
market for European exportation
and, in the long run, is it not
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really a prudent policy to contribute to ibe economic development of olher countries, to create
other markcts7 From a coldly
eco11om1c P'J nt of vJew, I believe
that it is a Juct"ative investment.' 6
Finn !\foe's copart1san, Carl Henry, clarified th~ p:>ltllca. moth·es·
The most posiliv~ is perhaps to
try to a:d with men . .. \\'1th men
who hav.:? the attitude of being
disposed to m:lke sacrifices to go
to the Orient and other underdeveloped cou ntries. to enter into
contact with Lhose wh o hold
power there and c!an{y for them
v:hat Western democracy holds
of humanism. to face the leaders
of thos coantne-: with the n"'ce'>s1ty for awakenrn~ the people to
str:.i5£glc agarn~t the political
evc1lution of nat1ona I uprising lha l
leads the unJcrcl~vdooed countri"S towar'I an ide-.:ilogy that we
do not want anrl that, with Lhe
experience w.~ have, we know
has snusf1ed no people anywhere We must not g"·e cnly
money. We must give a social
svstem.•·l
1;1 its ::inalys·s of underdevelopmPn t. ~ocial-di:mocracy repents a 1l
the prejudices of bourgeois ideology.
The great probler.is of lbe underdeveloped countries. it is said, are
overpopulation an:! lack cf capital.
The remed:es are obvious: contracepti\·e p lls and private cap ital
investments.
Fo. this, thP. social-democratic
go,·er .1menls (a:> for example the
Dant's and the Swedes) h:ive create l
a svs r:m of guarante·~~ for private
investments in ord~r to compensate
the capilal1<:ts if they tlre expropriated. In the 111tern; l1onal level
soc;al-democratic aims have been
reahze.I through the organs of the
UN c.mlroHcd bv lhe U "'lited States.
fer example the.fBRD (!nternation0
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al Bank for R econst ruction and
Development) , and its partner, International F inance Corporation,
whose task is to fight against "collectiv ist economic systems." 4 7
S ocial-democracy 's compromised
practice h as been cover ed with a
cloud of rhetoric. But the rhetoric
too, m organizations s uch as the
Socialist Interna tional, has had to
adapt itself l o the fact that, since
the war, the re h as bee !'l no conflict
in which a social-d em ocratic party
has not been committed to the side
of the oppressors. You remember
the Partij van of Arbeid du :ing " the
policr> actions" against lhe Indonesian patriots, the L abourites in
Malaya. Rhodesia, Aden; the SFTO
tcward Viet Nam and Algeria;
Spa ak's par ty d u ring the so called
Congo crisis; and Mollet and S.,aak
during the attack o n S u ez i n 1956.
In the present war in Vie t Nam,
the GSDP as well as Labour have
evidenced their s upport of North
American in tervention.
In the Con~ress or 1956. t h i:! S ocialist In ternational t ried to mend its
bad repu tation w ith T hid World
opinion by invit ;ng a gr oup of Africans as observers.••
Th is public relations offensive bad
little success b ecause the Labour
d elegates prevented the African observ ers from spe1 kin#! h "'caus tl-iey
fear ed they w ould criticize Labour
p olicy in Rhodesia. An impo rtant
Au strian social-democrat growled "'It
the Africans b ecause they didn't
support parliamentary democracy
;mc.J Willy Brandt repeated a popular
thc:me: the S-:>ciali-;t In ternational
must devote itself to the problems
of NATO.
The socia l-democratic le ft, which
was hibernating, which had left the
parties, or which joined the leaders
during the worst years of reaction
in Lhe fifties, began to question the
activity of th e Socialist International at the be.ginning of the sixties.
0

In 1962 Gunnar Myrdal writes in
Tiden, theoretical organ of the SAP:
In the course of the Socialist International where we participate
positively, persons as compromised as Mollet and Spaak play
an important role from the socialdemocratic point of view and especially in colonial affairs. Since,
outside of the Western European
parties, tl.ie organization encompasses only fictitious parties for
the most part, in no way representative of Eastern Europe nor
of the underdeveloped countries,
it has been easy to make the organization another instrument for
NATO propaganda.·~
One of the most important
Swedish partisans of the Socialist
International, Kaj Bjork, cannot
deny that Gunnar Myrdal has made
a correct description of the circumstances, but he replies: "Since we

the war as a part of an imperialist
process. The social-democratic parties which question the United
States war in Viet Nam in various
ways, do so from a humanist point
of view and not from a political
and scientific point of view.
The relationship with the United
States is considered separate from
the criticism of the war in Viet
Nam. The crisis of the monetary system created by the permanent deficit in the North American balance of
payments - caused by the war in
Viet Nam and other costs of the
imperialist apparatus of control gives way to negotiations in Stockholm among the ~ost important
capitalist states, in the spring of
1968. When the stability of the
capitalist system was menaced by
the symptoms of crisis in the world
economy that the war in Viet Nam
had caused, social-democracy in

have not been anticolonial standard-

Sweden and other countries did not

bearers, perhaps we are not really
justified in considering Mollet and
Spaak eternally condemned because
they have been a little more conservative than ourselves on colonial
questions."~ 0

The Viet N:am war has created a
different international situation and
an anti-imperialist opinion within
its own camp which along with it
meant that social-democracy had to
readju<st its rhetoric and, to a certain extent, its policy. In the face
of the apparently radical offensive
that characterizes Swedish socialdemocracy above all, it is important
to give it a proper Eerspective.
No social-democratic party of
Western Europe, including the
Swedish party, has demanded that
the United States· withdraw its
troops unconditionally from Viet
Nam. On the co.ntrary, various parties maintain that the United States
must fight in Viet Nam. No socialdemocratic party, in its analysis of
the Viet Nam war, has understood

hesitate to help the United States
in every way possible in order to
recuperate the equilibrium that
would allow them to continue the
war in Viet Nam.
Despite this, the war in Viet Nam
has not altered the confidence that
the social-democrats in general have
placed in the United States. Thus
it · is possible that social-democracy .
may attempt to revive the idea that
it represents the third road, between
socialism and capitalism, an idea
which was popular in the epoch
immediately after the war. Along these general lines, socialdemocracy has tried to popularize
itself in the Third World. But we
know that the third solution has
brought an economic system in
which a reformist strategy {1.1·. oduces
nothing more than bumps on the
surface. To use the words of Lenin,
it is social imperialism, socialism in
word and imperialism in deed.
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Lenin and the Colonial
Peoples
Ho Ch i Minh

"LENIN is dead!" This news struck the people Uke a bolt from the
blue. It spread to every corner of the fertile plains of Africa and
the green rice fields of Asia. It is true that the black or yellow
people do not yet know clearly who Lenin is or where Russia is.
The imperialist colonialists h ave deliberately kept them in ignorance, since ignorance is one of the chief mainstays of their re~ime.
But a ll of them, [rom the deltas of Viet Nam to the forests of
Dahomey, have passed the word along that, in a far corner of the
earth, there exists a people who have succeeded in overthrowing
their exploiters, who are now directing their own affairs without
any need for masters or governors-gene ral. They have also heard
that that country is Russia, tha t there are courageous people there,
and that the most courageous of them all is Lenin. And this has
been enough to gain for this people and their leader, the sympathy
and admiration of all colored peoples.
But this was not all. They also learned that that g reat leader,
after having liberated his own people, wanted to liberate other
peoples too. He called upon the white people to h elp the yellow
and black peoples to free themselves from the rownis" yoke, from
all foreign aggressors, governors, residents~ etc. And to reach that
goal he mapped out a definite program.
At first they did not believe that anywhere on earth could
there exist such a man and such a prog ram. But later they heard,
althou gh vaguely, of the Communist Party, of the organization
called the Communist International, which is fighting for the
exploited peoples, for all the exploited peoples including themselves; and that it was Lenin who was the leader of that organization.
And this alone was enough to make these peoples - who are
grateful and of good will although ahnost without culture - demonstrate the greatest respect for Lenin and consider him as their
leader. Lenin is dead. What are w e to do? Where will we find
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Arab word originally referring lo the Roman conquer ors of North Africa and
later to all foreign iuvaders. (Ed. note)

another who, with as much courage and generosity as be, will
dedicate all his time and energies to our liberation? This is what
the oppressed colonial peoples are asking themselves with great
anguish.
As for us, we are deeply moved by this irretrievable loss and
share with our Soviet brothers and sisters the common mourning
of all the peoples. But we believe that the Communist International
and all its branches, which includes branches in colonial countries,
will succeed in implementing the lessons and teaching the leader
has left behind for us. To do what he advised us, is that not the
best way to show ou.r love for him?
In his lifetime he was our father, teacher; comrade and adviser.
Today he is the bright star showing us the way to the socialist
revolution..
Eternal Lenin will live forever in our work.
Pravda
.January 27, 1924
REPORT ON THE NATIONAL AND COLONIAL QUESTIONS AT THE
FIFTH WORLD CONGRESS
COMRADES,

I only wish to put forward some suggestions about Comrade
Manuilky's criticisms of our policy on the colonial question. But
before entering upon the matter, it is desirable to give some
•tatistics in order to help us see its importance more clearly.
Mother Countries
Area
Population
(sq. km.)
Great Britain 241839
France
536 000
United States 9 420 000
Spain
504 500
Italy
286 600
Japan
418 000
Belgium
29 500
Portugal
92000
Holland
32500

45 500 000
39 000 000
100 000 000
20 700 000
38 500 000
57 070 000
7 642 000
5 545 000
6 700 000

Colonies
Population
Area
(sq. km.)
36 263 000
11900 000
1850 000
371600
1460 000
288 000
2400000
2 062 000
2 046 000

405 383 000
76 924 000
12 000 000
853 000
1623 000
21249 000
8 500 000
8 738 000
48030 000

Therefore, nine countries with a population of 320 657 000 and
an area of 11470 000 km 2 are exploiting colonies with a population
of 560 193 000 and covering an area of 55 637 000 km 2 • The whole
area of the colonies is five times greater than that of the mother
countries, and the whole population of the mother countries
amounts to less than three fifths of that of the colonies.
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These figures are still more striking if the biggest imperialist
countries are taken separately. The British colonies taken as a whole
_are eight and a half times more populous and about 232 times
bigger than Great Britain. France occupies an area 19 times
bigger than her own. The population of the French colonies exceeds that of France by 16 600 000.
Thus it is not an exaggeration to say that so long as the French
and British communist parties have not brought out a really active
policy with regard to the colonies, have not come into contact
with the colonial peoples, their program as a whole is and will
bt ineffective because it runs counter lo Leninism. I will explain
myseU more clearly. In his speech on Lenin and the national
question. Comrad e Stalin said that the reformists and leaders of
Lbe Second I nternational dared not treat equally the people of the
white race and those of color. L enin rej ected this inequality and
broke down the obstarle separating the civiLized slaves of imperialism from the uncivilized slave peoples.
According to Lenin, the victory of the r evolut ion in Western
Europe is closely tied to the nati onal liberation and anti-imperialist
movement in the colonies and enslaved countries. According to
Lenin, the national question is part of the general problem of the
proletarian r evol uti on and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Later, Comrade Stalin spoke of Lhe viewpoint w hich held that
the European proletarians can achieve success without a direct
a lliance with the liberation movemen t in the colonies. And he
considered this a counterrevolutionary viewpoint. But if we judge
from practice in making our theoretical exam ina tion, we are
entitled to say th at our bi.g parties, excepting the Soviet Communist P arty, still hold the above-mentioned viewpoint because
they are inactive in this matter. What has the bourgeoisie of the
colonialist countries done to keep the great mass o( the colonized
peoples under its oppr ession? lt h as done everything. Using the
means given it by the state administrative machine, it has carried
out an intense propaganda. Il has crammed the beads oi the people
of the mother cou ntries with speeches, films, newspapers, exhibitions and every other means, so that they have a colonialist
outlook; it displayed before their eyes pictures of the easy, honorable and rich life which seems to await them in the colonies.
As for our communist parties in Great Britain, Holland, Belgium
and other countries - what have they done to cope with the
colonial invasions perpetrated by the bourgeois class of their
countries? What have they done from the day they accepted Lenin's
political program to educate the working class of their countries
in the spirit of true proletarian internationalism and close contact
with the working masses in the colonies? What our parties have

done in this domam is almost worthless. As for me, I was born in
a French colony, and I am a member of the French Communist
Party, and I am very sorry to say that our Communist Party has
Cione scarcely anything for the colonies.
It is the task of our communist press to introduce the colonial
question to our militants, to awaken the working masses in the
colonies, win them over to the cause of communism. But what have
we done? Nothing at all.
If we compare the number of columns devoted to the colonial
question in the bourgeois newspapers such as Le Figaro, L'Oeuvre,
or in those of different opinions such as Le Populaire or La Llberte,
with those devoted to the same question in L'Bwnanite, the central
organ of our Party, we are bound to say that this comparison will
not be favorable to us.
When the Ministry of Colonies worked out a plan for transforming many African regions into large private plantations, and
turning the people of these regions into veritable slaves attached
to the new employers' land, our press still remained silent. In
the French West African colonies, unprecedented measures for
forcible conscription were carried out, and yet our press did not
react. The colonial author ities in Indochina turned themselves into
slave traders of a new kind and sold the inhabitants of Tonkin
to the concessioners of the Pacific islands; they lengthened military service from two to four years; they conceded the greater
part of the colonial land to capitalist financial sharks; they increased
taxes by a further 30% in spite -of the people's inability to pay
the old ones. And all this was done while the indigenaus people
were being driven to bankruptcy and were dying of hunger because
of flood. However, our press still maintained silence. Thus, it is
no wonder that the indigenous peoples are inclined to side with
liberal democratic organizations such as the Society for the Rights
of Man and the Citizen, together with other similar organizations
which take care of them or pretend to take care of them.
If we go even further, we shall see incredible things which
make pepple think our Party systematically disregards all that
concerns the colonies. For instance: L'Humanite did not publish
the International Peasants' Appeal1 to the people of the colonies
issued by the Communist International.
Prior to the Lyons Congress/ the items listed for debate covered
1

Internation:il Peasant Council. set up in 1923 by the delegates of the revolution ary pea~nn• nr:..••l"'!:>,.fions in many C"untries.

~ The Third Congress of the French Communist Party was held at Lyons in

January 1924. The · main problem debated at the Congress was the quest;on
of ideological struggle In the Party, its strengthening and the elimination
of alien elements. (Ed. note)
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all political programs except that on the colonial question.
L'Hurnanite carried many articles on the Senegal boxer Siki's
success, but did not raise its voice when the dockers at Dakar,
Siki's brothers. were arrested in the middle of their work, thrown
into lorries and taken to jail. Later they were sent to the ,garrisons,
where they were forced to put on the uniform and, in spite o1
their Qwn desires, become "defenders of civUization." The central
organ of our Party daily informed our readers of the feats of the
pilot Oisy, who made the first France to Indochina flight. But when
the colonial Indochinese administration pillages the people of Dai
N.::rn,' robs them of their lands to give them to the French profiteers,
and amuses itself by showeri ng bombs on the poor, and plunders
indigenous people, the organ of our Party does not find it necessary lo do so.
Comrades, the bourgeois press has realized that the national
question cannot be separated from the colonial question. In my
opinion, our Party has not thoroug hly understood this. The lessons
of the Ruhr, when lhe native troops who were sent out " to
comfort" the starving German workers and encircled the suspected
French r egiments; the example of the Eastern troops in which
the native forces were given machine guns ·to mobilize the
spirit" of the French troops worn out by the hard and protracted
war; the events which occurred in 1917 at places where Russian
troops were stationed in France•; the lesson of the strike of
agricultural workers in the Pyrenees, where native troops were
forced to play the shameful part of saboteurs; and finally the
presence of 207 000 colonial troops in France itself - all these
have failed to make our Party reflect or find it necessary to lay
down a clear and firm policy on colonial questions. The Party
has missed many good opportunities for propaganda. The new
leading organs of the Party have acknowled,ged the passivity of
the Party on this question. This is a good sign because once the
leaders of the Party have realized and recognized this weak point in
the Party's policy, there is hope that the Party will do its utmost
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Name used for Viel Nam under feudal rule. <Ed. note)

• During World War l. the Czarist s:overnment ~enl an .:xpcdllionary corps to
France. ln 1919, its S-Oldiers protested against the wa r Cor the defense of the
interests of the bourgeoisie Thev £Cl up So,·iets and demt1ndt'd thei.r repatriation. F earing that the lus~ian ~oldlers' re,·olutionary Ideas m1.1thl sprPad to
the Frencn army, the .Russian High Command mo,·ed the Ru~slan corps out
of their positions and sent them to Lacourtine concentration camp, where they
were surrounded by barbed wire and guarded by Senegalese and Touareg uni ts.
This led to th e disarming Of the kussian r.orp,;. ~Ea. OOLCJ

to rectify its errors. I firmly believe that this Congress will be
the turning point and will urge the Party to correct its past
shortcomings. Although Comrade Manuilsky is quite right in his
remarks on the elections in Algeria, to be objective I must say
that it is true that our Party has committed errors here but it
has eorrected them by nominating colonial represe.ntatives as
candidates in the elections for the Seine Department. Though
this is still too little, it is fairly satisfactory as a beginning. I am
very happy to see that at present our Party is again filled with
the best intentions and enthusiasm, and that it needs only to be
strengthened by practical deeds to be brought to a correct policy
on the colonial question.
What are these practical deeds? It is not enough to work out
long political programs and pass high-sounding resolutions which,
after the Congress, are sent to the archives, as has always been
done in the past. We must adopt concrete measures. I propose
the following points:
1) To publish in L'Humanite a new feature of at least two
columns weekly devoted to regular coverage of colonial questions.
2) To inerease propaganda and recruit new Party members
from the colonial countries in which there are already branches
of the Communist International.
3) To send comrades from the colonial countries to study at
the University of the East in Moscow.
4) To come to an agreement with the United General Confederation of Labor on the organization of working people from
colonial countries working in France.
5) To set Party members the task of paying more attention
to colonial questions.
In my opinion, these proposals are logical and if the Communist
International and our Communist Party approve them, during
the next World Congress our delegation will be able to say that
the united front of the masses of the French people with the
5

The United General Confederation of Labour existed from 1922 to 1936. In 1921
the reformist leaders 01-0ie General Confederation of Labour openly expelled
a number of revolutionary trade unions embracing nearly 60% of the members
of the General Confederation of Labour. These revolutionarv trade unions set
up the United General Confederation of Labour and ceaselessly struggled for
the restoration of the trade unions for the defense of the vital interests of
the proletariat and, together with the French Communist Party, took part
In the struggle against fascism and war. The development o! the movement
for the unity ot the working class compelled the reformist leaders of the
General Confederation of Labour to accept the proposal for unification of
the United General Confederation of Labour and it was put into effect at the
Toulouse Congress in 1963. (Ed. note)
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colonial peoples has become a reality.
Comrades, as Lenin's disciples, we must conc-entrate all our
forces and energies on colonial questions as on all other questions
in order to implement Lenin's teachings.
The French colonies occupy an area of 10 241 510 km 2 with
55 517 000 inhabitants scattered over all four continents. In spite
of the differences in races, climates, customs, traditions and
economic: and social development, there are two common points
that can bring about unity in the common struggle.
1) ln all the French colonies, industry and commerce are
little developed and the majority of the population is engaged
in agriculture. Ninety-five percent of the population is peasant.
2) In all the colonies, the indigenous peoples are unremittingly
exploited by French imperialists.
I have not enough time to make a thorough analysis of the situation of the peasants in each colony. Therefore I shall take only
a few typical examples lo give a general idea of the peasants' life
in the colonies.
I shall begin with my c-ountry, Indochina, which naturaJly I know
better than the other colonies.
During the conquest, military operations drove the peasants
away from their villages. Later. on their return, they found their
rice fields occupied by the colonists who had followed in the
wake of the army of occupation. They had not hesitated to divide
among themselves the lands the peasants had c-ultivated for
generations. In consequence, our peasants were turned into serfs
and forced to cultivate their own rice fields for foreign masters.
Numerous unfortunates who could not suffer the extremely hard
conditions imposed hy the occupiers left their lands and wandered
about the country. They were treated as pirates by the French, who
sought every means of persecutin,g them.
This expropriation was carried out for the benefit of the
occupiers, who had only to say the word in order to receive tracts
of land sometimes covering more than 20 000 or 25 000 hectares.
These planters not only occupied lands without any payment but
also obtained free of charge all that was necessary to exploit
those lands, including labor. The administration allowed them to
make use of a number of prisoners without any payment, or
ordered the communes to supply them with manpower.
Besides these wolves and the administration. the role played
by the Catholic Church is to be mentioned. The Catholic Mission
alone occupies one quarter of the areas under cultivation in
Cochin China. It uses very simple methods to secure all these
lands: corrupti on. blackmail and coercion. Here are some enlightening examples. It takes advantage of crop failures to make loans

to the peasants with their fields as mortgage. The interest rates
being too high, the peasants are unable to pay the debt and the
mortgaged fields pass on to the Mission. Using all kinds of
underhand methods, the Mission does its utmost to get secret
information compromising the authorities. This is how it forces
the authorities to comply with its desires. Together with the big
capitalists, the Mission exploits the lands received without payment
and the rice fields stolen from the peasants. The henchmen of
the Mission bold high positions in the colonial government. In its
exploitation of believers, the Mission has nothing of cruelty to
learn from the planters. Another of its tricks is to get together poor
people and force them to reclaim waste land with promises that
once the land is cultivated, it will be divided among the peasants.
But once the crops are about to be harvested, the Mission declares
its ownership of the land and drives out those who had toiled to
make it produce. Robbed by their "protectors" (religious or lay)
the peasants are not even left in peace to work on their remaining
tiny plots of land. But that's not all. The land registry service
fraudulently increases the land area to make the peasants pay
more taxes. The administration increases taxes year after year.
Recently, after occupying thousands of hectares of land belonging
to the Annamese highlanders to give them to the profiteers, the
authorities sent airplanes there to keep the victims from rebelling.
The pillaged peasants, ruined and driven away, again found
ways and mearis to reclaim virgin land. But once under cultivation,
the lands are seized by the administration which obliges the
peasants to buy them at prices fixed by the administration. Those
unable to pay are pitilessly driven out.
Last year, the country was devastated by floods; however, taxes
on rice fields increased 30%.
In addition to the iniquitous taxes that ruin them, the peasants
still have to go on corvee, pay poll tax, salt tax, buy government
bonds, subscribe to various funds and many other things and
sign unequal contracts.
French capitalists have carried out the same policy of robbery
and ·exploitation in Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco, where they have
taken over the most fertile irrigated lands. The natives were
driven away to areas at the foot of the mountains or to arid spots.
The financial comp~es, profiteers and high functionaries divided
the land in the colonies among themselves.
Through direct and indirect operations, the banks in Algeria and
Tunisia in 1914 made 12 258 000 francs profit from a capital of
25 million francs.
The Bank of Morocco, with a capital of 15 4QO 000 francs, made
1 753 000 francs profit in 1921.
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The French-Algerian Company has occupied 324 000 hectares of
the best land.
The Algerian Compciny has occupied 100 QOO hectares.
A private company bas occupied 50 000 hectares of for est without
any payment, while the Capzer phosphate and railway company
has occupied 50 000 hectares of land rich in ores, and in addition
has secured priority rights over 20 000 hectares of land in its
neighborhood.
A form er French deputy has occupied a plantation rich in mines
covering 1125 h ectares of land valued at 10 million francs . producing a yearly income of fo ur mil'lion fran<'S. The indigenous population, the real owners of these mines, receives annually only one
franc per hectare.
French colonial policy has abolished the right of collective
ownership and replaced it by private ownership. It bas also
abolished sm all private ownership to the advantage of big ownership o:f the plantations. This policy has incurred £or the native
population the loss of m ore than five million hectares of their
best land.
In 15 years, the peasants in Kabylia were robbed of 192 090
hectares.
From 1913, each year the Moroccan peasants we.re robbed of
12 500 hectares of land under cultivation. Since France was victorious in the war "for j ustice," that figure has risen to 145 400
hectares.
At present in Morocco only 1070 French people own 500 000
hectares of land.
Like their Annamese peasant b rothers and sisters, the peasants
in Africa lead an unbearably hard life, subjected to multiple corvees and crushed by heavy taxes: Their misery is indescribable.
Due to the shortage of food they have to eat wild veg€tables and
grasses or diseased rice, and consequently are infected with typhus
and tuberculosis. Even in good harvest years, peasants are seen
turning up rubbish heaps and fighting wild dogs for food scraps.
In lean years the· corpses fill the streets and fields.
The peasants' life in West Africa and French Equatorial Africa
is still more frightful. These colonies are in the h ands of about
40 companies. They occupy everything: lands, natural resources
and even the n atives' lives; the latter lack even the right to work
for themselves.
They ar e compelled to work for the companies, always and only
for the rompanies. To force them to work for nothing, incredible
means of coercion are used by the companies. Lands are confiscated and given ov er in small plots only to those who agree to
their working conditions. Due to malnutrition , these new-type

slaves are affected by all kinds of diseases and the death rate,
especially among children, is very high.
Another method is to make old people, women and children
work as servants. They are lodged in small huts, ill-treated, beaten,
ill-fed and sometimes murdered. In some localities the number of
permanent servants is kept about equal to the number of workers
in order to discourage the latter from running away. ln cultivating
and harvest seasons, the native population is forbidden to work
on its own land before providing the work due the company.
Therefore, famine and epidemics occur frequently, wreaking havoc
in the colonies.
The few tribes who have fled to the forests and surceeded in
escFtping the planters' exploitation live like animals, on roots and
leaves, and die from malaria, which ravages them in these
unwholesome climates. Meanwhile, the white masters are devastating their fields and villages. The following is an excerpt from
an officer's diary reporting briefly but clearly the repression
aga.i nst the black people in the colonies:
Raid on Kolowan village.
Raid on the F.an tribe at high Cuno. Village burned down and
plantations destroyed.
Raid on the Bekamis. Their village burned down; 3<>00 banana
trees, their only food reserve, destroyed.
.
Raid on Kua village. Village burned down and plantations
razed.
Raid on Alcun. Village bombarded, then destroyed along with
its plantations.
Raid on Esampharni village. Village destroyed. The county of
Borne ravaged by fire and blood.
The same system of pillage, extermination and destruction
prevails in the African regions under Italian, Spanish, British or
Portuguese rule.
In the Belgian Congo, the population in 1891 was 25 million,
but it had fallen to eight and a half million by 1911. The Hereros
and Cannard tribes in the former German colonies in Africa were
rompletely exterminated. Eight thousand were killed under
German rule and 15 flOO were killed during the "pacification"
period in 1914. The population of the French ·Congo was 20 000 in
1894. It was only 9700 in 1911. In one province there were 10 000
inhabitants in 1910. Eight years later there remained only 1080.
In another province with 40 000 black inhabitants, in only two
years 20 000 people were killed, and in the following six months
6000 more were killed or disabled. The densely populated regions
bordering the rivers were turned into deserts within a matter of
15 years. The bone~ of the native population whitened the oases
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and ravaged vi llages.
The life of the survivors is atroc ious in the extreme. The peasants are robbed of the tiny plots of land bought with their savings,
the artisans lose their jobs, and the breeders their cattle. The
Matabeles were cattle breeders ; before the arrival of the British
they had 200 000 heads of cattle. After two years only 40 900 were
left. The H ereros had 90 000 cattle. Withing 12 years t he German
colonists had robbed them of ha1f. Similar cases are numerous
in all the black countries which came into contact with the whites'
civilization.
In conclusion, I quote the .nfrican writer Rene Maran, author
of Batonala, who said:
Equatorial Africa was a densely populated area, rich in rubber.
There were all kinds of gardens and farms with plenty of
poultry and goats. After only seven years everything was
destroyed. Villages were in ruins, gardens and farms laid waste,
poultry and goals disappeared. The inhabitants, exhausted by
extenuating and unpaid work, had no strength, n o time to work
the land. Diseases broke out, famine ravaged, the death rate
increased. We should know that they are the descendants· of
!:trong and healthy tribes imbued with an enduring and tempered figh ting spirit. Here, there is nothing left that can be
called civilization .
To complete this already tragic picture, 1 want to add one point.
French capitalism has not hesitated in throwin,g whole regions
into misery and famine if this is to its advantage. In many colonial countries, e.g., the Reunion island, Algeria, Madagascar, etc.,
the tendency is to substitute cereals fo r crops m ore useful for
French industry and more profitable to the rolonists. And this
has caused the cost of living in the colonies to rise sharply and
often causes fam ine. In all the French colonies. discontent is
growing hand in hand with misery and fami ne. The colonial peoples are ripe for insurrection. They have al ready risen in several
colonies but their uprisings have all been drowned in blood. If at
present the peasants still seem resigned, i t is only because they
still lack organization and leaders. The Communist International
must help them organize, provide them with cadres for their
leadership and guide them along the path of revolution and liberation.
The Fifth World Congress of the
Communist International,
June 17-July 8. 1924
Shorthand transcript,
P art I, State Publishing House,
Moscow. 1925, pp. 653-657.
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Cambodia and
People's Struggle
~' hie

Sarin Chhak

U there is any one place where North American policy has been placed in

total judgment, that place is named Cambodia. Only a glance at the politic.a lmilitary situation is needed to prove this assertion. When, on April 30, 1970,
North American troops invaded the small kingdom of the convulsed Indochina
peninsula. it was one of the adventures of the Nixon Administration marked
in advance for failure.
Prince Sihanouk. who received the n ews as he was boarding the plan.e that
would take him !rom Moscow to P ekin g, responded with a call for a gene1·al
uprising, a call for insurrection, refusal to recognize the puppets who, manipulated from the North American Embassy Con June ll, 1969, the United States
had reestablished diplomatic relations) caused the cunning coup ot March 18,
1970. Lon Nol took the reins of power with the blessing of the White House.
•Snrin Chhak. Minister of Foreii;n Relations or the Royal Governmeru of
National Union of Camtiodia. offe•s us a panoramic vision with knowmg judgment and an enviable synthesis in this work we publish. Tbe political-military
situation. the contradictions in the ranks of the regime of ''the mayor of
Phnom Penh" and also attitudes toward the international aid they receive, are
the main themes touched on in this recent interview by a reporter from
Trlcontlnental.
With more than 3 000 000 inhabitants already living in the liberated zones
- on the map the United National Front of Kampuchea distributed, the zones,
which occupy m ore than half the territory, are shown in pink - and the actions
of the patriots taking place n few miles from the capital, to speak of the
liberation struggle in Cambodia means to advance the concepts of a victory
already foreseen.
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What is Cambodia's present political situation?

Cambodia's present political situ ation is excellent for the str~ggle.
As you well know, in the liberated zones we now have with us
a population of more than 3 000 000 inhabitants, and in the stil~
nonliberated zone there are many who support the cause of the
National United Front.
In the liberated zone we put into practice the program of the
F ront - that is to say, we practice democracy. The administr ation
is elected at various levels: the village, the commune, the· district
and the province. Economically, we try to improve the people's
food supplies and we are developing our social struct ure including,
for example, education.
What position does the Cambodian population take with respect to the
Royal Government of National Union?

Our strugg~e is based entirely on the people. If we are now
winning victories, it is because all the people participate in the
fight. As you see, we can attack the enemy posts near the capital,
and without the participation of the people, the attacks could not
be carried out. In sum, the struggle of the Front is that of the
people themselves.

Is there any special task in the organization of the population against
the imperialist enemy?

We have a task to carry out in confronting the imperialist
enemy: it is to educate the population and coordinate the work
of education and organization. Without organization our struggle
cannot progress, and if it has advanced greatly it is because the
organizational work itself. is now quite advanced. We have the
cadres for this task, especially those in the teaching corps and
the army - that is t o say, amon g th e officers who left L on Nol'stroops to join the Front.
Can you explain specifically for us the type ol organization this implies,
or at least give us an overall general idea?

For example, on the military plane we have constituted forces
of the regular army and the army of liberation. We also have
formations of guerrillas and militia.
What is the difference between the guerrillas and the militia?

The guerrillas are organized patriots who are not part of the
regular army, while the militia is made up of the population, in
the villages, to defend the interests of focal groups.

What are the recent military victories in Cambodia against the imperialist
troops?

As you know, more than tw o months ago, the puppet regime

of Phnom Penh sought to launch a huge offensive against our
forces 80 km north of Phnom Penh. This offensive failed, as was
revealed by the western press. In two months, the men of Phnom
Penh, 20 battalions, could not advance more than 25 km, and now
they are forced to stay in the same place since they can neither
advance nor retreat. Moreover, as it was possible to follow in
the cables of the western press agencies, we attacked the enemy
forces' positions over a radius of 15 to 20 km on the outskirts of
Phnom Penh. Recently we attacked an enemy river convoy which
we seriously damaged.
Bow Is the Lon Nol rovernment's internal situation?

ThP. Lon Nol regime runs into more difficulties every day;
there are many contradictions in its policy. These grow out of
the difficulty caused by supplies and by price increases. The
people understand perfectly that the Phnom Penh regime, which
calls itself neutral, is actually a loyal tool of North American
imperialism. The patriotic forces that are now under the control
of the Phnom Penh regime have their eyes open and are aware
that this regime has cheated them. And life in Phnom Penh
becomes harder aU the time because now we control the countryside and the capital's supplies become more difficult and costly.
The price of products increases and, in the face of this situation,
the Lon Nol government has had to resort to the importation of
essential products.
Are there contradictions within Lon Nol's army?

There are contradictions in the army because there is discontent
with the introduction of foreign troops into Cambodia - that is,
with the presence of troops from Saigon in Cambodian territory.
It is divided into factions that support Lon Nol and Sirik Matak
or the other clan, Son Ngoc Thank, and these factions are rivals.
We have spoken about the political and the military levels; ue there also
important successt!S In the diplomatic field?

We have made prog,ress in the diplomatic area in six months.
The Royal Government of National Union has the recognition of
22 countries and from all parts of the world we are receiving
support from friendly governments. In order to develop our
diplomatic activity wehave already opened 10 embassies in friendly
countries.

What ls the work of the Royal Government of National Union in the
International field?

.fi..t various conferences, our friends have spoken out denouncing
the North American aggression against the Cambodian people.
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Thus, in Dar es
our friends have
troops and their
anywhere where
and defend us!

Salaam, in Lusaka, and in the United Nations
denounced the aggressions of the United States
lackeys agai~st Cambodia. On various occasions
we are not represented, ou:- friends speak for us

What type or aid do you presently
dian people?

consid~r

most. valuabJe to the Cambo-

Like all people engaged in struggle. the Cambodian people need
all kinds of aid. That is why we appreciate any kind of aid that
come.s from any frlC'ndly country. We appreciate material, moral,
p >lit ical and diplomatic ~id.
Would you like to say something about the growing military intervention
of the United States In Indochina?

With lhe invasion of Cambodia by North _'\merican troops the
United Slate;:; has achieved the general extension of the war
through al~ of Indochma. Parallel to th1s invasion of Cambodia,
the United Stu.tes accentuated ils acts of aggress10n against Laos,
which it bombed and continues to bomb massively, just as it
continues ns intensive daily bombing of Cambodian territory.
Despile this North American decision to generalize the war,
the Indochinese peoples ~re more than ever determined to fight
to oppose this North American aggression m order to saieguard
their national independence and their liberty. Thus the three
peoples have achieved their solidarity, concretized in the Summit
Conference of the Indochinese Peoples.
In lhe f~ce of a common enemy who uses powerful measures,
it is necessary for lhe three peoples who faght for the same objecti\·e and against the same enemy, to unite their forces; this union
is effected in .coordinated action. Each people has the duty to
defend its national territory, but aside from this task. which is
the responsibility of every people, there ls another, which is to
coordinate their activities in order to make the struggle more
efkcli\·e
Can OSPAAAL do something more to help the Cambodian pe<>ple?

We are very grateful to the tncontinc,1la_ org.m1zation which,
the coup d'etat of March 18, 1970, has raised its voice t.o
denounce the aggression of North American imperialism and has
disseminated information about our cause so that it would be
well understood by all. We count on the tncontincntal orgamzat1on to continue this task, which is useful to us and which we
very much appreciate, and we are very grateful for this active
and effective participation in our struggle.
~ince
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fHHJ' on the march
f Or a Peace
W ith Liberty
Huynh Van Ba

Huynh Van Ba, delegate of the
Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South
Viet Nam to the Executive Secretariat of OSPAA'AL, responds to
:i questionnaire prepared by Trlcontinental magazine and examines
the real objectives of President
Nixon's so-called " peace proposal,''
re.Lening to the present state of
the war in Southeast Asia.

Could you ouUlne the POSition of
the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of the Republic
of South Viet Nam with
respect to the so-called "peace
proposal" formulated by the
North Am.e rican President,
Richard M. Nixon?

After fa2ing North American =ma world public opinion which
demauds his response to the eight points presented on September
17, 1970, by the Foreign Relations Minister of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Viet Nam,
Nguyen Thi Binh, and, at the same time, deceiving the North
American people in preparing the conditions for the Congressional
elections of the month of November, Nixon hastened to presE:nt
the five-point so-called "new initiative for peace,'' which has
nothing new in it.
For many days, the Yankee imperialist propaganda machine
and President Nixon himself have been publicly lauding these five
points, categorizing them as the most complete declaration, the
most logical proposal for dealing with the great problems touching
on the war in Viet Nam, "the maximum US effort toward negotiations,'' etc.
At first glance, there is no lack of such terms as: "peace," "ceasefire," "withdrawal of troops," "convening of an international conference,'' "search for a political settlement," "release of all prisoners," etc. which sound very much like "peace" and "good will"
But Nixon's words have to be examined minutely in order to
see what they really mean; this is the only way to reveal the
recalcitrant and traitorous nature of the colonialists and aggressors,
and to understand that there is nothing "new" or "great" as President Nixon announced.
First of all, we invite you to listen to those in the governmental
apparatus of the United States. Ex-US Secretary of Defense Clifford declared on October 8 in Washington that Nixon's proposals
contain nothing new. Senator Morse observed that if you strip
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them of the camouflage of pretty words, in reality the US President
demands the surrender of the North and of the National Liberation
Front of South Viet Nam (according to UPI, October 9) .
Let us see what Nixon said about the question of Viet Nam and
Indochina, in particular the fundamental questions leading to an
end to the war of aggression and finding a just political solution
to the South Vietnamese problem, and how Nixon's position differs
from that of the Vietnamese people.
Both the 10-Point Global Solution and the clarifying provisions
offered by Minister Nguyen Thi Binh on September 17, 1970, reiterate as a question of principle that the United States, which
is the aggressor in South Viet Nam, must end its war of aggression,
unconditionally withdraw all the North American troops and those
of its South Viet Nam puppets, and cease its support of the ThieuKy-Khiem puppets.
In the eight points made on September 17, Minister Nguyen Thi
Binh adds:
If the US Government puts .an end to its war of aggression
[ ... ] and declares it will withdr aw from South Viet Nam all
its troops and those of other foreign countries in the US camp
[ ...] the People's Liberation Armed Forces will refrain from
attacking the withdrawing troops ... and the parties will engage
at once in discussions on: the question of ensuring safety for the
total withdrawal from South Viet Nam of US troops and those
of the other foreign countries in the US camp; the question of
releasing captured military men.
This position precisely answers the necessities and the legitimate
aspirations of the South Vietnamese people, of the North American
people and of the other peoples of the world, that the North American Government must put an end to its war of aggression against
South Viet Nam and withdraw all the North American trooos to
its own country, thus taking into account the preoccupation o·f the
North American peoples for the welfare of their sons who have
been sent by their Government to South Viet Nam as cannon
fodder.
For his part, in his five points, President Nixon did not touch
even remotely on the question of the total and unconditional
withdrawal of North American troops from South Viet Nam. On
the contrary, Nixon confined himself to prodaiming the limited
withdrawal of troops. He d id not establish a timetable for the
withdrawal of all North American troops but instead demanded
that the matter be negotiated on the basis of the principles that
he himself had previously put forth - that is to say, with
conditions. This argument actually consists in a reiteration of the
proposal of demanding "a bilateral withdrawal" of troops, placing
on the same plane the Yankee aggressors and the Vietnamese
people they have aggressed against, and imposing conditions for
the withdrawal of North American troops and the cessation of
the war.
Concerning the fulfillment of the South Vietnamese people's
right to self-determination, Minister Nguyen Thi Binh pointed
out in her declaration of September 17 that to achieve true peace
in South Viet Nam an administration without Thieu-Ky-Khiem
must be formed in Saigon and must declare itself for peace, independence, neutrality and democracy. Since Thieu-Ky-Khiem are
the instrument of Yankee imperialist aggression which, over so

many years, has spread endless sorrow and grief for the people
of South Viet Nam and of the United States, consequently, in
order to reestablish true peace in South Viet Nam, the North
American Government must abandon these puppets.
However, in his so-called "peace initiative" made on October 7,
1970, Nixon labels the proposal of the Provisional Revoiutionary
Government of the Republic of South Viet Nam "absurd'' and
"unacceptable," and insists on maintaining Thieu-Ky-Khiem as an
instrument in the realization of the plan to "Vietnamize the war"
and neocolonfa.lize South Viet Nam. On the other hand, in order
to dereive public opinion, Nixon hypocritically repeats that the
United States is determined to defend the right of the South
Vietnamese people to freely· determine the type of government
they want. But, in reality, it is fully evident that the United
States has resorted and is resorting to force to oblige the South
Vietnamese population to accept the sell-out reactionaries and
warmongers whose overthrow has been demanded for a long
time.
Moreover, President Nixon presents many other questions with
the objective of disorienting public opinion, creating illusions in
certain sectors of the population of the United States and of the
world. Nixon proposes an "on the spot cease-fire" while the V~et
namese people and the other peoples of the world demand a halt to
the United States aggression, and the total, rapid and unconditional
withdrawal of North American troops from South Viet Nam. A
cease-fire such aa the United States calls when it is not prepared
to end the war of aggression but rather continues maintaining in
South Viet Nam some 400 000 North American soldiers and tens
of thousands of mercenaries from its satellite countries, would
mean for the South Vietnamese people, the acceptance of the
military occupation of their homeland by the North American
expeditionary army and the armies of the US satellite nations,
and the relinquishing of their sacred right of self-defense against
aggression.
Nixon's proposal, in addition to being absurd and incapable of
deceiving anyone, reveals the stubborn decision of the United States
to maintain its military occupation and brutal domination in South
Viet Nam.
Nixon also proposes to call an international conference on peace
in Indochina and says: "The United States never seeks to extend
the war. What we seek to do is extend the peace." What irony!
Nixon has escalated the war in Viet Nam and Laos, has organized
the coup d'etat in Cambodia and launched his aggression against this
country, extending the war to all of Indochina, and now he talks
about how the United States seeks to extend the peace.
Here the problem consists in whether the United States wants
to end the war of aggression and withdraw the North American
expeditionary troops from South Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia,
and not in the form of a conference. All the peoples of the world
can see that wherever there is the hand of the Yankee imperialists,
there war and death occur, and peace and happiness only return
when the Yankee imperialists leave.
As for the problem of the prisoners, Minister Nguyen Thi Binh,
in her declaration of September 17, 1970, was very clear in explaining that, should the North American Government declare the
total withdrawal of its troops from South Viet Nam before June
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30, 1971, the respective parties would proceed immediately to
discuss the liberation of war prisoners. Nixon avoids this constructive proposal and, in his turn, puts forth a phony argument
of •·peace" and '·humanity" aimed at tricking public opinion. hiding
the crimes of extreme savagery perpetrated by the Yankee imperialists in South Viet Nam, who send and continue sending young
North Americans to die there.
In a word, Mr. Nixon's so-called bottle of peace wine contains
only explosives, toxic chemicals and the bellicose cries of Goebbels.
Nobody is fooled by this.
The Vietnamese people r esolutely denounce the evil colonialist
plans and the perfidious maneuvers that Nixon uses to prolong
the war. The war that our people are waging is just. The position
of our nation is correct. We love peace, but it must be a genuine
peace, a peace with independence and liberty. We will never accept
a peace of the North American type or the Nixon mold. As long
as the United States wages aggression against our country, we wiil
continue the struggle.
Ilow does the P RG cf the ItSV v ir-w t h e present
Sl1'3tCKY i.~ it proposing to df'V('\Op?
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In the face of the imminent defeat of the United States in the
war of aggression against Viet Nam, President Johnson had to
abandon his political career. Nixon ascended to power on the false
slogan of "bringing peace," but in reality he has spoken of pence
only to hide his policy of aggression. Since then he has rarried
out the so-called Vietnamization of the war, a plan that encompasses
the reinforcement of the South-Vietnamese puppet army, the intensification of "pacification" using extremely barbarous methods
of slaughter for the purpose of achieving the frenetic aspirations
of the Yankee imperialists to occupy South Viet Nam permanently,
converting it into their neocolony and military base, and maintaining for all time the division of Viet Nam.
The plan of "Vietnamization of the war" was drawn up from
the nonsalvageable posihon of defeat for Yankee imperialism,
dating from the beginning of 1968. The years 1969 and 1970 have
been years of continuous and serious defeats for the United States
on the battlefield of South Viet Nam. With the intensification and
extension of the war to Laos and Cambodia, the Yankee ~mperialists
hope to be able to rescue themselves from their prec:lrious situation
in Viet Nam. But their militarv adventure in Cambodia resulted
in a serious defeat, and their· special war in Laos is rec-eiving
mortal blows from the Laotian people, plunging the United States
still deeper into its difficult economic and political situation at
home and isolating il more every day from the world.
The long and arduous patriotic war of the Vietnamese people is
developing within very favorable conditions whiit? the enemy finds
himself faced with more severe and insurmountable difficulties
each day. We, the 31 000 000 Vietnamese, raise our Cighung will
higher than ever, determined to persist and intensiiy the ant1Yankee struggle for national salvation until total victory is achieved.
and at the same time reinforcing the militant solidarity with the
neighboring peoples of Laos and Cambodia in order to completeJy
defeat the Yankee imperialist aggressors and their lackeys in Indochina.

OSPAAAL in the
Council
of AAPSO

COMRADES of the Presidency,
Comrade Delegates:

On behalf of the Organization of Solidarity of the
Peoples of Afric:i, Asia and
Latin America, and in our
own name, we wish to
express to the people. tht.?
Council of the Revolution, presided over by Colonel Kadhafi, and
they hc.ve accorded us and at the same time to express also our
support and solidarity with the just struggle they are carrying out
as they embark on the road of liberation of their motherland, the
economic construction of the country and the frontal battle against
all forms of old colonialism and the neocolonialist manifestations
of the imperialists.
Permit us also to express our deepest condolence for the death of
President Gamal Abdel Nasser, extraordinary leader of the people
of the United Arab Republic, who made great contributions to the
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solidarity among our peopies and whose life was dedicated tu the
struggle for the liberation and the welfare oi his people and oi all
the Arab peoples.
We extend greetings to all delegations present, and express our
sincere desire to see the work of this meeting c1'0\1.:nec! with
success.
We hve in an epoch m which the revolutionary mO\·ement has
achieved extraordinary successes. The old aspirations of the peoples
to attain their liberty and national independence have today
become a realitv and lhe fmal denouement of this centuries-old
controversy between exploiters and exploited - wluch had its first
people's victory in the October Revolution - is already e\•ident.
Nevertheless, regardless of these victories obtained br Lhe revolutionary forces , the forces of reaction: imperialism, colonialism
and neocolonialism, headed by Yankee imperialism, dt:<;perately
resist accepting the inevitable course of history and are co1::"1m1tung
the most horrible crimes known to humanity.
In Asia, in Indo<:hma, the heroic peoples of Viet Nam, Laos and
Cambodia have, for many years, maintafaed a bloody struggle
against Yankee imperialism, its 500 000 invadinq soldiers and its
puppet troops. The sending of hundreds of thousands of US ~oldiers
to South Viet Nam, the criminal bombings against the territory of
the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam, the repression arid crimes
against the South Vietnamese population, the special war and
the bombings againsl the liberated zones of Laos, rhe coup d'etat
against the neutralist government of Prince Norodom Sihanouk and
the subsequent invasion of that country by US, Saigon~se and Thai
troops, have brought Yankee imperialism to the most desperate
situation it has ever confronted in this criminal aggression. T he
(inal results of this war are inevitab·e : the peop!cs of Viet Nam
!..aos and Cambodia wi11 win. But Yankee imperia lism refuses to
accept its defeat and the Nixon Admmislration continu~:: preparing
new plans of aggressfon against these peoples. Our pe1 man,,nt clut).,
each and e\'ery dav. is to support this heroic suu~gl~. offer 1t our
unrestricted solidarity and support. Everythin~ W<' n1a ,. b.? able
to do for the peop!es of Viet Nam, Laos and Carn h(J(li<i is ltltlc
compared lo the extraordmar:-, sacrwces they are makrng 111 their
struggle to attain their liberation and defeat imperfa!1st a~g1essicm ,
because al present each people who struggle for lhdr liberation
contribute to the struggle of all other peop'e; n 1s one more war
being waged to \1reaken the forces of imperiabsm and reesctiun.
Therefore, the victories of the peoples of Viet Nam. Laos and
Cambodia are also our own victories, and their struggle, their
heroic sacrifices. ·Should also be Olll'S.
We wish to express our support for the just stn1gg le of the
people of South Korea to expel the aggressor armv of the Ya~n. c
imperialists from their cou11try: for the people 01 J<ipan. '~ho
in<lcfaUgablv fight against Lhc resur!;ence tlf mililai ism and 1mpe1 ialtsm in their homela nd; for the peoples oi Thailand. i\1al:..y a,
Indonesia and the Philippines, whose struggle grv-A s dai;~·. · V•1 a '''-'
support the Democratic People·s Republic of Korea m iL JU:-.t

struggle against the aggressions of Yankee imperialism and the
puppet regime in the southern part of Korea and for the independent reunification of the country, as well as the struggle of the
Chinese people for the reincorporation of the island of Taiwan,
which is an integral part of the territory of the People's Republic
of China.
We take advantage of this opportunity to reaffirm our total support for the position of the Provisional Revolutionary Government
of the Republic of South Viet Nam expressed in the ten-point
global proposal and in the Eight Points proposed by Comrade Thi
Binh in the Paris talks; for the position expressed in the Four
Points of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam; for the Five-Point
Proposal made last March 6 by the Central Committee of the Neo
Lao Haksat and for the proposal issued on March 23, 1970, by the
Royal Government of National Union of Cambodia presided over
by Prince Norodom Sihanouk, the only and genuine representative
of these people. We condemn the Nixon plan of Vietnamization of
the war, which is merely a continuation of the war of aggression
against Viet Nam, while he extends the war against Laos and
Cambodia and continues the massacre of these three countries ou
the peninsula of Indochina.
We condemn Nixon's five points, dated October 7, whose aim is to
deceive public opinion in the United States as a propaganda device
fpr thi,s month's Congressional electoral campaign. This maneuver
of Nixon's is also aimed at deceiv.ing the peoples of Africa, Asia and
Latin America to continue, under a legal mantle, the criminal war
against the peoples of Viet Nam, L aos and Cambodia.
In the Middle East, the Palestinian people, evicted from their
lands more than 20 years ago, are now facing an unequal battle
against the forces of Zionism and imperialism, fighting heroically
for the liberation of their homeland and for the inalienable rights
of their peop1 e. We support their heroic struggle and the heroic
struggle of all Arab peoples against Israel, pawn of Yankee imT
perialism in this region of the world. We support the United Arab
Republic, Syria and the people of Jordan, victims of the IsraeHimperialist aggression of June 1967, parts of whose territories are
unjustifiably occupied by the aggressor. The march of the Arab
peoples along the road of revolution can no longer be contained.
The Libyan people's revolutionary experience, one of the most
recent, constitutes perhaps the best example, together with those
offered by the peoples of Algeria, Syria, the UAR, South Yemen,
Sudan and Irak.
The heroic struggle carried out by the peoples of Guinea (B),
Angola and Mozambique in Africa offers another dramatic testimony of the criminal methods used by the colonialists and racists
in the repression of the peoples, and at the same time is a testimony
to the heroic resistance of the peoples when they struggle for a just
cause. The African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape
Verde, the People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola, and
the Liberation Front of Mozambique merit our full support, as do
the revolutionary organizations which in South Africa, Zimbabwe.
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Namibia, Congo-Kinshasa (ANC, ZAPlJ , SWAPU, and CNL respectively) are fighting bravely. Yankee imperialism gives all kinds
of support to the Portuguese colonialists as well as to the racist
regimes of Pretoria and Salisbury in order to prevent the liberation
of the Portuguese colonies, Zimbabwe and Namibia. thereby unmasking itself from day to day before the peoples of Africa and of
the world. The struggle of the peoples of South Africa, Zimbabwe
and Namibia against Lhe white racist regimes of Pretoria and
Salisbury must haYe all our support and solidarity.
In Latin America we arc witnessing events of singular importance: the victories of the Cuban Revolution ; the revolutionary
armed struggle carried out by lhe peoples of Uruguay, Bolivia,
Argentina, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Colombia, Brazil and Venezuela;
the fight for independence of the brave people of Puerto Rico, are
now extending to sectors outside the most oppressed masses peasants and workers - to include intellectuals, large sections of
the petite bourgeoisie, as well as religious and military groups. The
popular triumph in the last elections held in Chile, with the designation of the candidate of the people's forces, Salvador Allende,
as President of the Republic, is another blow to imperialism on
this continent, along with the antioligarchic and anti-imperiaJist
process being canied out in Peru. We wish to stress our support
of the struggle of the Latin-American peoples and warn the peoples
of Africa and Asia to remain alert to the attempts of Yankee
imperialism to block the popular triumph in Chile. We likewise
call the attention of the peoples of Africa and Asia to the repression
unle-2shed against the Tupamaros and other revolutionary sectors
in Uruguay, where the revolutionary movement has attained
extraordinary successes - as well as in Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Puerto Rico and other Latin-American countries.
Within the United States proper, the development reached by
the revolutionary forces during the past years threatens to shake
the structures of imperialist domination.
The movement of youth against the Viel Nam war; the struggle
of the Afro-American people against racial discrimination and the
exploitation to which they are subjected. and for better living
conditions; the struggle of the students; of the Indian and Chicano
minorities and the Puerto Rican immigrants. are shaping up to a
force whose magnitude is incalculable. The repression against the
leaders of the black movement and the mm·der of students - as
occurred at Kent University - arc expressions of the brutality of
which Yankee imperialism is capable, not only towards other
peoples, but even against its own people as well.
Faced with these criminal acts, and with the imperialist aggressions against the peoples, our duty is to foster a greater cohesion
among the revolutionary ranks, to make our own struggle - the
solidarity among oui: peoples - more effective in its unity against
the common enemy of all the peoples: Yankee imperialism.
Long live the solidarity among the peoples of Africa, Asia and
Latin America!
Tripoli, November 10, 1970

September 18, 1970, Tokyo
ro the editor
Letter from Trlcontlnental magazine
Dear Comrade:
the Red Army I have just received Tricontinental No. 18, in which you
printed an article, "Red
Army," which I dictated
last year in Havana We appreciate your just decision to have
included our statement in the issue. However, I must confess my
great regret that there was a seriously misleading and erroneous
paragraph in the article, which appeared on page 125 in the last
two paragraphs. The magazine prints sentences reading as follows:
So we want the return of Okinawa to Japan and Japanese control
of its bases - even though we know that the Japanese military
will continue aggressive policies and will, in fact, be tied to
and controlled by US military forces. But the buic queation
is whether the island belongs to th~ US or to Japan.
In the process of conducting our struggle to regain control of
Okinawa, it will become clear to the people that the Japanese
army is not independently 1trong, or independently well pre-
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pare>d, that it cannot really do anything without the aid and
backing of thf' l,;S. Before World War II, the Japa nese army
was very strong and prestigious but both its strength and its
prestige were deslro~·ed af1.er the war, and today the army lacks
the support of the people.
We do nnt mind why this occurred or who is r esponsible for
this. but we strongly and sincerely ask you to publish, in the
ncxL issue, an article of corr ection for the sake of better understand ing of our comra<ies all over the world. If possible, we want
the above indicated par"r..raphs to be replaced by the following
and that the new paragraph will be published as correction.
The nC?w paragraphs should read:
\Ve <lo not wnnt '1 mt're territorial reversion of Okinawa to
J apan if it is to become 1he beginr. ing of another oppressive
mil;tar) control 'Jf the •siand by the Japanese imperialists. this
lime: f 1r lhc1r cou"'lt~rrevoiut ionary control, economic and
mtlttary. onr wholt Asia. We kn ow th at the Japanese m ilitary
will continue its aggressive policies and will. in fact, be tied
t > and coritrolle<l b' US m11.tary forces. We denounce any
1mper1alist control. J aoan or America , of Okinawa. as we
denouncc any 1mpF>riallst control of any part of the world.
Our ulumntn obJec11,·c ts the hberat.on or Okinawa. which
co11ld be rtaliLL"'I 1111lv when the people of Okinawa and the
.. mamlancr' Japan arc uniled for a revolutionary communist
cause a11d f11..ht w.th all the revolutionary peoples of the world
against imperialism. On the other hand. Lhe bourgeoisie of
Japan, whose imperialist military forces are suffering from
the opposition of the people, lost the strength and prestige it
used to have in thl pre-World War II clays. To restore its
prcsti.~e cincl support 01 the people. as well as to increase its
independence as m1htary force able to invade into Asia, the
ruling c lnss of J apan is now promoting chauvinism and feeling
oI prestige among the Japanese people.
We are looking fo!"ward to vour understanding of our concern
and to your kindness 1u pubhsh It as correction. We should like
to enclose at the same lime, the latest issues of our organ Red
Note in w!1ich \\'€ report our attitude toward Okinawa and the
US-Japan Securi ty TrPaty. Please read them and see what we
want to mean . If you find them worth printing, please use them
for your article We appreciate it very much.
Hasta la "·ictoria siempre!
Terumasa Hatano
Red Army, J apan

pu e rto RI.CO"•
Crisis and
Indep endence
Carlos Padllla

An interview with Comrade Carlos Padilla, dele1ate of the ProIndependence Movement of Puerto
Rico lMPI> to the Executive Secretariat of OSPAA/\L. in which
he refers to the present state of
~~~~~~e •1alnat us colonial

Would you explal.n the present

statui of the Puerto Rican 'Prolndependen_s:e Movement?

The Puerto Rican Pro-Independence Movem ent, which
arose as our people's patriotic vanguard in the struggle for its independence, has
gone througli a stage of development which expresses the actual
situation and the necessity for our national liberation struggle. Our
movement arose in 1959 out of a need to restructure the independence struggle, which had suffered serious blows during the repression unleashed by North American imperialism against the patriotic
struggle led then by Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos, inspiration for the
campaign of national liberation of the people of Puerto Rico over
the last 40 years.
Our movement's development has been based on the political,
economic and social realities of our country. Thus a patriotic
vanguard gradually transforms itself into a revolutionary vanguard; and it is not that the Pro-Independence Movement has
discarded the patriotic road in its development into a revolutionary vanguard, but rather that we understand the difference
between the one and the other to depend on the level and degree
of our country's struggle. That means the Pro-Independence Movement understands that in Puerto Rico the struggle against North
American imperialist domination will have to develop, as in the
past, through a series of confrontations with the oppressor forces,
such repressive North American organizations as the armed forces,
the Central Intelligence Agen<;y, the domestic police with US chiefs,
and the whole oppressive colonial structure that the United States
has built up in Puerto Rico over more than 70 years of coloqial
domination; and these confrontations with North American imperialism will have to keep on occurring as a logical necessity of
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the struggle we are heading. It is here that we wish to cstabfoh
clearly the difference between a patriotic vanguard a11d a revolutionarv vanguard. since we entered into the political st! uggk as
an organization that sought lo awaken the consciousness of PuL:rto
Ricans, and organize them to carry out the struggle against imperialism and for independence. But to the degree that ll1e MPi
was developing, to the degree that its actions were more seriously
affectmg the bases of North American imperialist domination in
our country, it was becoming radicalized. awai·e that - al~hough
it was not our movement's position - the struggle for hber at1on
would take place not only through political struggles and mass
movements which the MPI, as a political organization, directs, but
also and very especially by means of the development of ar ned
struggle.
The MPI does not pretend to monopolize the liberation ~tn.1~6le
in Puerto Rico, for it understands that independence will be the
result of a joint, simultaneous action on the part of diverse patriouc,
revolutionary and anti-imperialist organizations. Moreover, we han
lauded and supported over and O\'er again the actions against North
American imperialism's economic and military establishments in
our country, by the Liberation Armed Commandos (CAL ), an
organization developing the fight on the level o( ar me<l struggle,
while the Pro-Indep<:ndence Movement is an orga111zauon that
directs the poltt.cal Light and does not try to direct an; thing other
than this fight. We know that out of this comc1dt:nce between
the MPI and the other organizations of political and revo1uuonc.11'y
struggle, North America11 colonialism's defea t in our country will
occur.
That is why we ha'. e insisted on and put into practice a polky
of unity with the other organizations that struggle loyaUy fur the
independence and liberation of Puerto Rico.
This is the case with the Puerto Rican Independence Pany, which
is an organization that believes in achieving indep~11dence 1.J,·
electoral means - that is to say, through an elect..:n. Tl is a1wthc1
example of the fact that tne MPI 1s absolutely certain o1 the n<:co
to develop this type of united work it is carrying out with the
Puerto Rican Independence Pa1·ty and other groups that alt! fallhful
and loyal combatants for independence and agam;;t tmpcnallsl
domination.
Padilla, what are the tactical steps the l\IPI is dt!\ eloping at th!s
for inde~ndence and against imperi:llist donti11alion?

li\Jlnl

In our political thesis - that is to say. in what constiuucs the
analysis, focus and program of the Pro-I ndependence Mo'\emcn~ our tactical objective m the fight for independence h:is ucen dearly
establ ished: we realize that to achieve this goal it is necessary anrl
essential to create a truly chaotic colonial situation in our cou11t.·y
With the resull that our struggle is onented toward producing ti 1s
crisis in Puerto Rico This etfort develops at distinct le\•els : thn;ugh
political work with the dispossessed working masses <mu with 1h'
marginal and poor communities of the most 1mp01 tant c1ti..: .~. ;m
also through lhc struggle that the students of Pucl'to Htc • - 1.1111
versity as well as secondary students - are dc vclor,••
\\'

understand the need to undermine the bases of imperialism's
support in order to create auspicious conditions for transformation,
for a real change in the situation in which our country struggles
under the imperialist domination of the United States.
A crisis in the colonial system has to be created to produce the
change from the colonialism that we have suffered for more than
70 years to independence, even though it be formal independence;
and we say very clearly that nothing less than a crisis will bring
Puerto Rico independence. With this clear comprehension we
develop our campaigns and mould our watchword to reality,
we join with the people and organize the struggle against the
monopolies that despoil -our country, confronting them when they
try to take over certain spheres of our economic resources and
general activities not yet under their domination, as are Kennecott
and American Metal Climax, two of the principal North American
metallurgical monopolies that manage to control the rich deposits
of copper found in the central mountain zone of our country. At
the same time we develop the people's consciousness, especially
that of our youth, so they refuse to serve as cannon fodder for
North American imperialism in its aggressions directed at the people who struggle against its domination - as is the case with the
peoples of Indochina, victims of North .American imperialist
aggression.
Thus, following our orientation, our slogan, thousands of young
Puerto Ricans have refused up to now to enter ihe Armed Forces
of the United States. Due to the strength this campaign has
achieved, the North American courts in our country have found
it impossible to send these young men to dungeons and prisons.
That is to say, not a sing1 e Puerto Rican youth out of the many
who have expressed before the courts and military authorities their
determination not to serve in the US Armed Forces has been sent
to prison, because of the strength and the magnitude of the movement developed by MPI in its tactical proposal to create a crisis
of the colonial system in our country and eliminate the bases of
North American imperialism's support.
Simultaneously we mobilized the students to struggle in defense
of our cultural patrimony and confront the maneuvers of imperialism to annihilate Puerto Rican culture, strip it of its value and
establish a colonial vision of Puerto Rico's national existence. This
struggle is evident in a very advanced form in the universities of
the country and especially at the University of Puerto Rico, whose
center is in Rio Piedras, and in other important cities of the country.
At the secondary level also, this struggle to preserve our cultural
treasure is very successfully being waged, despite repression by
the colonial school authorities, who - as is to be expected - expel
the students who go into the streets or rise up in the classroom to
denounce North American imperialism's plans for our culture.
They are trying to reduce our history to the last 72 years - that
is to say, the period of Yankee imperialist domination. They try
to ignore the development of the struggle for independence and
throw dirt on the memory of the men who led this struggle for
more than a hundred years. Imperialism, nevertheless, has been
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unable to keep from our youth and our people the figures of
Ramon Emeterio Betances, who directed and organized the revolutionary uprising of September 23, 1868, and proclaimed the
Republic of Puerto Rico in the epoch of Spanish domination; nor
has it been able to maintain in obscurity the figure of Don Pedro
Albizu Campos, who from 1930 to his death in 1965 directed the
struggle against North American imperial ism with a bsolute dedication, and whose example and teachings are undoubtedly the finest
legacy, the inestimable treasure of the generations who today fight
to maintain on high the flag that he raised in our country in the
face of the North American oppressors. And this is true of all
the personalities, organizations, intellectuals that have contributed
to forging the strong cement on which Puerto Rican nationalism
is based : and the youth are more and more interested and devoted
to the ideals and example of these extraordinary men who, in
the most difficult of circumstances, faced the oppressors, the
exploiters. They faced the North American imperialists to tell them
that the will of our country is one and that this will is to become
a free, independent and sovereign nation.
For this reason we believe it is indispensable to undercut and
undermine the political, economic, a nd repressive fundamentals o~
North American imperialism in Puerto Rico in order to achieve
our independence, but at the same time we think that if this independence - whose profundity wilJ be in direct relation to the
intensity of the struggle that our political and revolutionary effort
:tchieves - if this formal independence is delayed further and
further as North American imperialism is attempting, then it wlll
be more radical, an independence that will be not merely formal
but eHective, and we will begin from that moment the road toward
the reconquest of what North American imperialism has robbed
from us in so many years of domination. That is to say, we will
take the road of national liberation.
With respect to the development of this strunle, what relations does MPJ
have with Puerto Rican groups in the United States?

The Pro-Independence Movement has its own organization in
the United States - that is to say, we have a central mission there
which in its turn has various patriotic missions. The central mission
directs the work of the cells, which we call patriotic missions, in
distinct Puerto Rican communities in the United States: New York,
New Jersey, Chicago and other cities. In New York, the Bronx is
a borough in which more than 800 000 Puerto Ricans live. But aside
from our own organization which develops its intensive work with
our emigrant comrades in the United States, MPI carries out a
broad policy of stimulus, collaboration and solidarity with v31·iou!
groups and organizations of Pue1to Ricans that exist in the Un ite<i
States to fight against the oppression of which they are victims.
Thus we have excellent relations with the Young Lords, we support them in their activities and they support ours; we develop
activities together that have had magnificent and appreciable results
in the sharpening struggle the Puerto Ricans are experiencing al
this time in the United States. Not only do we have relations with
Puerto Rican groups, but also very close relations w ith North
American radicals, with various movements of workers as well as

students and mass organizations in that country. Our relations with
the black movement in the United States have been very close over
the past years. We hav~ interchanged delegations, made contacts,
held conversations and, beyond that, signed agreements of mutual
support in the struggle against North American imperialism.
Thus the breadth that the Puerto Rican struggle has achieved
today within the United States itself is not surprising, and as a
result of the impetus this independence struggle has shown in
Puerto Rico, it is producing in the United States a growing level
of consciousness on the part of the most radical elements in that
country. We believe that solidarity and mutual support between
the Pro-Independence Movement and radical groups, as well as
with Afro-American organizations in the United States, constitutes
an essential factor in the success of our independence struggle:
We maintain the necessity for developing increasing and close
relations with the workers' movement of the United States and,
with this in mind, we have exchanged delegation~ with US proletarian groups. They have visited our country, wne~ they have
seen the conditions in which our workers live exploited by the
North American monopolies, and they have listened to these reports,
they have become aware of the fact that the Puerto Rican working
class is actually exploited with as great or greater cruelty .t han
the North American working class, since the Puerto Rican worker
has a salary which is only a third of that the North American
worker receives, while the cost of living in Puerto Rico is at least
25% higher than in the United States. Such data clearly show the
superexploitation t of the Puerto Rican worker by. the North
American monopolies that rule Puerto Rico at their own discretion.
So we have taken very seriously the importance of our relations
with the growing antifascist movement, the tremendous discontent
of the working class and of North American youth, and we know
that to a great extent, the takeoff and final. success of our independence struggle depends on the support that we £.i nd in these
unportant sectors.
A ttq.i qa.Uon: Bow doea the movement you repretent view the preaent
level of the revoluUonary strurrle in LaUn America and Puerto Rico's
polJtlon within Its context?
Latin America - that is to say, the countries that are a part of

it - have been very especially the backyard for North American
imper ialism in the last decades of this century. There the monopolies have had abundant raw material which they have carried
off at ridiculous prices while, on the other hand, they have raised
the price of the industrial products imported f.rom the United
States by Latin-American countries.
But this condition of being US imperialism's backyard, secure
base of operation for monopoly and militarism, is now indubitably
damaged; that imperial dominion that the North Ameri~ans exercised in Latin America baa been shattered and it is progressively
losing its power in Latin America as dramatized very clearly in
the struggle developed by the movements, parties and revolutionary personalities that have contributed with their positions
to shaking the imperial power of the United States in Latin Amer-
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ica. The revolutionary struggle is developing in Latin America. most
particularly since the Cuban people crowned with victory their
struggle against the tyranny and domination of the United States
in 1959. Since then the struggle against imperialism has been
evolving and growing constantly despite the very h ru·d blows the
revolutionary movements on our continent have received , as for
example, the assassination of Che in Bolivia and of other outstanding leaders throughout LaLin America. This situation is going to
reach a point which the Latin-American revolutionaries will mark
with their struggle. in which the eclipse of the North American
imperialists in Latin America will be determined. This eclipse of
the power of the United States will not be the result, we maintain,
of the action of bureaucrats, of leaders who do not wish to dirty
their hands; it will not be the result of compromises, but will come
about as the product of the open struggle we are developing with
intransigence in the face of North American imperiaUsm.
Oi this we have not the slightest doubt. since the very example
of' the struggle we are undertaking in our country has convinced
us af this.
The North American imperialists do not understand the power
the people themselves are developing. They do not understand
the respect the peoples of Latin America merit. They constantly and
in a thousand ways violate the sovereignty of our people. They hurl
their troops against them, as in the ominous military intervention
they carried out in lhe Dominican Republic. They prepare adventures such as Playa Giron in Cuba, where the CIA and Yankee
imperialism were defeated by the Cuban people. And thus imperialism continues to fall into a cul-de-sac from which it has no
out; because lo the degree that it evidences greater clumsiness in
its understanding of the Latin-American reality, imperialism has
to become more isolated. weaker all the time, because simultaneously alongside il, the will and the decision of the Latin-American people are becoming g reater and stronger. And we want it
clearly understood that when we speak of Latin America we are
speaking of the great homeland, we al'e speaking of peoples and
nations that not only have a common past, but more importantly,
have common enemies and a common destiny in lhe struggle against
imperialist oppression and the oligal'chic classes that have maintained themselves in power precisely with the support of North
American imperialists and all the imperialists that have dominated
Latin America.
If we speak of Latin America we do so because we have the
profound conviction that these peoples have sufficient vitality. they
have sufficient comprehension and consciousness to confront this
enemy which they must defeat: North American imperiaJism.
Puerto Rico is a part of these Latin-American peoples despite the
fact that Yankee imperialism has tried to close us off, isolate us
from the family of peoples to which we be1 ong. But the Puerto
Rican nation is and will be an inseparable part of the great family
of Latin-American peoples, and the struggle against imperialism
will indubitably end with a victory, with a triumph of these peoples,
and with the overthrow of imperialism.
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Marighella:
Creative Life and Action
.Joaqui m

Cam ara Ferrei r a

J ust aa the rural guerrilla front was about to be opened - second stage of the stratea
planned - the vigorous Brazilian fighter Carlos Marighella initiator of armed 11trugele
in the city and head of National Liberation Action, was shot down on a street in Sio Paulo
(November 4, 1969) . But the time that bas passed since his assassination has not been one
of rejoicing for the military group that ordered his execution. The Subversive Commando,
as his persecutors we re given to call it, was not eliminated with his death. He had
forewarned In a proclamation, "the Subver sive Commando ls the people's dlscontent" and
this is not eliminated by tortures nor by the physical death of the revolutionaries.
The spies of the political police COOPS) and thei.r CIA assistants pressured too iervently
to rub his name oU the list as public enem y number l ; P reto's muaket did not remain
silent but became more warlike and subversive. The relay took his place and new combatants arose to continue and extend the struggle. Expropriations of banks and foreign
properties, occupation ot radio transmitters, seizure o1 arms, kidnapping of representatives
of exploiting governments, actions in the Ribeira valley where Lamarca and the group
in training broke through an encirclement of 20 000 men, artillery and planes... the people's
rejection of the electoral farce called by Garrastazli Medici.
The enumeration of certain facts assembled in the declaration signed by the ALN, VPR,
MR-8 and MR-Tiradentes, calling for the annulment of the vote, reaffirms the justice ot
Marighella'11 thesis singling out armed struggle as the only method of confronting the
military regime. Sala.rles today are 35% less than in 1964, taxes are exhorbitant, imperialism each year takes a billion dollars out of Brazil by its exploitation. The number of
national industries in bankruptcy absorbed by the North American monopolies is growing
all the time. It ls estimated that there are some 12 000 political prisoners, most of them
subjected to tortures and held without charge - some of them assassinated. A recent law
of General Garrastazu Medici establishes "prior censorship" for literary and scientific
books.
This is the picture of the present situation in Brazil. The revolutionary vanguard ls
dedicating its efforts to changing It. Marighella's example is the banner of the struggle.
His intraru1lgence, tenacity, his lucid vision of the road to be followed, his action ca.r ried
out to its ultimate consequences, his faith In final victory, are the Ingredients that raise

hopes and inspire h is people to organiz<.> and fight I.iercely.
N<1t f or nothing did the tyranny or ganize Ihe net - on the eve of lhe first annive!'sary
of the crime - throwing into prison more lhan 4300 citizens as a "preventive measure"
against actions planned in commemoration o! the date.
i'..t the end of October a new assassination increased the r egime's debt to the Brazilian
people. this time in the person o! Joaquim Camara Ferreira. who succeed ed Marighella
as commander of the ALN and was ~ ideological comrade, in work. in politics, in jail,
lo the underground and in armed action, tor more than 40 years. In 1970. Camara Ferreira
\\~;ote the introduction to thP book on Marighella published by Tricontinental Publishers,
which we reproduce here. The final words of this text, applicable today to him, are worth
repeating: "His example will continue to light the liberation struggle of all Brazilians
who know how to avenge him through the revo'ution itself."

ThlcoNTINENTAL's publication of several of the works of Carlos Marighella
is not only a tribute to the man who has done most to give the Brazilian
revolutionary movement a new direction, but in our opinion is also a
contribution to those numerous forces, particularly in Latin America,
who are now beginning to follow the example of the Cuban and the
Vietnamese people, and take up the arms that the reactionaries forced
Che and now Marighella, too, to drop.
In the books, pamphlets, and documents he wrote from 1964 on. not
everything is original. There is a great deal of Lenin, of Mao Tse Tung,
Ho Chi Minh, Fidel, Che Guevara, and many others. But it is not copied
material He applies to the Brazilian situation, the universal truths expressed in the ideas of the great leaders of emancipation struggles of all
times. From his analysis of the physical, economic, and social conditions
of Brazil, he extracts new and original elements. "Orthodoxy belongs
to religion, to the old religion," he used to say.
His constant concern with making the revolution is what led the man
to dedicate his entire life to the cause of socialism, to developing a new
overall strategy for the Brazilians' fight for liberation. For him, the
expression "The duty of every r evolutionary is to make the revolution"
was not simply a slogan but, on the contrary, had a very profound meaning.
All the sacrifices made through the decades were made for the revolution. But when he felt that the men in the organization to which he
belonged persisted in applying worn-out formulas, that they insisted
on keeping the struggle within narrow tactical limits "until the objective
and subjective conditions for revolution were ripe," he realized that the
moment for radical change had arrived.
For him, the objective conditions for revolution have existed for a
long time because of imperialist actions, and the system of land ownership.
The coup of '64 showed this clearly by creating a situation in which the
escape valves of bourgeois democracy were closed. Revolution became
the order of the day from that time on. It was a question of developing
an overall strategy based on the premise of the necessity for armed
struggle, the road of r ural urban guerrilla warfare, the need to attack
the nerve centers of the dictatorship, to attack the North Americans and
the guerrillas wherever they are. It will be the task of other revolutionaries, following his example, to mobilize and draw together the
struggle of gr owing numbers of workers, students, peasants, and men
of the people in general.
It is this perspective (and also the clear understanding that the liberation of the peoples of Latin America is one single battle and that from
now on, in the battle for national emancipation and a socialist road, Latin
Americans must unify their forces in the same way that the struggle for

political independen<'e in the last century became a single battle) that
led him to participate in the OLAS Conference. His statements then, on
Radio Havana and in the Cuban press, made a deep impact in Brazil.
He spoke directly to the revolutionaries and to the people. To limit the
struggle to the confines of the party would be to condemn it to the ste-.
rility of endless discussions, of tedious documents, and finally, to the
end of all hope. Moreover, the Brazilian left is atomized. There are 20
or 30 organizations, all of which claim to be "the party" or "the vanguard." The creation of one more bureaucratic organization would lead
.nowhere. It was necessary to turn the problem upside down. A general
strategic and tactical program had already been presented in the doc·
uments approved by the OLAS Conference which had synthesized the
best experiences of the Latin-American peoples' liberation struggles;
the conclusion coincided with the thinking that had matured among
those elements that had rebelled within the Brazilian Communist Party
and numerous revolutionary groups of other origins.
The essential point is action. "Action makes the vanguard," Marighella
proclaimed. And the leadership? The leadership is the ~uerrilla, the
guerrilla command. The operational command and the pohtical-military
c-0mmand will be mixed together. He undertook a study of Brazilian
topography and of its past history of guerrilla action.
A country of continental proportions, Brazil has no very high mountains
nor dense woods in its habitated areas. But it does have great rivers and
plains that make rapid movement possible. The important factor would
be to escape the strategi<' circle of the armed forces concentrated in the
coastal area and to be thoroughly familiar with the entire area, the roads,
hi~hways,

geographic peculiarities, etc., of the zones where the guerrilla

groups would have to exist. In the triangle of sustenance formed by
Guanabara-S~o Paulo-Belo Horizonte, "guerrilla axes" are fixed on "the
heart of Brazil!'
But the guerrilla will not be limited to "the heart of Brazil," nor
will the triangle of sustenance be the only source of arms, money
technicians, medicines, etc. The guerrillas will have to 'Spread out. aii
over Brazil and the power of the dictatorship will have to be challenged
as well in the vital organs of tbe country. Urban and rural guerrilla
warfare, sabotage in the cities and in t)ie countryside, actions by small
groups and mass aC'tion. This is the overall strategy which he never
kept secret, which he explained in detail to every revolutionary with
whom he had contact. And not in order to proselytize to place them under
his command, but rather to stimulate action.
'
Revolutionary groups can join together or act separately, with or without
tieit to each other. The important fact is action. That is what will awaken
revolutionary energy among our people, that is what will determine
the formation of such a. battle force that no one will be able to hold
it back. It is what will truly unite all revolutionaries, will stimulate
the development of guerrilla leadership. The vanguard will be guerrilla
warfare, the command will be a guerrilla command, but the commanders
will be those who prove themselves by flesh and blood in the struggle,
no~ anyone named by a decree from the cities.
And in this connection he liked to mention the example of Virgulino
Ferreira (Lampeio), the cangaceiro chief who fought for two decades
in six states of the Northeast. Initially his brother was the leader of the
group, perhaps because he was the elder. The leadership qua1ities of
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Lampeao are what made him recognized and accepted by everyone as
chief.
It was from these basic ideas, but at the same time starting from zero
in terms of arms, financial resources, and trained cadres, that he began
action in 1968. On the one hand he tried, along with a few others. to
get to know what was called "the heart of Brazil." to make C'ontact w;th
the peasants, to study their reactions and their attitude toward fightinf?.
On the other hand, he grouped around himself a number of others and
began expropriation actions. He personally went to the banks for the
resources necessary to finance the revolutbnary plan. Other groups sprang
up, accumuiated arms. and diversified actions began. The anonymity was
mamtained for many months. The police sensed something but they had
no proof as to who was carrying out the s1; ·cess1ve bank robberies and
acts of sabotage, nor did they know who was directing them. At the
same time other rev-0lutionary groups began action, and this was a positive fact because it increased the nu1:1ber of actions and also confused
the police. But in November cf 1968 the Guanabara police succeeded in
proving that the assault on an armored bank car was directed by Marighella and that he was at the Ecene of the action. A price was put
on his head and he was declared "public enemy number one."
Newspaper headlines, full page photographs, magazine covers, oosters.
radio and television stations broadcast the news throu~hout the country.
The versions given out were all distorted but Brazilians. accustomed to
censorship and to official notices, have learned how to read between the
lines. They understood, correctly, that there was a real revolutionary
action taking place and that it was possible to act against the dictatorship.
For this very reason, Marighella said that the robbery had produced not
just the 120 million old cruceiros for the needs of the revolution. but
5120 million. The publicity experts estimated at more than 5000 million
the cost of so much publicity throughout the capitalist communications
media.
The actions continued from whatever sources, and the movement, at
this level, had grown and spread to various parts of the country It was
necessary to consolidate it into one organization. That is how the National
Liberation Action came into being. In the document "Organizational
Questions" it says that the organization will have a mass front, dedicated
chiefly to work in the factories, the neighborhoods, the schools, farms,
etc., on the basis of people's immediate needs, but always with a general
revolutionary perspective; this "front" convinces the masses through
propaganda and actual experience, of the necessity for armed guerrilla
struggle. The supply front, or logistics, brings together those groups able
to contribute to the direct solution of what is needed for armed guerrilla
action. The guerrilla front is made up of armed tactical groups in the
cities and men active in the countryside. Finally, those elements engaged
in the specific preparation of rural guerrilla warfare are directly tied to
what it was decided would be called strategic work. The most careful
security measures are insisted upon as is intense propaganda action
- armed and unarmed - intended to awaken the masses.
At the same time, National Liberation Action never claio ; to be "the
party" or " the vanguard." It does not grow out of the electoral process,
meetings, and congresses, but rather out of its own actions. Its leadership
is made up of those elements that h::we most distinguished themselve~
on each work front, especially the guerrilla front , and for this reason

it is not a question of a crystallized and rigid organization of "democratic

centralism." The vanguard actually evolves from the initiation of armed
struggle in the countryside, from rural guerrilla warfare and its development into a prolonged war of liberation.
We constitute a revolutionary group and there are others. We do not
claim to be the owners of the revolution, only to fuliill our revolutionary
obligation. What concerns us, because it concerns the Brazilian revolutionary movement, is that all the organizations should become active. They
should always act in the best interest of the revolution and facilitate
the participation of other organizations in the revolutionary action. When
it is necessary, they should participate together in specific actions; but
we should avoid the amalgamation of organizations since that invites
the risk of exposure to the police in case of arrest. As is known, actions
of this type have been carried out (for example, the kidnapping of the
United States Ambassador), and have resulted in closer ties among
the organizations involved.
As he was making the last efforts to insure the security of a sizeable
group of comrades (Marighella was always more preoccupied with the
security of others than with his own) and was preparing to initiate
the war in the countryside, Marighella fell in the struggle.
There are those today who ask whether the action will be continued
after such a serious blow as the assassination of the principal director
of the organization, the man who contributed most to the qualitative
change in the Brazilian revolutionary movement. But Marighella himself
was very clear about this. Last October, in answer to a French journalist
from the magazine Front, who asked him whether he himself would carry
out to the end the process he had initiated, he said:
This is not tlie question. The revolution tloes not depend on individuals but is a matter of the people and their vangu ard: My r ole
was to give the initial spark. Our organization, for the most part, is
made up of young people under 25 years old. It is up to the best
of them to provide the leadership. One of them will t ake up my
banner or, if you prefer, my gun.
And the message later to the 15 patriots freed from jail in exchange
for the US Ambassador, expressed once more h is deep confidence bi the
continuation, the development, and the ·victory of the Brazilian people's
struggle: '"fhe Brazilian people h ave begun to move forward - r esolutely,
shoulder to shoulder with the other Latin-American peoples, with their
eyes fixed on the Cuban Revolution, symbol of the triumph of the armed
revolutionary movement."
On the prophetic night of November 4, polke agents of the dictatorship
snuffed out the life of the great revolutionary leader. But instead of
choking the revolution, they only succeeded in issuing a still stronger call
to the battle to which bis whole life had been dedicated.
Today, the name of Carlos Marighella is written with honor beside the
names ot Che Guevara and hundreds of other heroes in the fight for
liberty, for independence, for a h appy fut\.lre for mankind.
His example will continue to light the liberation struggle of all Brazilians who know how to avenge him through the revolution itself.
J . Camara Ferreira
for the Nat ional Liberation Action leadership
Havana, November 1969
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OSergio Paranhos Fleury (36
years old), known to be responsible for the assassination of
Carlos Marighella, entered the
Death Squadron through his relationship with the world of
crime. The Squadron was organized in Rio de Janeiro in 1968
at the instigation of General
Amauri Kruel, but achieved its
fullest development in Sao Paulo ten years later through the
desire of the police to even accounts with the drug traders
who refused to pay royalties (in
goods and money). This was denounced by one of the traders
named Robertilo, who presented
a judicial complaint and was
then riddled with bullets. Paranhos Fleury is a known drug
addict, a regular user of the drug

petvertin which he injects daily who was tortured to deatb.
in his leg. This has affected the
Among his chief men of action
IJlain artery and joints in his (salaried bullies) in the Sao Pau~ight heel, giving him a peculiar
k> Squadro'l are Hello Tavares,
gait.
Ernesto Milton Dias, Raul FeHis extensive list of services rreyra, Ruben Cardosa de Melo
as criminal includes some 40 Tucunduva. Also implicated are
common prisoners, in addition to Augusto de Oliveira and his
the persecution and assassination brother Antonio Augusto, Traiof revolutionaries. Fleury has ller, Givani, Demarizinho, Leme,
been identified as the personal Silvio, Santos, Nelson Querido,
torturer of the wife of the worke1 Delbor Carpes Fagundes, Abillo,
Jose Sabino Santana and of the Eduardo Yavier Santana, Angepriests Ives Lesbeaux Pins and lino Moliterano, Astrogildo CoFernando Brito. For these ac- rreira, Deodaro, Gaucho Bigode,
cumulated "merits" he was re- Morvan Lopes Carneiro, Justino
cently named head of the shock Silva and others not identified.
groups of the Department of
Public and Social Order (DOPS) , OAlthough the sale of arms has
the Bandeirantes Operation (in always been good business over
charge of organizing torture), the past ten years, the enormity
the Death Squad.r on and the of the transactions and the growOperative Center for Investiga- ing contrast between the high
tions (CODI), all coordinated by technical quality of the materials
and the low technical level of
the Army Command.
Journalistic sources have noted those who use them, has marked
the existence of a photo of Sergio a new aspect of this trade.
Paranhos Fleury taken in 1968
In effect, the step from colonialby a Canadian priest which ism to neocolonialism has totally
show'i him participating in the changed the perspectives of the
secret shooting of an alleged crim- war merchants.
In the "classic" colonial epoch,
inal. Sister Maurina Borges de
Silveira, Mother Superior of San- the only possibility for sale was
ta Ana Convent, referred to the turning over secondhand arms
sinister individual in a letter de- to feed a rebellion. The operation
nouncing the tortures to which was merely a commercial accesshe was subjected during her sory, the principal objective was
captivity: "...Commissioner Fleu- political. Thus, Czarist Russia
ry asked me: 'Were you Mario furnished arms to the Afghan
Lorenzato's lover? Say yes, just tribes in order to keep the Indian
that, and it is all over. Don't border in a state of insecurity
say you weren't like the others.' that favored an eventual Russian
[ . . . ] They connected the elec- interiention.
This tactic wu continued from
tric shock equipment and enjoyed
1914 to 1917 by Germany in
themselves at my expense."
The latest exploit by the tor- Mexico in order to support a
turer Paranhos Fleury is having conflict with the United States
personally directed, on October that ·could postpone any threat
22, 1970, the operation against of the latter's intervention in
Marighella's successor as direc- Europe.
tor of ALN, Joaquim Camara
Ferreira (Toledo or 0 Velho),
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As ·1 typical h:smnc procedure.
we 11(; lhe furnishing of th1rdhand arms by the colonial power
to cert'li11 ind1£!enous coUaborating tribes in order to form auxiliary troops without danger LO
the mt!tropclis. As a general
· •r:ictice, for the colonial powers,
11y modern armmg of the colon:z•.:d peoples, even a gainst ene'~.i territory, was fundamentally
out of the question because it
was Loo dangerous.
1t took the First World War
and an increasingly urgent hunger for cannon fodder for the situation to evolve a bit. After all.
the evolution was very prudent:
solidly "incorporated" indigenous
troops. The only exception to the
rule was Lawrence's adventure
which lj~ou~ht the Arab people

into war against the Turks. It is
unnecessary lo recall that this
attempt immediately ran into the
hostility of the great British General Command and that, at the
end of the war, the subjugat.on
of the Arab people by British
forces left nothing enviable to
the way in which the Turks had
behaved.
At that time, the only '·clients"
in the modern sense of the term
were the small countries, chiefJy
the Balkans in relation to the
European continent and t 1·e
Latin-American countries in the
Anglo-Saxon sphere of influence.
The method of exploitation was
now neocolorual: following the
independence struggles a~ainst
the colonial powers (Turkey for
the Balkans, Spain where L atin

America was concerned), the
capitalist powers began supplying arms to the sovereigns or dict ators who were their devotees.
Thus began the system of impositions.
All the advantages of neocolonialism now appeared: extension of the market, surplus sales,
bloody battles between n ei~h
boring countries, etc. On this basis, a particularly successful
method was put into practice,
first by Germany, then by France
and finally by Great Britain,
with respect to Russia.
The utilization of neocolonialist methods is now general. But
in order t"o understand the present extent of the markets, the
second factor must be included:
the formation of the militaryindustrial complex, sustained
within the framework of most
nonsocialist nations by the policy
of anticommunist alHances imposed by Yankee imperialhm.
The Mllltary•lnduatrlal Complex In
the Unltett States

In 1936 the North American
army made its first major contributions to the arms industt:y,
although the principal clients
were France and Great Britain.
It was not until United States
entry into the war that this industry reached full development. The Yankee military budget rose from $1500 million in
1940 to $75 000 million in 1968.
In February of 1940 the United
States Air Force had 4400 planes;
in 1943. 100 000: in 1944. 290 000.
It is said that the most beautiful stories have an ending: in
August 1945, the cancellation of
contracts begins.
In 1946, Boeing, which built
bombers (B-17, B-29, B-50), releases 21 000 of its 29 000 workers.
Lockheed reduces its personnel

MOOO to ~000 WM~~
Douglas, the least affected because it specialized in transport.
equipment adaptable to civilian
needs, releases 26 000 of its
165 000 workers.
The North American aeronautics industry really tries to
play the role of civilian transportation but:
1) The market is more limited
than that of military equipment, which is also destroyed
more quickly.
2) The army liquidates its
~cess military transport equipment.
3) The clients are much more
difficult and less sensitive to
pressures from influentials.
In 1948 the aeronautics industry reaches its lowest level. But
that same year it increases with
the Berlin blockade and the beginning of the Cold War, although its chief rise occurs in
1949 with the Korean war. Military orders jump from $1800
million in 1949 to $10 81~ million
in 1954 (see Table 1). They maintain this level thanks to an intelligently supported wac psychosis.
A powerful group was created
made up of militarists aspiring
to directorships after their r e·
tirement, industrialists, and "selected individuals" from the
states in which the war industries were located.
The military market has acquired such importance that a
firm such as Locki1eed ~$2220
million in commercial o..,"'rat·ons
in 1968), after having suffered a
considerable loss in the civilian
market, has worked only for the
military for the past ten years.
This firm could also take responsibility for the. Naval equip~
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ment tha t had been turned down
by the civilian companies (Electric, now Onan).
Another
fi rm,
McD'>n"lell.
whicb during the Second World
War produced 'Only military
equipment (including the celebrated P hantom II) could, with
the impact of the Viet Nam war,
turn around and buy Douglas.
McDonnell-Douglas became the
foremost airspace combination in
the United States with $3609
milliol" in sales in 19n~ !53?(- in
military equipment. The same
occurs with other major firms.
1n fact, all firms work for the
army, since most civilian equipment depends in the first place
on military contracts which permit it t'O be produced in series
without great financial problems,

smce the army pays hetter and
faster than civilian companies.
Moreover the military contracts permit state financing of
research programs that allow
private firms a low-cost technical renovation.
The Viet Nam war thus brings
as a consequence a significant
division within the armament
industry. Those that produce chssic equipment are, evidently,
delighted with their advantage.
The specialists in advanced
systems
(electronics, rockets,
third generation planes, e tc.)
face a crisis. For some time they
have been able to compensate for
the loss of military contracts
with those from NASA earmarked
for the ApoUo project. But all research relative to this program

has now been terminated. NASA
itself has just closed its center
for electronics investigations and
dismisc;ed 850 employees. mainly
first class researchers. For this
reason they are violently hostile
to the war in Viet Nam. Not because they are pacifists or favor
disarmament but, on the contrary, in order to reclaim the use
of "advanced" destruction systems. No need to await the outcome.
In January of 1970, McDonntllDouglas won a contract for
$7000 million for the F-15 fighter,
while RCA won an "initial" contract of $250 million for the development of a new rocket system.
It would be interesting to
study more profoundly the makeup of this complex and its role
in the Cold War. But now we
are interested in analyzing in
particular the airspace aspect,
since this is where the tie-in between the militarists and industrialists is most evident. However, this osmosis affects all
industrial areas including those
apparently farthest from the field
of death machines.
For them the Viet Nam genocide has also acted as a: magic
potion. The diesels for tanks and
armored cars are constructed by
General Motors. Chrysler produces a mortar for the armored
car, the M-109. The Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation builds the M-113 armored
vehicle. The Car and Foundry
Company produces, with Switzerland, the mortar for the armored car M-110.
The armaments industry represents 23% of those employed
in California, 30% in Kansas,
21 % in Arizona, 21 % in Connecticut, 24% in New Mexico, 20%

in Utah, etc.
However unportant the internal market may be, the only good
commercial policy is that which
culminates in exports; in other
words, imperialism is decidedly
the higher stage of capitalism
(see Table 2).
In April 1966, Henry J . Kuss,
Assistant Secretary in the United
States Department of Defense,
explained the affair to the Senate
Foreign :Relations Committee.
If North American arms exports .r epresent only 5% of the
total production of the United
States, they nevertheless rep1 esent between 50 and 75 % of the
military budgets of numerous
"allies." And above all, the benefits of these sales a re estimated to cover at least 50% of the
cost of Yankee military installations abroad.
Further along we will explain
this problem in detail. For the
moment let us content ourselves
with citing the conclusion of the
Assistant Secretary of State concerning defense: "The sales of
arms in regions such as the
MiCl.dle East or Latin America
m aintain a reasonable degree of
stability in these 't erritories."
What won't they say to salve
the conscience?
From 1961 on the annual sale.
of arms abroad has averaged
$3000 million.
The Mll!ta.ry-lnduatrlal Complex
In the Developed Countries
Great Britain

The traders in cannor. hold
their noble title from the middle
of the 19th century on. Exports
of Armstrong cruisers to ltaly,
Japan and now Latin America.
Export of Vickers cannon, etc.
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The major arms trader between
1890 and 1930, 'Sir Basil Zaharoff,
was a member of the Order of
the Garter .
Converted today by decolon\-zation, the Brili9h arms industry is going well although the
US and especially French competition is serious.
The industry is essentially
private but the Foreign Ministry
is none the less interested for
that reason.
France

Here the military-industrial
ccmplex is a state matter, and
the state not only functions as
mediator among the three sectors - land, naval and air weapons - between suppliers and
clients. but is also one of the

main supply purchasers. The
Technical Directorate for Terr estrial Armaments
(DTAT)
alone employs 25 000 persons and
in 1967 engaged in commercial
operations worth 2150 million
francs.
Despite the competition, British
and French are joyful companions who have perfected their
dual roles.
When Wilson was crossexamined in the House of Commons
1. •ncerning arms supplies to NigeHl , be exploded: the embargo on
<trms destined for Nigeria was
nothing more than a menns of prolonging the war, since Biafra was
continuing to receive them. And
when the journalists asked P ompidou why France continued
supplying arms to Biafra, he be-

came indignant : if Nigeria was
supplied with arms, was it not
just to permit Biafra to defend
herself from genocide?
Arma Sales
The Exchanges Among Developed
Countries

More than sales, it is a question
of developing in common a system of highly technical arms, or
at least their controlled manufacture. In this aspect only
the United States is the seller.
The markets, therefore, vary.
In 1964, sale of three destroyers to be completed in 1968 to
the Federal Republic of Ge.r many
for 600 000 million marks. In 1968,
the sale t"o the FRG of Sikorsky
CH-53 helicopters fer 1400
million marks. The FGR is the
major client; after that comes
Great Britain, who arranged that
all its arms purchases from the
United States be paid for in corresponding sales by Great ;Britain to the United States. Next
comes France, followed by the
NATO countries, which is natural, and finally Switzerland and
Sweden, especially for very elaborate equipment such as radar,
antiaerial rockets, etc.
Sales to Third World Countries

Here real deceit functions, an
imposition of privations. We saw
that the winning of independence,
at least formal independence, of
the ex-colonies extended markets
prodigiously.
Iran's defense budget in 1969,
for example, represents a market
of $250 million. In two years,
Iran purchased:
50 Phantom IIs;
$50 million worth of helicopters;
naval units from Great Britain.
For her part France becomes
interested and offers helicopters

at a value of $28 million. (They
are Super Frelon, which the Israeli commandos use.)
At the same time we note that
the annual per capita income in
Iran is only $200.
Moreover, the interimperialist
contradictions lead to a development in arms sales that far surr.asses the level judged to be
'desirable." It is evident that if
the United States, Great Br;tain
er France ardently covets the
sphere of influence of the other,
each also wishes to maintain in
his own zone the lowest level of
armaments in order to limit as
far as possible the risks of conflict. Thus, contrary to what the
defenders of the "market" affirm,
it is evident that the number and
amplitude of conflicts is in direct
relation to the level of armaments.
Finally, to unmask the hypocrisy of imperialism we need
only again quote Kuss, who is
of the belief that the sales of
arms made in the Middle East
contribute to maintaining stability in that region. This opinion
stated in 1966 achieves its full
worth today ....
Without a doubt the sale of
arms to countries of the Third
World constitutes an essential
part in the imperialist machinery.
Jean Panhard, French arms manufacturer, more discrete than
Marcel Dassault but as effective
as he, understands the situation
well when he says: "The fact·of
providing arms to a foreign country creates strong ties with it.
Through armaments, French
technical ability, French standards, French instructors penetrate that country, and this can
produce far-reaching effects. .. !'
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chains.
The neocolonialist power controls the "armed band" whose
function it is to maintain in power
the petit-bourgeois sector allied
with imperialist interests, and
which in many cases was placed
in command by the neocolonial
power, preferably before an end
to its control. That is how Great
Britain decided to place in the
hands of the most reactionary
Arab leaders its o:I interests in
the Middle East. As to the maneuvers that guarantee the financial security of the exploiters
over the exploited, the astute
Albion is master. In Libya, for
Consequences for the Cllents
example, Britain sold the feudal
When Panhard speaks of government of Idris a complete
strong ties, he does not exagge- aerial
defense
system
for
rate. These ties are very solid £ 150 000 000 including land-toKuss pointed out in a report
to Congress that the export or
military material would cost hali
as much as sending Yankee troops
abroad.
Tomake the exploited countries
fiaance the security of the exploiting countries is the first and
perhaps the most important advantage of this policy.
Arms production obeys the
same laws as any other production; the larger the quantity the
lower the cost. This permits in
equal quality, larger orders and
faster delivery to the armed
forces of the supplier country.

air rockets which the Libyan
army was totally incapable of
operating. That permitted the
British Army to spread out
around the oil fields and its own
bases on the one hand and on the
other to be the only force capable
of utilizing the system. After the
revolution, Libya broke this contract.
If the maneuver failed in Libya,
it was successful in Kuwait
which, in January 1967, ordered
antiaircraft
material
worth
£ 20 000 000, and throughout all
of Saudi Arabia: £ 100 000 000.
Once the contract is made, the
country is tied up for the short
run. Given the role the army
plays in these countries, to form
and equip the military forces of
a nation is practically to take its
policy into one's hands.
This action is immediate, because of the preparation courses
(in France, two air bases have
been reserved for the training
of the foreign clients of Dassault),
recruitment and its type of training, and finally for the corruption that permits them to obtain
very useful complementary markets.
The French embargo against
Israel, and especially the AngloSaxon blockade against South
Africa, had catastrophic effects
on the military apparatus in these
countries, which have only been
able to recuperate because the
embargo was broken by the North
Americans in the case of Israel,
and by France in the case of
South Africa, and above all because these countries are sufficiently industrialized to begin a
natio!lal arms production. It is
easy to estimate from these examples the situation in which a nonindustrialized country may find
itself. In the long run there is the

guarantee of maintaining the
client in misery and submission.
In fact, perhaps the most criminal aspect of imperialist policy is
the stagnation it maintains.
At the outset let us compare the
two following cases on the financial plane: When in October of
1968, Belgium orders 88 Mirage-5s
for $132 000 000, it demands that
75% of the order be assembled
there. At the time this represents
only 0.47 % of the total cost in
equipment produced in one year's
exports. (Since then it is to be
assumed that the trade is going
well since a year later DassaultBelgium Aviation, SA, founded
for the construction of the Mirage-5 in Belgium, increases its
capital
from
$2 000 000
to
$2 400 000.)
On the contrary, when Peru orders 12 Mirage-5s for $15 000 000,
this figure represents 2% of exports and evidently has nothing
in it about construction under
license.
We point out that to reach this
brilliant result, Dassault did not
hesitate to stimulate anew the
arms trade throughout Latin
America and that only the intervention of the United St:ites prevented him from extending his
little business. This is the effect
of the interimperialist contradictions of which we spoke earlier.
When a country, Great Britain
for example, can take the situation in hand without interference,
the results are fabulous.
With respect to Saudi Arabia, a
contract worth £ 100 000 000 represents 16% of the country's
resources in relation to annual
exports.
J ordan has order~d from the
United States 36 F-104 fighters

at a total cost of more than in gold - is automatically displa$38 000 000. Now m 1966 (before ced form the civilian sector to the
the loss of Transjordan), total ex- military to provide maintenance
ports amounted to $36 000 000. for motors, arms, radar .... That
This modern equipment is fab- is to say that the provender counulously costly (see Table 3).
try insures the sterilization of all
The cost of armaments pomts elements that could permit the
fatally to just one solution: turn client even to begin an embryonic
to the financial aid of the suplier competitive national mdustry.
country.
Thus, when Brazil and ArgenMilitary aid in Brazil, for ex- tina on two occasions tried to
ample, is up to $500 000 000.
create a national aeronautics inThis squandering of finances dustry, the United States "kindly"
invested in a sector which is es- offered them lots of secondhand
sentially
nonproductive aug- aircraft, which was however sufments, on the other hand, a truly ficiently modern to absorb almost
bloodthirsty battle for techni- al! the technicians, siphoning off
cians. The scarcity of qualified their capacity into maintenance
personnel - worth their weight jobs.

Table 1
Clients of the Aeronautics Industry
1948 to 1964
Year

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

Type

Clients
(in billions of dollars)

Military

Civilian

1182
1802
2 598
5353
8568
10 604
10832
10508
11525
12833
13246
13171
13196
13 871
14331
14191
13 241

.177
.23
.238
.347
.650
.734
.822
.786
1.166
1.598
1.372
l.84J
2.208
1.876
1.772
1.485
2.042

Table 2
Military-Industrial Complex
United States
Export of Aircraft Equipment
Years
(in billions of dollars)
1966
1967
1968

Military planes
Rockets

220 951
134 234

305 080
208 622

300 040
155 370

Table 3
Military-Industrial Complex
United States
Prices of North American Planes
(in millions of dollars)
Type of plane
Maker
HH-53C
HH-3F
T-37B
T-38
F-lllA
F-lllB
C-5A

Sikorsky (United Aircraft)

''

,,

,,

Cessna
Northrop
Grumman-General Dynamics
n

Lockheed

"

u

1969
450 000
165 000

Price
2.45
1.25

.3
8.42
6.5
7.99
15.5
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